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Subsequent to publication, the following errors were discovered in the 
documented pressure tap locations: 
1) In table IV, the wing station corresponding to n = 0.673 was 
erroneously stated as Yo = 300 instead of Yo = 315. 
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PUBLICATION CHANGE (Concluded) 
I11S-DR-2169 
2) In table IV and all plotted and tabulated left wing pressure 
data, tap locations given as n = 0.673, x/c > 0.775 should be 
n = 0.641 at the same chordwise locations. 
3) In table VI, spanwise tap locations given as nv = 0.153, 0.316, 
0.600, 0.840, should be 0.158, 0.317, 0.602, 0.839, respectively. 
4) In table VIII, the stated values of SRB axial coordinates Xs and 
Xg/~s are erroneous for tap numbers 909-932; tap numbers 870, 
882, and 901- 908 were deleted from the test but erroneously in- ' 
eluded in the table. 
This publication change presents tables IV, VI, and VIII as revised from 
the subject publication. Users of the tabulated or plotted pressure data for 
the left wing should refer to the revised table IV for the correct pressure 
tap locations. 
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TABLE VI. OROITER VERTICAL TAIL PRESSURE TAP 
NUMOERS (LEFT SIDE ONLY) 




1.0 FULL ' ZOHODEL 1'tv No. 
~CALE ____ SCALE 0 . 025 
-1..05 ,IS .. 30 ,52 ~5 ,775 ____ 90 TAPS TAPS 
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0'1 765 22 , 95 .839 456 457 458 459 46 0 461 462 463 464 9 35 
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Positive directions of force coeffjcien~s, 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows 
For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
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Subsequent to publication of the test data report, it was discovered that 
the correct SRB base area was 236.46 ft2. Initial data reduction done at 
the test facility was performed using a value of 201.07 ft2 as presented 
in the pre-test report. 
This publication change presents corrected test data in the form of plotted 
data figures, tabulated listings and text information as presented in the 
data report. Additionally, CAB and CAC coefficients have been added for 
all balances. This publication change replaces all the force test data 
contained in Volumes 1 and 2. 
Equations used to correct the CAB, CAF and CYNF coefficients are as follows: 
Prepared by: G. W. Klug 
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THE FOLLOWING CHANGES APPLY TO PUBLICATION: Space Shuttle Data Reports 
TITLE: ______________________________________________ __ 
NU~1BER: DMS-DR-2169 DATE: November 1975 BRANCH :--=D~A...:...;TA...::..M.::..:A::...:.N _____ _ 
CABnew = CABo1d * 236.46/201.07 
CAFnew = CA - CAC - CABnew 
CYNFnew = CYNFold - (CAF new - CAFo1d) * 250.5/1297.0 
A complete list of data and page replacements follows. 
All Volumes: 
Page 26 AbSRB was listed as 201.07, should be 236.46. 
Page 55 Max cross-sectional area listed as 201.07 full scale 
and 0.1809 model scale, should be 236.46 and 0.2128, 
respectively 
Volume 1: 
Data Figures 4-51, pages 1-843 replaced. 
Volume 2: 
Force data tabulation completely replaced, pages 1-113. 
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DATA REDUCTION (Concluded) 
AbSRB = . 236.46 ft2 
ib ::I 14.75° 0 
Xbf = 1329.7 ; n. 
Xb = 1263.0 in. 0 
Zb = 336.5 in. 0 
Base pressure coefficients represented the average pressure on the 
respective bases. Body flap pressure coefficients were as given by figure 
20. 
Right SRB forces and moments were calculated as a mirror1image of 
left SRB forces and moments about a = 0: 
~coefficient 0) Right SRB at +a ( Coefficient on) = Left SRB at -a 
Forces and moment on each component (Orbiter, ET, left SRB, and . 
right SRB) were interpolated versus the respective angle of attack and 
angle of sideslip of each component to nominal angles. These data were 
then added to provide total integrated vehicle forces and moments. 
26 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
. . 
MODE~ COMPONENT: BOOSTER SOLID ROCKET MOTOR - 521 
. .. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: _______________ _ 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030. 
DRAWIN.G NUMBER: VL72-000143D, V.L77-000066 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Includes nozzle), In. 1789.4·0 53.682 
Tank Diameter, In. 146.00 4.38 
Aft shroud dia., In. 192.00 5.76 
Fineness Ratio 9.3198 9.3198 
Area - Ft2 




WP of BSRM centerline (IT) 400.0 1.200 
FS of BSRM nose (XT) 743.0 22.29 
BP of BSRM centerline (VT) 250.5 7.515 
55 
:£ABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODE l COMPONE NT: __ EX~TER ...... Na.lA.w.L .... T~A~NKw...;-~TI2i!ee~ ___ + ______ _ 
t 
GENERAL DESCRI PTI ON: 
NqrEj (Pilnep,sipDs are t,P t,ank :structlJral OW,> TBB Dot 1 Deluded) 




MOl( Wbbh Dia., In. 
Mox Depth 
Fineneu Ratio 
Areo - Ft2 
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RESULTS OF A PRESSURE LOADS INVESTIGATION ON A 
O.030-SCALE MODEL (47-0TS) OF THE 
INTEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 5 
IN THE NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER 11 x 11 FOOT LEG OF 
THE UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL (IA81A) 
by 
E. Chee, Rockwell International Space Division 
ABSTRACT 
Results of wind tunnel test IA81A are presented. The model was a 
0.030-scale representation of the integrated Space Shuttle Vehicle Con-
figuration 5. Testing was conducted in the NASA Ames Research Center 
11 x 11 foot leg of the Unitary Plan Wind' Tunnel to investigate pressure 
distributions for aeroloads analyses at Mach numbers from 0.9 through 
1.4. Angles of attack and sideslip were varied from -6 to +6 degrees. 
This report consists of 7 volumes of force and pressure data. They 






IA81A Plotted Force Data 
IA81A Tabulated Force Data 
IA81A Plotted Pressure Data 
IA81A,Tabulated Pressure Data 
(a) orbiter fuselage 






























IA81A Tabulated Pressure Data 
1a) left lower wing surface 
IA81A Tabulated Pressure Data 
(a) left upper wing surface 
IA81A Tabulated Pressure Data 
(a) right upper wing surface 
(b) right lower wing surface 
(c) SRM booster 
IA81A Tabulated Pressure Data 
(a) external tank' 
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a. Side View 
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,",-, INDEX OF DATA FIGURES 
" PLonED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES 
~QLUME ] 
4 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 1-20 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV = 8/4 
5 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 21-40 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV = 8/0 
6 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 41-68 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 8/4 
7 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH < BETAI A 69-96 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 8/6 
w 8 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 97-124 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 0/0 
9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 125-152 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 10/4 
i' 10 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 153-180 
I: VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 8/4 
I: 
11 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 181-208 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 8/6 
12 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH A 209-212 ; 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 0/0 j 
I 




14 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 233-260 1 1 VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV == 8/4 I 
,J 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
PLOnED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES , ~--. 
15 . LONGITUDINAL· CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH A 261-264 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 0/0 
16 LONGITUDINALCHARA.CTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 265-276 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 10/4 ~--
17 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 277-304 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 8/0 
18 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH BETAI A 305-332 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 8/-4 
19 ~LONGlTUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAuNCH A 333-336 
.po VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1. 4 DEV = 0/0 
20 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 337-366 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV = 8/4 
21 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH' ALPHAI . B 367-396 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.6 DEV = 8/0 
22 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHA I B 397-431 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 8/4 
~ 23 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 432-466 
! VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 8/6 
I ~ ---"~ , 24 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 467-501 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 0.9 DEV = 0/0 
25 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 502-536 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
PLOTTED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES 
26 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 537-571 ~--
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 8/4 
27 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 572-606 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 8/6 
28 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH B 60;:"u11 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV = 0/0 
29 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 612-636 
VEHIC~E COMPONENTS, M = 1.1 DEV 10/4 
30 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 637-671 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = ].25 DEV = 8/4 
(J"I 
31 LATERAL~DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH B 672-676 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 0/0 
32 LATERAL-bI!~EtT-IONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 677-691 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.25 DEV = 10/4 
33 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 692-726 




34 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH ALPHAI B 727-761 
;,.. VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M = 1.4 DEV = 8/-4 
35 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH B 762-766 
VEHICLE COMPONENTS~ M = 1.4 DEV 0/0 
36 ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, M = 0.6 BETAO, ELV-OB C 767-771 
--
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) PLOTTED 
FIGUkE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE 
PAGES 
37 ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, BETAO, ELV-OB, C 772-77
8 
M= 0.9 ELV-IB 
38 ELEVON HlNGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, BHAG, ELV-OB, C 779-7
85 
M = 1.1 ELV-IB 
39 ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, BETAO, ELV-IB C 786-792
 
M = 1.25 
40 ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, BETAO, ELV-OB C 793-7
99 
M = 1.4 
41 ORBITER BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT MACH, BETAO, D 800-806 
O'l 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB 
42 EXTERNAL TANK BASE AXIAL FORCE MACH, BETAT, E 807-81
3 
COEFFICIENT ELV-IB, ELV-OB 
43 LEFT SRB BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT MACH, BETAL, F 814-82
0 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB 
44 RIGHT SRB BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT MACH, BETAR, G 821-82
7 
ELV-IB, ELV-OB 
45 SUMMARY, FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE ELV-IB, ELV-OB H 8
28 
(OEFF! CIENT AT ALPHA = BETA = 0.0 
46 SUMMARY, LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC ELV-IB, ELV-OB I 8
29 ---
CENTER LOCATION 
47 SUMMARY, NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT . ELV-IB, ELV-OB J 
830 
SLOPE AT BETA = 0.0 
............... ~ 
I 
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_____________ I.;..:.;ND=E:.:...;X-.,;O:..;..F-=-.:..DATA FIGURES (Cant i nued) 
TITLE 
SUMMARY, DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER 
LOCATION 
SUMMARY, SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT SLOPE 





SUMMARY, ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS ELV-IB, ELV-OB, 
ALPHAO 
SUMMARY, ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, ELV-IB, ELV-OB 
ALPHA:::: 0.0, BETA = 0.0 
FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON 
I/O :::: 8/4, SPDBRK :::: 0, MACH:::: 0.6 
FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON 
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK :::: 0, MACH = 0.9 
FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON 
I/O:::: 8/4, SPDBRK:::: 0, MACH:::: 1.1 
FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON 
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 
FUSELAGE LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON 
I/O = 8/0, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 
EXT TANK LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON 










































INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
~, 58 EXT TANK LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON 
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK= 0, MACH = 0.9 
59 EXT TANK LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON 
I/O = '8/4, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 1.1 
60 EXT TANK LONG. PRESSURE OIST. ELEVON 
I/O = 8/4, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 
61 EXT TANK LONG. PRESSURE 0IST. ELEVON' 
I/O = 8/0, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 
62 SRB LONG. PRESSURE OIST. ELEVON 
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6 
CP 
63 SRB LONG. PRESSURE 0IST. ELEVON 
I/O = 8/4, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 0.9 
64 SRB LONG. PRESSURE D1ST. ELEVON 
i/O = 8/4·, SPOBRK= 0, MACH = 1.1 
65 SRB LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON 
I/O = 8/4, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 
66 SRB LONG. PRESSURE DIST. ELEVON 
I/O = 8/0, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 
67 VERT. TAIL CHOROWISE PRESS. OIST. 
ELEVON· 1/0 = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6· 
68 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. 
ELEVON I/O = 8/4, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 0.9 
r----
r~'H " " ,.', , " ' 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE CONDITIONS 
NUMBER' TITLE VARYING 
69 VERT. TAIL CHORDUISE PRESS. 0IST. Z/BV 
ELEVON I/O = 8/4, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 1.1 BETAO, ALPHAO 
70 VERT. TAIL CHOROWISE PRESS. OIST. Z/BIJ 
ELEVON I/O = 8/4, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 BETAO, ALPHAO 
71 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. OIST. Z/BV 
ELEVON I/O = 8/0, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 1.4 BETAO, ALPHAO 
72 WING CHOROWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON Y/BW 
I/O = 8/4, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 0.6 BETAO, ALPHAO 
.;:-. 
73 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON Y/BW 
I/O = 8/4, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 0.9 BETAO, ALPHAO 
~ 74 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST., ELEVON Y/BW 
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.1 BHAO, ALPHAO 
75 WING CHOROWISE PRESS. OIST., ELEVON Y/BW 
I/O = 8/4, SPDBRK = 0, MACH = 1.25 BETAO, ALPHAO 
76 WING CHORDWISE PRESS. OIST., ELEVON Y/BW 
I/O, = 8/0, SPOBRK = 0, MACH = 1. 4 BHAO, ALPHAO 
77 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST. Z/BV, ALP HAD 
ELEVON I/O = 0/0,- SPDBRK = 55, MACH =0.6 
78 VERT. TAIL CHORDWISE PRESS. DIST ELEVON Z/BV, ALPHAO 
I/O = 0/0, .SPDBRK = 55, MACH'= 0.9 
79 VERT. TAIL CHOROWISE PRESS. DIST ELEVON Z/BV, ALPHAO 
I/O = 0/0, SPDBRK = 55, MACH = 1.1 
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Concluded) 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 
A) CAF, CNF, CLMF versus ALPHAI 
CNF versus CLMF 
B) CY, CYNF, CBL versus BETAI 
CY versus CYNF 
CY versus CBL 
C) CHEO, CHEI versus ALPHAO 
D) CABO versus ALPHAO 
E) CABET versus ALPHAT 
F) CABSRB versus ALPHAL 
G) CABSRB versus ALPHAR 
H) CAFAFO versus MACH 
I) XAC/LV versus MACH 
CNALFA versus MACH 
YAC/LV versus MACH 
CYBETA versus MACH 











DCAF, DCNF, DCLMF versus MACH 
CP versus X/LB 
CP versus X/LT 
CP versus X/LS 
CP versus X/CV 
CP versus X/CW 
11 
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speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
pressure coefficient; (Pl - Poo)/q 
Mach number; Via 
pressure; N/m2, psf 
dynamic pressure; 1/2py2, N/m2, psf 
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft 
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec 
angle of attack, degrees 
angle of sideslip, degrees 
angle of yaw, degrees 
angle of roll, degrees 
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3 
Reference & C;G. Definitions 
base area; m2, ft2 
wing span or reference span; m, ft 
center of gravity 
reference length or wing mean 
aerodynamic chord; m, ft 
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2 
" 
moment reference poi~t 
moment ref.erence point on X axis 
moment reference point on Y axis 





































II . , 























































base-drag coefficient; base drag qS 
fore body drag coefficient; CD - eDb 
side-force coefficient' side force 
, qS 
































NOMENCLATURE (Continued) , 







external tank base areas ft2 
body flap upper surface areas ft2 
Orbiter base area, ft2 
OMS pod base area, ft2 
SRB base areas ft2 
external tank base axial force coefficient 
Orbiter base axial force coefficient 
SRB base axial force coefficient 
external tank total axial force coefficient 
external tank forebody axial force coefficient 
Orbiter fore body axial force coefficient 
SRB forebody axial force coefficient 















e __ ' __ ,_, - __ I 
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tJ} I NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 
1 Plot 
Symbol Symbol Definition I 
Cp OMS pod average base pressure coefficient bOMS 
Cp SRB average base pressure coefficient I bSRB 
pressure coefficient associated with .th Cpo 1 tap I 
1 
! ET external tank 
I 
Oribter base incidence angle to a line of constant ib j 
0 Xo' deg. 1 , 
.Q. b Orbiter fuselage 1 ength, in . 
MRP moment reference point 
OMS orbital manuvering system 
RN/FT RN/L unit Reynolds number, million per foot 
Se elevon surface area, ft2 " j l , 
,j 
SRB solid rocket booster j 
'j 
Xbf longitudinal distance from MRP to bodyflap area 
1 , 
I 
centroid, in. l 1 
Xb 1 ongitud i na 1 distance from MRP to Orbiter base area 
'·i 
0 centroid, in. 
X/C X/CW chordwise location on wing 
X/Cv X/CV chordwise location on vertical tail 




~ X/Lo X/LT location on Orbiter, fraction of Orbiter body length 
1 
r 





1 j J " 15 " 
1 






















SRB total axial force coefficient 
elevon mean aerodynamic chord, in 
inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient 
, 
outboard e1evon hinge moment coefficient ,j 
1 
J 
bodyflap upper surface pitching moment coefficient 
Orbiter base -pitching moment coefficient 
Orbiter forebody pitching moment coefficient 
Orbiter total pitching moment coefficient 
bodyf1ap upper surface normal force coefficient 
Orbiter base normal force coefficient 
Orbiter fore body normal force coefficient 
Orbiter total normal force coefficient 


























Orbiter averag~ base pressure coefficient 















location on SRB, fraction of SRB body length aft 
of SRB nose 
external tank longitudinal station, in. 
location on ET, fraction of ET body length aft uf 
ET nose 
Orbiter lateral station, in. 
SRB lateral station, in. 
external tank lateral station, in. 
vertical distance from MRP to Orbiter base area 
centroid, in. 
Orbiter vertical station, in. 
SRB vertical station, in 
external tank vertical station, in. 
Orbiter angle of attack, degrees 
left SRB angle of attack, degrees 
right SRB angle of attack, degrees 
external tank angle of attack, degrees 
Orbiter angle of sideslip, degrees 
17 
r l I 
Plot 
Symbol Symbol 
eB BETIl.L L 
eSR BETAR 
B .... BETAT J 
























~ I , 
SRM SRM 
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 
Definition 
left SRB angle of sideslip, degrees 
right SRB angle of sideslip, degrees 
external tank angle of sideslip, degrees 
inboard elevon deflection angle, degrees 
outboard elevon deflection angle, degrees 
rudder deflection angle, degrees 
speedbrake deflection angle~ degrees 
spanwise station, 2Y/b 
radial location, degrees 
orbiter sting cavity axial force coefficient 
integrated vehicle angle of sideslip, degrees 
integrated vehicle angle of attack, degrees 
longitudinal position/body length (fuselage) 
local spanwise position/wing span 
local spanwise position/vertical tail span 
solid rocket motor 
18 
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P 1 l' .j 
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Defi niti on 
forebody yawing moment coefficient, body 
axis system 
forebody pitching moment coefficient 
forebody normal force coefficient 
forebody axial force coefficient at zero alpha 
derivative of normal-force coefficient with 
respect to alpha, per degree 
vertical tail chordwise center of pressure 
location 
vertical tail spanwise center of pressure location 
derivative of side-force coefficient with 
respect to beta, per degree 
incremental forebody axial force coefficient 
incremental forebody normal force coefficient 
incremental forebody pitching moment coefficient 
contributions of the forward bridge to the 
inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient 
contributions of the aft bridge to the 
inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient 
contributions of the forward bridge to the 
outboard elevon hinge moment coefficient 
contributions of the aft bridge to the 































Data Set Identifiers 























Orbiter - Hinge moment 
Integrated Vehicle 
Orbiter Fuselage 
Left Wing lower surface 
Left Wing upper surface 
Right Wing lower surface 
Right Wing upper surface 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTiGATED 
The model was a 0.030-scale representation of the Rockwell Inter-
national Space Shuttle Integrated Vehicle. The Orbiter was per VL70-
000140A/B lines. The external tank represented VL78-000063 lines. The 
solid rocket motors were per VL72-000066 lines. Figures 2a, b, and c 
present sketches of the model configuration. Model simulation included 
attach structure protuberances, fairings, fuel feed lines, vent lines, 
etc. (basic model construction was of ARMCO 17-4 steel). 
Model forces and moments were measured by 3 Task Corporation six 
component balances. A 2.5 in. MK XXA was mounted in the Orbiter. A 2.0 
in. MK IIIC was mounted in the external tank. A 1.5 in. MK IIC was 
mounted in the LH SRB. The balances are attached to stings entering each 
component through the base areas. Figures 2m and 2n show the balance 
locations in the model. The RH wing inboard and outboard elevon panels 
are instrumented with hinge moment gages as shown in figure lc. 
Surface and base pressures were measured on the Orbiter, external 
tank and solid rocket motors. The Orbiter was instrumented with a total 
of 480 pressure-orifices, of which 6 were base and cavity pressures. The 
external tank was instrumented with a total of 314 pressure orifices. The 
LH SRM was inst~umented with a total of 149 pressure orifices. Orifice 
locations are presented in tables IV through VIII and figures 2d through 
21. 
The following model shorthand configuration notation was used: 
21 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded) 
AT28 thru 32 = Attach hardware structure 
FLlO = LH2 feedline 
FLll = L02 feedline 
FRlO = Umbilical door fairing· 
N86 = Nozzles for solid rocket boosters 
°1 = 826 Cg E44 Fg M'6 N28 RS V8 Wl16 
PT12 = Lightning rod on nose of T28 
PT22 thru 27 = External protuberance 
= Soiid rocket boosters 
= External tank 
Where model dimensions are as described in table III. The LVA' con-
figuration was tested with speed brake gap both sealed and open and with 
elevon gap both sealed and open. The (instrumented) rightelevori gap 
was sealed by a permanent sponge rubber seal. The left elevon gap was 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The Ames Research Center Unitary Plan 11 by 11 Foot Transonic Wind 
Tunnel is a closed-circuit, air-medium, variable-density facility capable 
of attaining Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.4 at Reynolds numbers from 1.7 x 
106/ft to 9.4 x 106/ft. The test section is 22 feet long, and models are 
installed on internal strain-gauge balances mounted to sting-type support 
systems. 
Shadowgraph and Schlieren photographic equipment is available, and 
pressure transducer instrumentation is provided. 
Tunnel operating temperature is 580o R. Extended high Reynolds num-




























All balances data were reduced to coefficients about a moment re-
ference point located at: 
XT = 976.0 in. 
VT = 0.,0 in. 
ZT = 400.0 in. 
The following reference dimensions were used: 
s = 2690.0 ft2 
tb = 1297.0 in. 
Hinge moment data were reduced about their respective hinge lines 
using the following reference values: 
Base 
S = 210.0 ft2 
e 
-C = 90.7 in. e 
and forebody coefficiel'lts were calculated as follows: 
A A bo bOMS 
stan ib CpbOMS S 
o 
C = -C Abf Nbf Pbf S 
Ab A . 
C ., = -C 0 - C 
bOMS 
Jl'b. Pb S PbOMS S 0 0 
A 
CA = -Cp 
bET 
bET bET S 
24 







CA = -Cp 
bSRB 




0 CN + 
0 




mbf Q,b Nbf 
C ' Nf 0 




em = C - C - C 
fo mo mb 
mbf 
0 
CA = C - CAb fo Ao 0 
CA = C - CAb 'AU fET ET 
CA = C CA 
fSRB ASRB bSRB 
A = 597.56 ft2, bET 
? 
Abf = 142. 6 ft~ 
Ab = 314.10 ft2 
0 
A = bOMS 
122.57 ft2 
25 





























DATA R.EDUGTION (Concluded) 
A bSRB 
= 201.07 ft2 
ib = 14.75° 
0 
Xbf = 1329.7 in. 
Xb = 1263.0 in. 
0 
Zb = 336.5 in. 
0 
Base pressure coefficients represented the average pressure on the 
respective bases. Body flap pressure coefficients were as given by figure 
20. 
Right SRB forces and moments were calculated as a m,irror image of left 




at +a = (
Coefficient on) 
Left SRB 
" at -a 
Forces and moment on each component (Orbiter, ET, left SRB, and 
r1ght SRB) were interpolated versus the respective angle of attack and 
angle of sideslip of each component to nominal angles. These data were 
then added to provide total integrated vehicle forces and moments. 
26 
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REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
(per foot) (pounds/sq. foot) 
2.25 x 10 6 275 
2.25 x 10 6 370 
2.25 x 10 6 422 
2.25 x 10 6 448 
2.25 x 10 6 461 
3.,00 x 10 6 562 
3.20 x 106 .393 
3.50 x 106 589 
Task Corp. 2.5 11 MK XXA, 2.0 11 MKIIIC, 
CAPACITY: 
2.5" 2.0 11 L5 11 
6000 1800 1000 
3000 900 500 
600 500 100 
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TABLE II. 
TEST: J:ASI A ' \ -'019-1 OAT A SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY . DATE: 8-Z3-7f-
-DATA SET SCHD. f A LP\'\A AJ ~ 
IDENTIFIER 
CONFIGURATION 6..il, flit ~5dl RIJAt 1.8"0 4-01 (J M -~ -4 '-Z .. 0 ~ <;; 8 /0 
.RETOO.1 LVA' wise t-\l UN5EAlED I. 0 % 0 5~ 1,1 3.0 / 
Z J £ ,...." O.cO 3.2.- Z, ".. 5ERL.ED 
,8 t 0.9 3.5 ,3 
I (\JoTE) 4 E ,./ :3.0 4 
I (Moore) 5 ~i1 r: 'r /,25 ~.~ 5 
.G, 
'-'--,.-' 
8 B gIrt .... r" II ~ 7 8 9 LVJ\ Brelc.lAU~VE~\ttE 0 D·(P /D -I fT1 
1 LVA' w! LEFt E'LEVo", A A 0·9 18 17 lip /Z /~ 14 15 Vl "I.. U"'SEAL1!O -I 
.., 
;u 
~ .... J·I 3.0' ·1'1 ZO ~/· c z 
9 /./ ~.? Z1 2..3 2(P 2.7 £8 zz z ~, r :l.~ c 
10 /..; AI / L.t: f,. ELeyoN /£ 0 
, 
1.1 "'rJ ~q ;'1 v IN Itt.. ~eAl...ED m ;0 
/1 - R A : /,~ 30 31 3Z 3~ 3"1- 35 3" 
Vl 
113 PI A 9/0 1 J,~ 4:3 44 45 4G, 41 ~4¥So 49 , 
13 8 6 ?/o o.~ 42. 41 37 I '38 39 4D I 14 A A ~/-i /.4 61 5~ 53 ~4it- I .5~ 5~ S7 
IS t/Io c>.CJ . ~5 ~(p /P1 ,g fo9 1D 71 
lip g/~ I /./ 58 59 ,"0 ~I IcZ '3 '4-
17 ~ ~ 1°/4 1 ~ 'if" 0.9 t cas ~<o S1 28 '39 90 91 I 
-, 
~EE: ~~pe~~ME~""Ag.X S"l:let:lU~L.~ ON E~I-'-OWLl,J~~ft: I 1 I 
, 
I .j I 
I I I I I , , I i i I I 
I I I I I I 1 J I I I I I 
TYPE Of DATA COEFFICIENT SCHEDULES IDVAR II) ICVAR (21 NDV 
CJ OR {J S~E PA§E" 31 
SCHEDULES 
" 
.Jt. RUN"Z..\ ~:.-l.0 t-'\\5~lloJ'i .,Iro.* RUN 48 0(~4J '{3:. -(.)-4,ol .t.j. ~*'" RUN '5<" ~::oJ j3=-"}-4.1-2,o)e.,4){" 
NOIE~ Dis I{;S I..O!<T PURI~'i \\?~T "UN ~o ",<=-4) f.:>-: c.. 
















.~: .... " 
TABLE II (Continued) 
TEST: II1'€ t A I \-bl<) - \ DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY (DATE: 8-Z'3-74 i----.......,. 
DATA SET CONFIGURATION 
SCHD. AL-PH A ..v d., 
I DENTI FI ER a f3 6e~e ~R.. dse M I'(N/~t 1,8:0 -(p -4 -2.- 0 Z 4 4:- 8 10 
(t£l'o \8 LVA' J/LEFTELEVDM 6 16 IOf.1 0 0 /. / 2.25 l)R.. 93 91- CjS 9' 'N ~ L SEAt..EP 
,.....,---' \9 trC, ~ j.z:; cr1 q~ qq 
20 I IE £ 0/0 ,·4 1~ i t l..-y ;o~ I '/.1.5 1~ 2-1 ! l 
22. f i./ 71p I 
.2.3 iJ.4 13 .; 
, III 
24' \ f.lS 15 til - } .; 
1 I 11 
;0 
2.5 if i /,1 c q .. z 
t --
f- . 
.~ 2<"0 A A " .r t ().9 1_L ~19 ~o '3/ 82- 83 8+ z c ~ 
!D 









S~E "5uPPLE.I'v:\~NTAR.."( I 'Sc.\-l.E'\:)\)U;: o~ £~\"LO\lJIIJ~ ?B~GI I I I I I 
I 1 I I I \ . I i j I I 
I I 1 I I I I I J J I I 
TYPE OF DATA COEFFICIENT SCHEDULES IDVAR III IcvAR 121 NOV 
a OR {J s~e~~ ~ .. - . 
-
SCHEDULES _ . ... 
-
. .. ....... ... .. I 
.~;.;.f>. ~""'--.1 ... ..:..s.~:... ........ : .... ~:"""~.~;..:.,,-~ ... : ..... ~.'-IU •. , •.• ".}.::. ___ , 
:,"'-. .....;.::;.....~~-:...:....:....,...".j . . h~_~..;_~i-~~~'-._;,....Mai~~_.~~~_ .................... ~ ............ '"' •• :~_...1<-..~~.~ 
~C,":~":'''''''~'~'-':''''''"'"~.: "0',0 
t . 

















TABLE Il (Continued) 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
, . 
BETAO ALPHAO CNF ClMF 
BETAT AlPHAT CNF ClMF 
BETAL ALPHAl CNF ClMF 
BETAO AlPHAO CHEI CHEO 






FORCE COEFFICIENT SCHEDULE 
, 
. CA CY CYNF CBl *CABT CAF 
CA CY CYNF CBL CABT CAF 
CA CY CYNF CBl CABT CAF I 
I 






, ....... ". 'Ji 
• , .• _ •• ~ c.... _ •• ~ ..... _.""- "" ..... "_~_~~,....~., ~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,_"_~,",",,,_~ ... _._-_.....:.....c""""~-""" ___ ~""'''':~''''';;''~'-'-_'~~~'''_~ ___ -''> ___ •. ~ __ ". 
.~.~.,,-.~:,-.,< .. ',' 
. ...-.>,. 
L .. " .... _ 
Schedule A 
~ -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
-61 x x x x x 
I 
-4 x x x x 
-2 x x x 
0 x x x x 
2 x x x 
4 x x x x 





e'" -6 -4 0 4 6 
-61 x 
-4 I x x x 
01 x x x x x 
4 x x x 
6 x 
~'·~""~;~.L.:...: .... -su~~~, .. ~ ........... ~~.t~...;~; .. .;.","-,' .. "~~,",,,i:.~.~; ~:"~~. ___ ~...u. ...... ~_~._.~ . .w'::"""""'~ .. "",,,".,..J...uu,,"_ 
.. ,., -:. ::->." ~, 
., . :~,::::::'.~::--':::-._~;';'.~:;-":~t:· .... _~~·-%~"..:+ ... "~"'"'""''''''''_~''''''' __ ' ~ " .... ".,_,'.~" ... , .... ~v~"..~"...c- -' }Un-;1."._:~~!:;:;::::::.::t;::;;::'::::'-:::::-""'::::-----=':::::::::::~::::::::::: 
-. 
'--
TABLE II (Concluded) 
n or e Schedules 
Schedule B 
n 
6 e'\. -4 0 4 8 10 
-6 x 
x -4 x x x 
x 0 x x x x x 
x 4 x x x 
x 6 x 
x 
Schedule C 
13 = ±4, 0, n = ±4, 0 
Schedule E 
f3 = 0, n = -6, -4, -2, 0, 2, 4, 6 
Schedule I 
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TABLE 111. - MODEL DIMENS~ONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT2B 
GENERAL DESCRIPl'ION: Y;.ear orbUer to RT attach structure (LH and RH). 2 ~emhp,rs. 
MODEL SCALE: ...5h.()~3:...;;.0--._-,-. 





Diameter, In .. 
32 
MODEL DRA vIING NO.: 
FULL SCALE MOnEL SCALE 
J.~11·00 39. 51 
.., 96.50 (LH) - 2.895 
96.50 (RH) 2.$<)5 
261.:20 8.025 
~ 2058,,00 61.740. 
Yrp ... 12~. 6R (La) - . 3.770. 
125.68' (RH), . .;~O _ 
Zrp _ .. ..,212.5. 15.465 
Xo 1~11·00 l2·~_~ 
Yo ... 96.50 (LH) ... 2.895 




~25.68 (LH) ... 3.770 
------
125.68 __ (RR) 3.770 
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, 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT~ ATTACH S~UCTURE - AT2q 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rigl-J.t -hA.nd umhilir.A.l fe.iril1g to FT r:ross member attach 
struct.ure (1 member). 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 MODEL DRAWING NO.: 
DRA WING NO.: VJ..78-000062B, -!"!"artin }J\arietta P2600207000 
DIMENSION3 : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Umbilical fairing attach point: X 1317.00 39.510 
0 ----
Yo f-.h.316 1.9~ __ 
Zo 247.182 7 .1~15 
-----
XT _.2.0,5. 8 683 61'.740 
YT 66.316 -.bW __ . 
lor ___ 21U.: . 9~l 17'210 
ET attach point: x.r ~8.00 61. 740 
Yrr -- 12.09_ -= 0.36_0_ 
Zr 268. 2~ .- -17~048 
Xo 1317.00 39.510 
Yo - 12.00 - 0.36 
Zo _~.J.L 1.823 



























TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - C::ontinued. 
MODEL CQ~{POKE:~T: ATTACH STRUCTURE - A.T30 
GENRPAL DESt;I:.I?TI0N: For'1lard S:tR to ET att.ach structure (LH and RH). 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DEAltJING NO.: VL78-{)00066, Martin Marietta 82(,00204300 
T)I~NSrmJS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Attar.h point XT 985.675 29.570 
YT -172.50 (LH) - 5.175 
172.50 (RH) 5.175 
ZT 0.0 0.0 
Xs 442.675 13.280 
Y's 80.00 2.400 
Zs 0.0 0.0 
Xo 244.675 7.340 
Yo - 184.5 (LH)--5.535 
18h.5 (RH) 5.535 



























TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DlITA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT31 
GENERAL DESCRIPrION: Rear RT to SRB attar.h structllrp. (LH & RH), 3 members. 
MODEL SCALE: 
DRAWING NO. : 
DIMENSIONS: 
0.030 
























FULL SCP.LE MODEL SelLE 
_ 2056. 00 _~,-,,7 .... 4_ 
- 171. 50 (LH.L:....5.,.~ __ 
171.50 (RHl ___ 5~1~_ 
l~57 .00 13.710 
lS11.00 45,33 
53.24 1.S21 __ 




















- It. 852 
10.29 
ft5. 33 . 
1.597 
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TABLE' III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DNI'A - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUarURE - AT32 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: For1,ITard orhit~r/Err att.ach structure (2 member structure) 
MODEL SCALE:. - 0.030 '---~---
DRA WING NO.: VL78-000062B, Martin Mariett.a 821)0020914 
DIMENSIONS: MEMBER FULL SCALE MODEL SCj,LE 
#1 XO 388.15 11.6445 
Yo 0.0 0.0 
(Attach pt on orb Zr 61h) Zb LVtR ML LWR ML 
x.r 1129.9 34..05 
YT 46.50 1.395 
(Attach pt on tank) Zrr 562·58 16.877 
Xo 388.15 11.645 
Yo 0.0 0.0 
Zo IWR ML urn ML 
XT 1122·9 34.05 
iT 
- 46.50 - 1.395 
ZT 562.58 16 .. ~77 
Diameter, _ In. 6.0 0.100 
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TABLE III.- MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA'- Cont;nued~ 
MODELCOMPONENT: __ ~BO~n~y~-~p~2~h __________________________ ___ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: COY1fi i:'lrA,t; on 140A IE orbiter fuse] are 
NOT~: B26 is identical to B211 Flxcept. underside of fuselage has been 
~·mDEL SSALE: 0.030 MODEL nRAlH~JG NO.: SS-A00147, R.el. 12. 





Length (m;!L: Fwd Star Xo=235) , 
Length (IML: Fwd St.a. Xo=238) , 
Max Width (@ Xo = 1528.3), In. 
Max 'Depth ((Ii! Xo = ll~64), In. 
Fineness Ratio 




















, ORIGlNAT P " 
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TABLE II 1. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA ... Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT : ___ C_A~N_O_P~Y_' _-_C~9~ _____________________ __ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3A. Canopy us ed vyith fuselage B 26' 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 MODEL DWG No..: SS-AOQ]47 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000 l43A 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Lel'!gth (~=434. 643 to! 578), In ..... 143.357 4.301 
MaxWidth"(Xo = 513.127), In. 
Max Depth (At Xo = 485.), In. 
Fineness'Ratio 
Area 







'. ,.oJ' ,. 
. f, 
























TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued • 
..... ,. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: t,.O In. F.). gaps machi.ned i.nto Elt4 elevon. Flaop~r 
doore;;, ~enterbody pi'3ces, and tipsp.al" are not simulated. (Data ar,e for 
one of two sides). 
HODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NUMBER: Not available 
DI~~ENSIONS : 
Area 2 -- Ft 
Span (equivalent), In. 
Inbld equivalent chord In. 
OutbId equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movable surface chordl 
total surface chord 
At Inbld equiv. chord 
At OutbId equiv. chord 
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Tra il i ng Edge 
Hingeline _ 
(Product of area ,~ c) 3 
Area Moment (~~),Ft 
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TABLE II!. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODELCOMPONENT: ___ B~Q~D.Y~E~L~AP~-~E~9~ _______ ' __________ ~ __ ___ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration IhO AlB 
r-~ODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-00QJ IhOB -000200 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Chorrl), .In. 84.7 
Max Width In. 262.30R 7.R69 
Max Depth In. 23.00 0.A90 
Fineness Ratio 
Max. Cross-Sectional 
Plonform Ih2.60 O.12~. 
Wetted 





























TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL CO:t-1'.PONENT: FEED LINE - FL10 
GENERAL DESCRIDTION: UI2 feed1ine on uppl3r left-hand sid/;! of T2R• 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-0000113, -O00062B 
DIMENSIONS: . 
Leading edge at: 
Trailing edge at: 














































TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE ,... FLll 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: L02 feedline on upper right-hand of T ZS ' 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NO.: VL7B-000063. VL7B-000062B 
DIMENSIONS: 
FULL'SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: XT 1000.667 30.02 
VT 70.00 2.10 
ZT 150.519 4:516 
Trai 1 ing edge at: XT 2071.5 62. 145 
~ , 
" t1 ,





ZT 573.934 17.218 
t,} 



















l ~ }) 
" p r 1-~ 
I' r' , ~ , !1 , H 
" 
, u [. H H H T ~(1 H ! u " H 
f 
" ! II n 
t 
1 I' 
L' l i .. ~, J 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPO~JNT; FAD7INC1 - FRIO 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Umbilical door fairing betwpen aft 'ST/orbiter I 
I attach structure. 
MODEL SCALF.: 0.030 
DRAT,.TINn NO.: VJ,7~-0()O()h 3, -00001)2'8, Yart in Variet ta 82h00207000 
DIMF.NSIONS: iUn, SCAl.r.: Iv:0D3T ')CAJ;S 
Leading edJ?;e at 2052.0 61.71+ 
Length 193.0 5.70 










TABLE III. - 'fVIOmq, DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued~ 
MODELCOMPONENr: __ ~.0~Mv_~~P_0_D_-~Ml~4~ __________ ~ __ ~ __________ ~ 
,. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration l~OC oroiter OMS pod - sbort pod 
:r.WOEL SCALF.: 0.030. 
DRAWl NG NUMBER 
DIMENSION: . 
Length (OJllS F\.,d St.a. Xo=1'310.5), In. 
MoM. Width (@ X~ = 1511). In. 
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TABLE III. -MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: 
GENERAL DESCRIPl'ION: ConfigurA.tion 140/1 's orbiter Ol~S Naz~z .. le"",s,,--_____ _ 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
Dfu\HING NUMB8R: VL70-000HoA (r.oca+iop), 
DIMEN;3IONS: 
MACH NO. 
Length - In. 
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 
Throat to Exit Plane 




Area - ft2 
Exit 
Throat 









Null Position Deg. 
left. ~ Nozzle 
Pitch 
Yaw 
Ric;ht :&rom<!' Nozzle 
Pitch 
Yaw 
'.,-, ,."" .. 
45 
8S-A00106, Hel. 5 (Contour) 
FULL SCpLE MODEL SCALE 
1518.00 45.54 







120 17' 12°17' 
12°!±9.' 
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TABLE III. - HODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
HODEL OOHPONENT: BSRM NOZZLE - N 86 
GENERAL D3S0RIPTION.: Booster solid rocket motor nozzles. 
MODEL SCAlE: 0.030 
DRAWING NO.: VL70-000066 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Diameter, Dex. - In. (I.D. ) 
Diameter, Dex - In. (O.D.) 
Diameter, DT -IN. 
Diameter, Din - In. 
Area - Ft2 







Null Position: . (Deg. ) 
.-
Left nozzle gimhal 














































TABLE III. - MODEL DlMEN3IONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE - PT12 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Lightning rod attached to ET nose. 
MODEL SCALE:· 0.030 
DIMENSIONS: 
Length 
Diamet er - In. 
47 
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TABLE III. - MODEL n:rJulENST0NAT nATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: "QgCTRI0,AL LIN!<; - PT2~ 
GENERAL DESCRI PTI ON: Left.-hanri e1 ed,rica1 condllit 1in'3 on 'T'2S' 
MODEL SCAL~: 0.0;0. 
DRAWl NG NUMBER " VL78-G000i)J, -00006211 
DIMENSION: . FULL SCALE 
Leading edp,e at:· XT 10e4.333 
IT - 22.521 
ZT -139.620 
XT 2058 000 
YT - 99.591 
Z1' 
- 139.620 
Conduit '3ize: 2..0 x~.O 




























TABLE III. - MODEL D~SIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: L02 R.ECIRCUIATION LINE - PT23 
GENER.AL DESCRIPTION: L02 recirculation 1inFl on right-hand upper side 
°d of' 'I' S~ e o. -28. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 










! DIHENSION3: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: XT 1040.667 
YT 94.169 
ZT 540.934 
Trailing edge at: XT 2062.920 
YT 70.000 
ZT 573.934 
Diameter of line 4.0 
Centerline of line located radially at 0 = 330 45' 









r I I 
.I 
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TABLE III~ - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL OOHPONENT: LH2 RECIRCULATION LINE - PT 24 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LH2 recirculation line on r£28' . 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-OO0063, -oOOO62B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIoNS: FULL SCALE 
Leading edge at: 
Trailing edge at: 
Diameter of line . 
Centerline of line located radially at 0 = 33°45' (Left of ~DC looking forward) 
50 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT : __ E_L_E_C_T_R_IC_A_L_L_IN_E_-_P_T-4.2~5 __________ _ 
GEN E RAL DESCRI PTI 0 N :__ R_i-,=g,-h_t -_h_a_n_d_a_ft_' _e_le_c_t_r_ic_a_l_c_o_n_d_u_i_t_l_in_e_o_n_T..!=2~8_w_i t_h_ 
LHZ pressure sensor line and LOX vent valve actuator line. 
MODEL SCALE: O. 030 
----
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000063, -000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS: 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: 1084.333 32.530 
99.591 2.988 
139.620 4. 189 
Trailing edge at: 2058.000 61. 74 
99.591 2.988 
139. 620 4. 189 
Line diameter 2.0 x 6.0 0.06 x O. 18 
1 j 
l 







TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continuec!. 
MODEL COMPONENT: L02 PRESSTJRS LINE - PT26 
OEr-TERAL D~Sr;RI?TION: L02 pressure line on T28' 
MODEL SCAlE: 0.0)0 
DP-AWING NO.: VL78-000063, ":'0000f>2B, }fartin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE 
Trailing edge at: 



























--, -"O-~'Z"'J ., - .. ~~--~~- "~ 
_ J__ c, "_,_ 
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMR;N8IONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: ELEr;TRICAL I,INE - PT27 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Electrical conduit on the right-hand forward 
section of T28 . 
HODEL SCALE: 0" 030 
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000062R 
DIMENSIONS: 
Leading edge at: 






































TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL Cm·1PONENT: ___ .;..;H~TTn~, n:.-:.::<,~,R::....--....:R..::.t;., ___ .......... _____________ _ 
GENERAL OESCRI PTION: Confieuration ·lltOC orbiter rudd8r (Identical.to 
configuration 140A ',B 'rurlder). 
MQDEL SCALf.: O,Q30 
DRAWING NUMBER: V170-000l 1&6B , --000095 
DIMENS IONS: 
Area - Ft2 
Span (equivalent), In. 
Inbld.equivale~t chord j In. 
OutbId equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inbld equiv. chord 
At OutbId equiv. chord 




.' (Prorluct of areaRr (:) '3 
Area Moment (~),Ft. 
Moean A8rod;marric Chord, In. 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
OF POOR QU. IS, .... 





































f I ,i 
TABLE III. - MonET· DT"r!i:mrONA L DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: BI)OSTT~p SOLID RnCKF:T MOTOn - S21 _______ _ 
GENERAL DESCRI PTI ON: 
l'iODEL SCALE: 0.030'. 
DRAWING NUMBER 
DIMENSION: 
Length (I'1cJudw? Y1f1 zz1p.), Tn. 
~h Tank Di.am8t8r, rY1. 
~ Aft shroud Dill., In. 
Fi nene55 Ratio 









of BSm~ ~'7-nterline 
of BSRMnose (XT) 
of BSRM centerline 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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TABLE III. - HODEL DIMENSIONA.L DATA ~ Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: _ .... E~,X,,:,.;T;,,:;;E:.:...RN~JA~L~TA:..:.iNK~.;;;;-_TIo.?,2~A~ ____ . ___________ . 
.; 
~ . 
GENERAL DESCRIPTI ON: 
NOTE: (Dimensions are to tank St.rllctural QMT., TPS not incJllded ) 




Ma)( .~ Dia., In. 
Max Depth 
Fi nenessRatio 
















_ 0.0~3 __ 
j t j~ .. o .• _ •.•• _._ •• _ •• _~~---.~ '-'~-""'''-' 
































TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: _VE_R_T_I_C_A_L_-_V-.,\8"--________________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 1408 orbiter vertical ±,ail ( identical 
to confi!luration JJ.OA In verH "al h,n) 
MODEL SCALE: 0.030 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70 OQ0140C, -oOOJJ.6B 
DIMENSIONS: 
TOT.CJ. DATA 
Area (Theo). - Ft2 
Planform 
Span (Theo) - In. 
.Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio· 
Sweep-Back Angles) Degrees. 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) ~,iP 
Tip (Theo) ;liP 
Mi,C 
Fus. sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Sec Cion 
Leading Hedge ."i.ngle - Deg. 
Trailinc HedGe Angle - Deg. 





























-.-'- .• -"I-~""""" 
L 
~.ODEL S'JMPON.E.NT :._..:W~r::.:N:.::G..:-W.:..' .,Jl..:,t.,;l.-.. ___________________ _ 
traiJin~ ~n~e of win~, 
!JIMENS IONS: 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (:~eo.) FtZ 
?lanform 
Span {TI,eo In. 
Aspec-: ~ati 0 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Dihedral JIrIg1e, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twi st. degrees 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trai 1 ; ng Edge 
0.25 Element Llne 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 
Ti 0, (Theo) B.P. 
MAC 
Fus. Stat of .25 MAC 
W • P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area (Theo) 'Ft2 





Ti P 1 ~OO E.. 
MAC 2 
Fus. Stat of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L •. of .25 MA.C 
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA) 
XXXX-64 
Root b .. 
'2 
Tip b .. 
'[ 
Data fa·r (1) of (2) Sides 
Leading Edge Cuff 2 
P 1 a rrfc"';n Area Ft 
LQadinq Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta. 
~e<Y.Iin9 Edge I"t~i.')ects 'J1.,g ~ Sta 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY . 
58 












































































































r~~ t~. ~!: 
TABLE IV. 
ORBITER WING PRESSURE TAP NUMBERS 
1 ,' .. ,: ~:!'l-: .. ~~: ;.:tf'i~Q:>· .. j.r·l::~·?Jj~1i~~~j~~~~re~7,~~~t:·. ~ 
"t 6RBIT£'R~ Li,i':': WINGl'~:'?,R; SS~kE.'~~/}:N~MP&5$g!l,~~~~', ~~:'f1 
)(/,t'F~~ .O~/.IIJ .247 ,,42.., ;$1"7."~1J .ut ;l7~.J t,', i,,;,' ",' :, '; '~" 
7-oP'i(J8 209 2.10 2./1 2.12. 2./.3 .tll4. 2/S;;2IA;; '1~.'1 ' ;., 
59 





ORIGThTAL PAGE 1B 




.. ', . ....:~ J 
.~ "it. il 
~ .. ~ l 
~~ ! 
~ ~:1 
~-"~""'~~""":7".~ -"'-'~:'=~7'-~-l"C':':'I!i'-' ,-'CP -
l' 
T)\BLE 'I. ORBITER 
OR'BITER Xo ~ IN. 





















































/I 12 13 14- 1.5 
23 :2.4- 2S ::u. 27 
.35 ~(. 37 .38 a'7 
-17 48 4<; 50 51 
~o (,1 (.Z 4.3 (,,4-
75 7r. 77 78 7'1 
8? 90 'II 
98 ':'1 100 
107 108 109 
lib //7 118 
/25 /2(. 
;-Zs 1:29 /.30 
137 /.38 /.31 
/~S 14 .. 147 
IS'{' 157 /58 
1{'6 /~7 /68 
/7'- /77 178 
/8' /.f7 /88 
FUSELAGE PRE.sSURE TAP 
c:p RADIAL .LOCATION 
90 lOS IJO 120 '35 /40 ISO /5/ 1f>6 
9 
It. 17 18 
28 2..9 30 
40 4-1 42 




80 8/ 8Z 83 
92 1.3 '14-
101 102. /0.3 
110 III 112 
In 120 12.1 
.13/ 132- /33 
14-0 /41 /4Z 
148 I-I-'j -ISo /51 {52 
IS'] /'0 Nt 1'2 /'3 
/69 11° 171 17,Z 173 
179 /80 /8/ /8). /83 
181 /90 19/ n2 19J 
1530 4£7"' Q~f I nr. 197 ! 
(.5;30 ~.s:-:,o j JOg I /98 1'/9 
l .. "297.0 ':N, <1. OMS POD. INSIDE' 
b. OMS DOD OUTSIO:: 
. >'>'if<~."""""""--I~ .::....;~~:~~..,."""':.""..;.;-.:.,~".~:~""._..:., -~~.~<~£"' • ..; ..... "~ ... _~~~.:""""""L_"""~"";.~'';'~_.:',,,",~''''''~''~· ~. _~,,_!":. __ u.._ ,-.-, .. ~ 
--, 
-..... ~---~---










11 20 21 ~2 iZ I';' 
31 32 33 34- 12 ; ::?-8 
4-3 ~4 4-5 46 /z ~o 
5"5 54 57 :58 12- 5:2.. 
5'1 I 58 
(.8 , ? 70' 71 72 13 ':;6 
74 2 (,8 
84 BS' 8~ B7 88 I;' 8-Z 
15'" 91. 97 '! 9/ 
104 lOS 10~ 9 10C 
-
113 114- liS' 9 /09 
/2.Z /:z~ IL4 9 //8 
1:27 $' /:2/ 
134- /$S /36 9 .!3C 
143 N~ S /38 
153 IS4 /5'5 1/ /4.9 
1,4- /(.$" 10 /.5<) 
174- I7s /0 /(.9 
18~ 185 10 17'J 





"-: .... ~.~---'.--~-~-.. - ...... ----"".,~---~ 
r-~~~-~~'~'~~~~":~~'''''~.':''~''"'':'''''''W'''''-'PTr;~ .. ~ 
. -rf,: ------~,,-. - ~~---, 
ltit-;;::.':::;\ ':::;;"V:~:, :-:::::::~;::~::' ·:·~:o:.~~·:;!t:: :',-',: _ .... >t-:~'" ;:;:""'.::::#:...:::~-;::::-~:-::=:::::::;.:::~:::~--:....';:::;;:':;:> 
..... " .... ~--
~,-":'-...".---
• 
TABLE VI. ORI3lTER VERTICAL TAIL PRESSURE TAP 
NUMBERS (LEFT SIDE ONLY) 
-----------:--------"---------------------------
VERTICAL X/CV 
- ------,--------------- ----- -------------
Zo FULL ZoMODBL .-rt V No. 
2CALE ___ SCALE 0 .025 -LOS ,15 .. 30 .52 ~5 .• 775 ____ 90 TAPS TAPS 
550 16.5 .153 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 .8 8 
600 18.0 .316 438 439 440 441 442 443 444 445 446 9 17 
690 20.7 .600 447 448 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 9 26 
en 765 22.95 .840 456 457 . 458 459 460 461 462 463 464 9 35 
l --' 
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:f,. ~ IAI. J(r.vloJ• X% Kc.,- SG.te (/,,()n.. 
.5CAU::: iT 
~f~Z9 6.937~.&7 0 
#6 /0.38 C.tX'iiZ 
363 /0.8; c,CI6~ 
4v.3 /2..C9 0.0400 
443 /3.4,( c.cW 
S6t /7-0'£ C.lZCX! 
688 Zt).(,4 C.l9¢4 
1f8 z;s-4 C zlcG 
7SB 22.74- C.Z32.3 
!!oS Zt/.Z4 0.ZS94 
&;0 ZS.so OZBZ! 
9"s;:, 28 ... 0 0.3::62. 
IcSO 3/.50 C.3<Jc4 
i/ .. -s.o 34.50 0.444.1 
/2.5'0 37:.50 o¢.9c57 
13Sb 40-50 C.5'525 
ISoO' 4s.co C.634o 
1700 51.00 C·7¢Z3 
19::l:.> 57.00 O.6Sc6 
2040 6/.zo o.t9zt4 
ZI#, 64.38 09838 
.sT/AA:.; CAliF ry 
L_ =: /84/.-- 91 I,,). 
0 30 • 6:>' 
474-
475 .:/7& +77 
487 488 457 
-50.3 5c4 .sos 
..519 5Zc 52/ 
.535 53b 537 
.551 552 553 
567 5681 S6'? 
583 SS4 585 
..5'99 600160 1 
61,/5 616 617 
631 GS2 6s,3 
647 ~% {.(.,z 649 
6(,5 U? r C;~$; 
619 ~8! 1 63/ 
695 696 691 
7/1 7/z 1 7/3 
12 7 128 729 
7-13 744- 74S 
75 9 760 761 
77.5 776 771 
7~7 
¢ . .....; ~e'<7ee= 
s:t:> ~20 1$5 /¢7 /6z:. /80 
~78 ~79 4.8~ 48/ 
490 49/ 492- 493 494 49$ 
Se6 So? se6 .s::;C) S/D 0511 
522 ..5'23 524- SZS 526 527 
538 531 Stk; 54-I .542 543 
5.54 55'S Ss6 SS1 SS8 SS9 
S7c; 5 71 S7Z 573 574 57,,) 
~ 5 87 588 5B9 590 591 
bOz ~D3 Ge¢ 60S b06 607 
618 b/9 Gzo. 621 622 6Z3 
6.34 63S 6% 637 b3g 639 
6So 651 62 tS3 6.5f 6ss 
1:66 Gf7 !:6:5 669 670 671 
68z- 683 £.84. 685 686 697 
698 69<; 700 701 ltJZ 70.3 
71d 7/s 716 717 7/8 7/9 
7.:!b 73( 132 7.:l3 7.34 73S 
146 747 748 749 7So 7$/ 
76Z 763 7M- 765 766 767 
778 779 780 781-
·:~.i. .. 'i.f~ ...... ~; .. 1":"Al!oI_"""'t.o.W~._' _._ • ..::....~:...."-..... "'-"--~:.....;::.~_ . .-.-.~ .......... _ .d • ..;-'-" .... ...;i....~_.-'>:..:_ ....... ~ ...... ,....j=..~~~il..~"'-.::....._~ ~~~~ .• I ~ .; .~ •• -~.~ •• ""'-.:.... 
(:" 
,(/" 
/9,5 Z~3 .225 240 27'= go:; 3~ ~~ 
/ 
482 483 4¢ 485 1'66 IZ 
496 497 498 499 SeD SCI -zz /~ 
SIZ. 513 $/4 SIS ..5/6 ..5/7 ,:5;' a > - /6 
--f--
520 529 530 53! S3z 5.33 .s~""4 /(" 
54-4 S4S 5,;6 547 s..d8 s<19 sso /(; 
.560 .56/ .56z 563 S64.·%S SE6 /6. 
576 577 578. 579 sac 058/ s~ /, 
592 5 9.3 59~ .5'95 596 5 97 .~8 I~ 
. 
tc.3 609 6/0 61/ 6/Z. ~/3 6/4 /, 
6z4 6zs 6z.6 627 6zs 6Z9 6~D /t 
b40 6~1 6¥Z ~43 6# b4S 646 It 
65'6 6 57 6SB 6s9 ~6c bb.l -- /, 
672. 673 67~ 67S' 676 677 678 /~ 
6&8 689 690 69/ 69Z £93 6N /(; 
704 1 70S 706 707 708 709 He /~ 
720 72/ 72Z 7Z3 7Z¢ ~s 7Z6 ic. 
736 737 738 73 9 7';{0 /¥/ 742 Ie 
7,SZ 753 754 7sS' 7.56 757 758 It 
7~ 769 770 77/ 77z.. 773 77-fl ~.i 
i 
___ I 
782 783 78i' 7&s 786 l.t J 
I I 
I £ VIPS ~/1J 
--I 
,.._.~A~ ...... ___ ................. _ .~.<oi..., ........ ~ _________ .................... -.-_..tIL---...u~"'_,~~ _____ ,_J 
_.c_ .. ·::·=.:C~.=··""".,., -~.-.-... -'.., 
--:-::-. i...~--_'" 
y~.,; FivD Uot:J';r, ~ 
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" 
I -;I ..... /)€Q.,ee:~ 
:! .u? a 45 90 /3S /80 zzs" 2'70 3/5 ;(/0. rAps r4,PS 
788 I 1 
789 790 79/ 79Z 71~ 79t! 77S 796 8 9 
197 798 799 &/0 eo/ t30z 803 8c4- ~ /7 
!!os ec6 ,::07 ~ rEd; 8/0 8// f3/z- 8 zsl 
8/.3 8/4· 81S 8/6 8/7 8/8 8..<; 820 8 ,':;'3 
82/ 8zl. 8z.3 824 Bzs 826- 827 8;:8 8 41 
8z9 830 83/ 8:?z 833 8.3.:{ 835 636 8 49 
837 838 839 ~ 841 Bill- 8":'3 8# 8 57 
t34-S 8¢6 8t17 848 &;9 Bso 85/ 8~ 8 6S 
853 c3s4 8S'S M6 857 &sa 8$ 860 S 73 
86/ C6z. 863 864 8bS 866 c!)67, 868 8 6/ 
8 69 870 87/ 87Z 4 es 
873 B74- 87S 816 .f 89 
877 878 879 880 4 '73 
88/ e8Z 883 8~ ¢ 97 
885 B86 887 8B8 8B1 890 ($9/ 89z.. 8 /OS" 
893 894 89s 896' 891 898 899 900 8 /13 
90/ 902 903 904 90S 9C£ 907 'j08 B /2,1 
909 910 9// 9/~ .t /zs 
9/3 9/d 91$ 9/6 4 /2 'j 
917 918 9/9 tpo 9z/ 7Z2 923 9Z/- 8 /37 
9ZS 9Zb CfZ7 9Z8 9z9 9.30 931 9.3z 8 PIS 1 I 
9.33 - 9~4 , 935 .3 148 
9~p I I /¢f L_ ..... L _ 
'* p~(./ec 7:l!PS Ar 77..r/,v. £4.£Yus 0,(/ ~~ ,'lr:2.(.X:.rv./:!Ac.. ,e/,{)t:;S 
0._ ~_"-'-_._._o __ .. _ 1'1» 
......-~--j 
I 
t .-~-~ ...... -.-~--.--~ ... -.:-.,:..' ~~ .......... -'----....... ..... ~~. ~,.-. ~_· ........ ~lOb_ fl __ ~ ________ ..-._-. • ~ 









Positive directions of force coefficien!s, 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows 
For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
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C1 ~ D,w 
Jj)cA >-. Xy 
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a. Forces and Moments 
Figure 1. - Axis Systems. 
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!; 
SIDmLIP ANGLES 
L-__ FR_E_E_ST_R_E_AM _____________ ~ 
PI'rCB AJlGLm 
b. Model Attitude Definition 
: ;-












































ELEVON HINGE MCMENT WIRING DIAGRAM 
TYPICAL FOR INIDARD AND OUTBOARD ELEVONS 
+HINGEMCMEm' 
--4---__ ----------------
c. E1evon Electrical Hookup and Sign Conventions 
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XT 299·89 
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- \,' ~~= 3r 
, VI 
-~3·1l .. r- 1189·60 ~ 1;"1989 .. 60 
X.200 _ 
t~ .' -'1873.135' -------. -"--P~-1x 2173 025 
x.r 299·89 a. Mated Vehicle 'r • 
Figure 2. - Model sketches. 
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III 
b. LVA Integrated Vehicle Three View 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
~l 
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Pr27 
Pr26 
-~~:':::~-'~;~= ~~-~'.; .~:-: 





c. (T28 ) External Tank Protuberances 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
[~~ .. _ • .,_~. __ .~~ ••• ~ ~._~ .. ~ ••• :.~". __ •• .. ,.~,."~ c~, ... ,,~., •• "~ , .. ~ __ "'--.c....~,"".L"''''''_~'''C',:"., •• ,, ,: ~:.,_ .• ~, 
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VERTICAL TAIL ORIFICE LOCATION 
466. 470 ~i~ ~ = .925 
Zo 792 465-, . \CLOCAL:= 120 IN. ) ~:J: 473 
-'5 456 1]= .840 
(b 457 ,~, ~"r:.641 C - 134 IN ) _ . . \ LOCAL - . 
690 44 ?". l-S \,455"'1=·600 . ~ _j_ I ) 
. ... \ CLOCAL;:::: 194 IN. 
600 43L.:::;::;:.. '1J = .316 .I~ I 4U \14$\ ) 
.... "f' 446( CLOCAL = Z18 IN. 
430 '. 1] = . 15 8 
550 ~-"",-_U5~ 437 (CLOCAL = 213 IN.) 
6 .m- 690 
ORBITER.BASE . 
VIEW LOOKING FORWARD 
d. Orbiter Upper Wing and Vertical Tail Pressure Tap Locations 
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~ ... ,wi 
'--, ... ~-.. '-'-'---~~----~-"--, . -un 
I 
1. 
PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATION OF LEFT WING PANEL 
209 210 211 
208~· ... 
PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATION 
OF RIGHT WING PANEL 
215 
212 213 214 I 216 
.. _,-- -~--.- '---- ._.f=! 
~-'~ .. \ --
_. ~... UI 
412 411410409 408 









420, .. 414 




:: 235 (CLOCAL ;::: 911 IN.) 
11;::: 299 (CLOCAL;::: 7Rl IN.) 
11 =, 366 (CLOCAL== 615 IN. ) 
11 = 427 (CLOCAL:: 469 IN.) 
11 = 534 (CLOCAL;::: 395 IN.) 
11 = 675 (C LOCAL::: 318 IN.) 
11;::: 780 = (CLOCAL == 258 IN.) 
11 ;::: 972 (C LOCAL;::: 158 IN. ) 
1/ ;::: 1. oq 
ELEVON HINGE LINE 
FUSELAGE STA 1387 
e. Orbite'r Wing Pressure Tap Locations 












FUS STA 23S 
- 7 
FU~ :iTA 32'1 
FU~ ~.'rl\. 'ltJ'i 
\\ : N DS lll.!!: L D 74 
?/ 
FUSELAGE ORIFICE LOCATION 
NOTE: 
VIE W LOOKING AFT 




J / ,/53 7o~ 8 
.. -52 
365. 70~l >51 
5~/! I \ ~."50 
.,7 47 4H )9 
5 
FUS STA 205 
12 








G. -28 Z .:: /I ',~27 3~9. ~OO 
32 1/ I \ ~ZE. 
33 34 124 25 23 
FUS STA 450 
69 68 
Zo~ ~' 1/);(," ~ 65 378.833 --64 
76/"--/ I \ )~'63 
71 61 
7Z 60 
FUS STA 625 
'105
104 
I / 103 
O;g~'83) o.'/r::~ 7" ...... 400 . 100 / I ' 106 9'1 
98 
89 
f. Orbiter Forward Fuselage Pressure Tap Locations 

























115 107 108 




" ,\'--"" 139 
144 13 7 138 
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Figure 2. - Continued. 
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Dr.Tr. SET SYMBDl CDNFIGURATJDN DESCRIPTIDN MACH ELV-IS ElV-OB SPDBRX REFERENCE INFDRHr. TI DN 
(MEmOS) 
C METT06 ) 
C HETlOS J 
C METROS) 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
'-REF 1297.0000 IN • 
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DATA SET SYHBDL CDNFIGURATIDN OESCRIPTIDN MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFDRMATIDN 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MEro06 ) (METro6 ) 
C METL06 ) 
(METR06 ) 
(HElI06 ) ~ ~MESll-019([~BI) LV~P ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSE~L ~MESll-019([~81) LV~P T~NK - ELVN-L HL UNSE~L ~MES!I-019(I~81) LV~P L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMES!1-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL!! AMESl!-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALI! 
































































SREF 2£90.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE I NFORHA Tl ON 
2S90.0000 :iO.FT. (HElOOS) 
C HETTOS ) (HETL06 ) (METR06 ) (METI06 ) 
\[ AHESll-Ol'C1AB1) LVAP ORB1TER ELVN-L He UNSEAL .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 
AHESII-019CIABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .SOO B.Ooo 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMESll-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 B.OOO 4.000 . 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
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D~TII SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOOS) ( METrOS) 
C l1ETLOS ) 
C METROS) 
C METIOS ) ~ AMES!!-0!9CIA8!J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMES!!-0!9ClA8!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMES!!-0!9(IA8!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMES! 1-0!9( !ABl) LVAP R-SI~B ELEVON HL UNSEALll AMES!!-019(!ABlJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL!! 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LRE" 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IB ELY-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 97S.0000 IN. XT 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOoG) ~ AHESII-019( IABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (HETToG) AHESII-019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (HETL06J AMESII-019(IABlJ LVAP L-SRB - ElVN-l HL UNSEAL (METR06) IIMESII-019ClABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALlI 
































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 97S.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IB ELY-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYMBrJL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IS ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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OAT A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURAT[ON OESCRIPTIDN 
(MEm06) i AMESI1-019( 11.91) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METT06) AMESlI-019ClA91) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
( METL06 ) AMES 11-019 (I A81) LV AP L -SRB - ELVN-L HL UNS£AL 
(METR06) AMESII-019C 11.81) LVAP R-SRB ELEvDN HL UNSHLP 
(METI06) AMESII-OI9([A8I) LVAP WT VEH ELEVCJN HL UNSEALlI 
MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRI< REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
.600 9.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.600 B.OOO 4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.600 8.000 4.000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.600 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.600 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SEr SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 ' IN. 
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FIG. 4 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS.M=O.6 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIDN OESCRIPTIDN 
(~IET006) ~ ANESII-019CIA81) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (MEn06) AMESII-019C1A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METLOS) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METROS) AMESII-019C1ABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
(METl06) AMESII-019( JABll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL UNSEALlI 






























































SREF 2S90.0000 Sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 4 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPONENTS,M=O.6 OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOOS) ~ AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METTOS) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (HETL06) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METR06) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL11 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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OATA5ET SYf1S0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
! ME1006) '~ AMES 11-0 19 C 1"81) LV "P DRB ITER EL VN-L HL UNSEAL 
CMt::T:J6) J\MESII-019CI"BlJ LV"P TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
C METL';~ ) "MES 11-0 19(1 "S l) L VAP L -SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METR08) "I1ESII-019(1"81) LV"P R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALlI 
r MET I 06 ) AMES I I-a 19 Cl A81) LV AP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALl 1 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
, . 
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F0REB00Y PITCHI,NG M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
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FIG. 4 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.6 OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MEro06) ~ AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METT06) AHESII-019(lflBll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(HETLOS) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP L,-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METROS) AMES11-019( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALlI 
(HETlOS) AMES11-019( lA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALI I 







































































REFERENCE lNFORl'lA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 97S.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~RE8~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
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DATA SET SYMBClL CClNFIGURATIClN OESCRIPTlClN 
(METCl13 ) 
C METTI3 ) 
C METL13 ) 
C METRI3 ) 





























































REFERENCE 1 NFOR~lA T ION 
SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 !f'l • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 5 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOl3) i AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI3J AMESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETL13J AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRI3) AMESl!-019( IA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 

















































SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATICN 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 5 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS.M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYNBDL CDNFIGURATWN DESCRIPTWN MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE I NFGRNA Tl DN 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOI3) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTl3) AMESII-019( IABi) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl3) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI3) AMESll-OrS(lABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 



































ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
B.OOO • 0elQ .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
B.OOO • 000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
B.OOO .000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
B.OOO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 















































. ... . . ~ . ,I, . 
REFERENCE INFORMATIDN 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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CMETOI3) ~ AMES11-019rIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETT13) AMESII-019CJA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METL13) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRI3J AHESII-019CJABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDI1 











ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
8.000 • 000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.omi .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN .• XT 
8.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 5 LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~FLAUNCH VEHICLE CQMP~NENTS,M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • (METOI3) ( METT 13 ) (METLl3 ) 
C METR 13 ) ( MET 113 ) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP. ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESII-019CIABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED AHESII-01.9CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I AMESII-019CIABll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDI! LREF 1297.0000 IN • 8REF 1297.0000 IN • XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT YMRP .0000 IN. VT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 5 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.6 OEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI3) ~ AMESII-019UAS1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI3) AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl3) AMES1I-019(I!)SI) LVAP L-SRB -ELVN-L HL SEALED ( HETR 13 ) AMES 11-0 19( I A81) L YAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEIILED11 






















































ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRHATION 
8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
8.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 5 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT10N 
(METOI3J ~ AMES11-019CIABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTl3) AMES11-019C1ABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETL13) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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LtLU ,UU, Hit 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 5 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI3J ~ AMESII-019Cl/l8IJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI3) AMESII-019(I(\BIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLl3) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETR13) AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690 .0000 sa • FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .OOOG IN. YT 































":'7 -'6 -'5 -'4 -':3 ~2 -'1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 5 L~NGrTUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH· ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(I1E1013 ) ~ AHESII.-019f1ABI) LVAP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SE,\LEO .SOO 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C I1ETTI3) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK -' ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C HETLl3) A~ESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METR13 J AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I .600 8.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT ( MET! 13 ) AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII .600 8.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 5 LQNGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS,M=O.6 OEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOI3 ) ~ AMES I I -DI9C I A811 LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTI3) AMESl1-019C1A81) LV,..P TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METL13) , AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI3) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEveN HL SEALED11 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 978.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 5 LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS.M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORH ... TION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • (MET013) ~ AMESl !-Ol9CIABt) LV ... P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SE ... LEO 
CHETT13) AHESII-019U"'81) LVAP T ... NK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETLl3) "'MESII-019(1"'81) LV",P L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SE ... LED 






LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT SCALE .0300 
.. e __ 
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-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7· 8 9 10 11 INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES FIG .. ·5 lONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF lAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=O.6 DEV=8/0 CDJ8ErAI'~ - 4.00 PAGE 34 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRI~ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(METOl3 ) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (METTI3) AMESII-019CIA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (METLl3 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OoO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. '=: (METRI3 ) AMESII-019CIAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 I .600 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (MET113 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll .600 8.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 .IN. YT 
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---, FIG. 5 LDNGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS,M=O.6 OEV=8/0 I 
CE)8ETAI = 6.00 PAGE 35 ; 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIDN oESCRIPTIDN 
(MErDI3) ~ AMESII-019(IASl) LVAP DRSITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI3) AMESII-019()ASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLl3) AMES11-019(IA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI3) AMES11-019( lA81) LVAP R-SR5 EL\:VON HL SEALED!! 











































































REFERENCE WFGRt;AT WN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 
F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 5 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.6 OEV=8/0 
CAJ9ETAI = -6.00 















































DATA SET SYMBOL 
(METOI3) ~ C METT 13 ) 



















AHES1!-019CIAS1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-OiSC !Mll) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IABll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IA8Il LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 





-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 
F0REBBOY PITCHING MOMENT CGEFFICIENT. CLMF 
.3 
FIG. 5 LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS,M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
CB)BETAI = -4.00 PAGE 37 
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oA T A SET SVI1BOL 





















CONFIGURATIC~ DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPoBRK REFERENCE INFORl111 T ION 
"HESII-019( 1"""'/ LVIIP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEIILEo .600 B.OOO .000 .000 sREF 
AHESII-019(IAB1) LV"P TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 
II11E511-019(IIIBI) LVIIP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 
IIHES1 1-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 .600 B.oOO .000 .000 XMRP 
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976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 






FIG. 5 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI)) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI3) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETLI3) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METR13) AHESII-019(IABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
'SCALE .0300 
-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 
F~REB~OY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF 
.3 
FIG. 5 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
(D)BETAI = 4.00 PAGE 39 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATION DESCRIPTI~N MACH ELV-IB ELV-~B SPDBRK REFERENCE 1 NFCRt1A HON 
















AHES!I-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED • 600 B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 
AMES!J-OI9(IAB1J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 
AMES11-019CIABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALEO .600 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 
AMESII-0!9(IA8I) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! .600 B.OOO .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 
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FIG. 5 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.6 OEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MErD07) ~ AMESI1-o19CIABI) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METT07). AMESll-019C1A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 




















































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 6 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
CA)BETAI = -6.00 PAGE 41 
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REFERENCE INFcrR~lA TlON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. LREF 1297.0000 IN. BREF 1297.0000 IN. XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
























-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
8 9 
FIG. 6 l~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
(C)BETAI = -2.00 PAGE 43 
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DATA SET SYHB~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI~N HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MET007 ) ~ AMESl\-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 4.000 . 000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT . C METT07 ) AHESll-Ol9(IABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METL07 J AMESll-Ol9(IABll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL • 900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • C HETR07 ) AMESll-Ol9(IABlJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL!! .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METI07 ) AMESll-Ol9CIABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 6 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
CO)BETAI = .00 PAGE 44 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 













































SREF 2GSO.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN . 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK, ALPHAI, DEGREES ___ . 
FIG. 6 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 .J 
CEl8ETAI = 2.00 PAGE 45 
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DATA SET SYHB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( HETo07 ) ~ AMESII-0IS(IA81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .SOO 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 26S0.0000 SO.FT. C METT07 J AMESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C METL07 J AMESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METR07 ) AMESll-Ol9CIA8lJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (MET 107 ) AMESlI-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII .900 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
lTT 










































-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 6 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 OEV=8/4 
(FJ8ETAI = 4.00 PAGE 46 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

















































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 



























-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
7 8 9 
FIG. 6 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPeNENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
CG)BETAI = 6.00 PAGE 47 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE I NFORHA Tl O~j 
C HET007) ~ "'HESII-019C 1 ... 81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METT07) "'MESI1-019(IABlJ LV ... P T ... NK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( ME TL07 ) AMES 11 -0 1 9 ( I ... B!) LVIIP L -SRB - EL VN-L HL UNSEAL 
( METR07 ) AMES! ! -0 1 9 (/ AB1) L YAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSE ... LlI (MEn07) .'.MESII-019( IAB1) LV ... P TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALlI 
.900 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.900 ' B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 Yt1RP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
lREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE QF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 6 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIDN 
(MET007) ~ AMES11-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METT07) AMESll-019ClA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METL07) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METR07) AMES11-019( 1,0.81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
(HETI07) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL UNSEALll 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI~ DEGREES 
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DATA SET SYHB~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETClO?) ~ A'HESII-019(IABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METT07) AMESIl-019(!ABI) LVAP T"NK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METL07) "HESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(f1ETR07) ANESII-019( 1"81) LV"P R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 6 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPGNENTS,M=O.9 OEV=8/4 
(D)BETAI = .00 PAGE 51 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CDNF I GURA TI ON OESCR I PT ION 11ACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPOBRK REFERENCE WFlJRf{ A Tl ON 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.900 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
(HETOO? ) (HETT07 ) 
CHETL07 ) [HETR07 ) (METI07 ) ~ AHESII-Dl9(IA8l) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AHESI1-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll .900 .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT . 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
5CALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
ti't f 11.1 I LLLi. 
FIG. 6 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
CF}BETAI = 4.00 PAGE 53 
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DATA SET SYM8()L C()NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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INTEGRATED ·VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA !SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELY-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(HET007 ) (METTIJ7 ) (METL07 ) (METR07 ) 





















4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 
4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 
4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 
4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 
4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 
2:MRP 400.0000 
SCALE .0300 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 








FIG. 6 LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPONENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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n.\.TA SET SYM80L CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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8 9 
FIG. 6 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYtt8~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(I1ETCl07 ) 
CMETT07 J 
( METL07 ) 
(METR07 ) 







































ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE I NFORt1A TI ON 
8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
8.000 ·4.000 .000 YMR? .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 6 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MET007) ~ A~lESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METT07) AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METL07) AMESll-019CIASIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELV1~-L HL UNSEAL 
(METR07 J AMESll-019( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL UNSEALlI 






SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 6 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 OEV=8!4 
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DATA SET SYHBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
(MEm07) ~ AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
! METT.07 ) AMES 11-0 19C I ABll L VAP TANK - ELVN-l HL UNSEAL 
CMETL07) AMESll-019C1ABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METR07) AMESII-019ClABIl LV"P R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALl1 

































































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-'9 -'8 -'7 -'6 -'5 -'4 -'3 -'2 -'1 6 1 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 6 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C MET007 ) 
C METT07 ) (ME'TL07 ) (METR07 ) 
, METI07 ) ~ AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMES11-019CIA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMES!1-019(IA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll AMES11-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL}! 



































l"- t,.; r--r--... 
.......... 
i 
ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFGRUAliON 
8.000 4.000 • 000 
8.000 4.000 • 000 
8.000 4.000 • 000 
8.000 4.000 .000 
8.000 4.000 .000 
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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FIG. 6 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPGNENTS9M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONF I GURATJ ON DESCR I PTI ON MACH ELV-IB ELV~OB SPoBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MET007) ~ AMESII-019(IAS}) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CMErT07) ANESll-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METL07) AMESIl-OI9C1ABIl LVAP L-SRB - ElVN-L HL UNSEAL 
( HETR07 ) AMES 11-0 19( I A81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON Hl UNSEAL 11 
(METI07) AI1ESlI-0l9( IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
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.111 un TTTT 
REFERENCE INFDRMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF . 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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F~REBODY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 6 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MET007 ) (HETT07 ) 
C HETL07) 

















AHESI1-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 
AMESll-019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 
AMES11-Ol9C[ABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 
AMESlt-Ol9CIAB1J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll .900 
AHES11-019CIA81J LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL I 1 .900 
[!TIT m" un 1111 rill IllI nil UTT III UTI IHI rTT TflT11 [TITT ITTTT un TTTI 1III 
In. ~ 
--
r-- .r' '-..... 
...... 
--









, , , 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 




















-.24 -.20 - . 16 - . 1 2 - .08 - .04 0 .04 
F~REB~OY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
1297.0000 IN. 
1297.0000 IN. 
976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 







FIG. 6 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O .. 9 DEV=8/4 
(O)BETAI = .00 PAGE 65 
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'C~ • - ._--__ •• ___ ., 
DIITA SET SYMB~L CGNFIGURIITI~N DESCRIPTION MilCH ELV-IB ELV-~B SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MET007 ) ~ AMESI1-019(IA81) LYAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 4.000 .000 5REF 2690.0000 50.FT • (METT07 ) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 4..000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METL07 ) AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METR07 ) AMES1!-019(IA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL!! .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METl07 ) AMES!!-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALIl .900 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 . 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTIDN MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE I Nf"ClRI1AT roN 
C HETD07 ) 
C METT07 ) ( METL07 ) 
C METR07 ) 
C I1ETl07 ) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN~L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 4.000 • 000 LREF AMESII-oI9(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL I 1 .900 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP AHESI1-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I .900 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP 
ZHRP 
SCALE 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATIGN 
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DATA SET S"HBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HET01S) ~ AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L liL SEALED (HETT1S) AHES11,..019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETLlS) :"HESI1-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRI5 J ,"ME511-019( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 
















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMA T I ON 
(HET015 ) (METT15) 
C METLl5 J 
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DATA SET SYMBGL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(METOI5) ~ AMES!!-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C METn5 ) AMES!I-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METLl5 ) AMES!I-019CIAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METRI5 ) AMESII-019CIAB!l LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 "IN. XT CHETIIS) AMESII-019CIABll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALED!! .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MEWIS) ~ AMESII-DI9CIABIl LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (MEHIS) AMESII-D19C1A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLlS) AMESI1-D!9C1A81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETR!5) AHES!I-0!9ClA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 













































SREF 2690.000~ SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
AREF 1297.0000 IN • 
~MRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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DATA SET SYHBCL CONFIGURi\TICN OESCRIPTICN 




































SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CMETOI'S) ~ AMES11-019(IABI) LVAP DRBnER ELVN-L HL SEALEO 
CMETTIS) AMESII-019(IABlJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLlS) AMES1I-019C1ABlJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRls) AME511-019([AB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 269a .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 !N • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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OATh SET SYMBl?L Cl?NFrGURhTION DESCRIPTIl?N MhCH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHhTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MET015 ) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORB.ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • (METTI5) AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 S.OOO 6.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C METL15 ) AMES11-019(IASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (METR15 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII .900 B.oeo 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT [METlI5 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I .900 8.000 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIDN 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
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ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 









































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE I NFORMA TI ON 
(METOlS) 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOIS) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETT1S) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METL15) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRI5) AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION (METlHS) 
C METTIS ) (HETLlS) (HETRIS) (MET 115 J ~ AHESII-OI9(IA8IJ LVAP ORBlTER ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED AHESII-019(IABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! . AMES11-019(IABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 


















AHESII-019(1~81; LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019CIA81J LVAP L-SRB.- EL~N-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
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ELV-IS ELV-ClS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8.000 G.OOO • 000 
8.000 6.000 • 000 
8.000 6.000 . 000 
8.000 6.000 .000 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT . 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
8.000 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
I" 
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DATA SET SYMBClL CClNFIGURATICJN DESCRIPTlClN 
(HETCllS) ~ AHESll-Ol9CIABIJ LVAP ClRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (MEHIS ) AHESll-O 19(1 ABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETL1S) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRlS) AMESlI-Ol9(IA8lJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEDll 





































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 7 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPDNENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C HETOIS ) (HETTlS) (HETL1S) 
C METRIS) 









I-- ~ r--. 


















































\ .~,. .. ,-",' 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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CAJ8ETAI = -6.00 PAGE 90 
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DATA SET SYHS~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IS ELV-~S SPDSRK REFERENCf INF~RHATION '. 
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-.24 -.20 .08 - . 16 - .12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 F~REB~DY PITCHING MOMENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
7 L~NGITUDINAl CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 OEV=8/6 
CB)BETAI = -4.00 PAGE 91 
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MACH ELV-IS ElV-DB SPOBRK RE~ERENCE INFDRMATIDN 
.900 8.000 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 8.000 6.000 • OOD BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METalS) ~ AM£Sll-019( IABl) LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (NEHlS l AMESII-019C1ABJ) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (NETLlS) AHESll-OI9CIABll LVAP L-SRB - ElVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRlSl IIMESlI-Ol9(IIIBl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEIILEDll 
(METIIS) AHESIl-019(IA81) LVIIP TOT VEH ELEVCN HL SEALEDII 
SCALE .0300 
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F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT CDEFFICIENT. CLMF 
7 LeNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS eF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMPeNENTS.M=O.9 DEV=8/6 i 
(C)BETAI = -2.00 PAGE 92 
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OATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTI~N MACH ELV-IB ELV-~B SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 












- • 1 
CONF I GURATiGN DESCRIPTION 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES)I-oI9CIA8I) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESI)-0)9(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED)) 
AMES))-DI9(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED)) 
~ 
0 r--. 














































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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< DATA SET'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IB ELY-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CMETOI5) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (MEHI5) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLIS) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRI5) AMES!!-0!9(IABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! (METItS) AMESII-Ot9CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
.900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
.900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 8.000 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C METOl5 ) (METTI5 ) (METLl5 ) 
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FIG. 7 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYHB~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CHET026) ~ AMESII-019(IABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETT26) AHESII-019ClA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C HETL26) AHESI1-019( IA81) LVAP . L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METR26) AHESII-019CIA8lJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DE9REES 
FIG. 8 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=O/O 

















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK 
(HET026 J ~ AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (Mi.H26J AMESII-019CIA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (f<i,r.;.26) AMESII-0ISClA81) LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( METR26 ) AMES I 1-019 ( I A81) L YAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 I (METI26) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
.900 .000 .000 .000 
.SOO .000 .000 .000 
.900 .000 .000 .000 
.SOO .000 .000 .000 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. VI 
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DEGREES 
FIG. 8 L0NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP0NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
CC)BETAI = -2.00 PAGE 99 











































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( HET026 ) ~ AMES 11-0 19 ( 1/181) LV /lP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SE/ILED (HETT26) AMESll-0!9( IA8!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METL26) AHES!1-0!9(IA8!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METR26) AMES!!-0!9(IA81) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVClN HL SEALED!! 
(METl26) AMES!!-0!9(IA8!) LVAP TClT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALED!! 
.900 .000 .000 • 000 SR£F 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.900 • 000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 .000 • 000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. IT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 8 LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS,M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
CO)BETAI = .00 PAGE 100 
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DArA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURA' ION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C HET026 ) 
C METT26 J (METL26 ) 
C METR26 J (METI26 ) ~ AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT • AMESII-019CIA81J LVAP TANK - ElVN-l HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 lREF 1297.0000 IN. AMESJI-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEOll .900 .000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALED! I .900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SC.~LE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 



















ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MET026) ~ (METT26 ) ( HETL26 ) (METR26 ) 















AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESI1-0!9(lA8!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES!!-019[lA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 












































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( MET026 ) ~ AMES 11-0 19 [! A81) L YAP ORB [TER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETT26l AHESII-019C1AB1l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METL26 J AMESII-019( IABI l LV"P L-SRB - ELvtiJ-L HL SEALED 
(HETR26l AMES11-019CI"BlJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll 
















.900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 
.900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 
.900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 
.900 .000 .000 .000 Xt·1RP 
.900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP 
ZHRP 
SCALE 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATION OESCRlPTION MACH ELV-IS ELv-OB SPOSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(METD26) ~ AMESIl-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METi26) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CHETL26) AMESlI-Ol9(IASl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METR26) AMESll-Ol9(IASl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
(METI26) AMESll-Ol9CIASI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALEDll 
.900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
.900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 BREF' 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 .OD!! .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION {\ (MET026 ) ~ AMESI1-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 • 000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C METT26 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. { METL26 ) AHESII-019(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (METR26 ) AMESll-ol9(lA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEo!l .900 .000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT .~ (METJ26 ) AHESll-0!9(IA8l) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEoll .900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBClL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIClN MACH ELV-IS ELV-ClB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFClRMATION 
(METCl26 ) ~ AMESII-019CIASl) LVAP ClRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C METT26 ) AMESII-019CIASl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METL26 ) AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 • 000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • C METR26 ) AMESII-Ol9CIASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEDll .900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METI26 ) AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP TClT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALEDII .900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .• 0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(HET026) ~ AHESII-019(JA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED ( HETT26 ) AHES 11-0 19 (I A81) LV AP TANK - EL VN-L HL SEALED (HETL26) AHESII-019(JABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETR26) AHESII-DI9ClABIl LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll (M£1126) AHESII-019ClABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALEDll 
.900 • 000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.900 . 000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 • 000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 .000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 





SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
(METD26J ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MET026) ~ AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED ( METT26 ) AMES I I -0 I 9 (I A81) L YAP TANK - EL VN-L HL SEALED (METL26) AHESII-019CIA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETR21ii) AMESll-019ClA811 LV ... P R-SRB ELEVON HL SE ... LEDll 





























































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
( MEm26 ) ~ AMES 11-0 19CI Aal ) LV ... P DRBI TER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METT26) AMES11-019CIASl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METL26) AMESII-019(IAal) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( HETR26 ) AMES 11-019 ( [AS I) L YAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED II 



































ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE IN~CRMATION 
.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
• 000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
• 000 .000 
.000 .000 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.000 XHRP 975.0000 IN. XT 
.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. VI 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYHB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MET026) ~ AMESII-019CIA81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L IiL SEALED 
CMETT26) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L IiL SEALED (METL26) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CHETR26) AMESII-DI9(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEDII 
(HETI26) AHESll-Ol9(IA8l) LVAP TOT VEH ELEV~N HL SEALEDll 
.900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa~FT • 
• 900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
.900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DHA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( MET(26) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 • 000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT . CMETT26 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METL26 ) AMESII-019(IA8l) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. " (METR26 ) AMESI1-Ol9CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll .900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (HET 126 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll .900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C MET(26) 
,METT26 ) 
C METL26 ) 







































ELV-IB ELY-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 • 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.000 .000 .COO LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 - .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYHBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRHATIDN 
CHET026) ~ AHESII-019(IABD LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETT26) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETL26) AMESII-019C1A81) LVAP L-SRB- ELVN-L HL SEf,LED 
CHETR26) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALED I I (METI26) AMES!1-019( IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED! I 
.900 .000 .000 . 000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.900 .000 . 000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METa26) ~ AMESI J -DJ9CIABJ) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (MEH2S) AMESII-019( [A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CHETL2S) AHESII-019C[A8IJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METR26) AMESI 1-019C [A8D LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MET026) i AMESll-Ol9CIA8l) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C METT26) AMESll-Ol9( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METL26) AMESll-DI9( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETR26J AMESII-Ol9CIA8l) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDIl 
(METI26) AMESlI-019( IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 
, .. 


























































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB 5p oBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
• 900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.900 .000 • 000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.000c} l"l. XT 
.900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .OOOU IN. YT 
(MET026) ~ AMES11-019( IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METT26) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETL26) AMESI1-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( HETR26 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( I A81) L YAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 I 
U1ETI26) AHESII-019ClA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVoN HL SEALEo!1 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976 .0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-oB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C METCl26 ) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 • 000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C METT26 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 -.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METL26) AMESI1-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 • 000 .000 .000 BREF 1297".0000 IN • C METR26 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 I .900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METI26 ) AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP TOT'VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOI! .900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FOREBOOY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 8 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
(C)BETAI = -2.00 PAGE 120 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SP06RK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C HEm26) ~ AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C METT26 ) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METL26 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METR26 ) AMES!!-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! .900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT C METI26 ) AMES!I-0!9(IA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVaN HL SEALED!! .900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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F~REB~DY PITCHING MOMENT COEfFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 8 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
(O)BETAI = .00 PAGE 121 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CLMF 
FIG. 8 LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS QF LAUNCH VEHICLE 'CQMPQNENTS,M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL . CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MET026 ) ~ AMESII-019( I ABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METT26) AMESII-(l\9C1ABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( METL26 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( 1 AS 1) L YAP L -SRB - EL VN-L HL SEALED 
( METR26 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( I AS I) LV AP R-SRB ELEVGN HL SEALED II 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000' IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~REB~OY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 8 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MET026) ~ AMESll-019{JAal) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METT26) AHESII-019( IAall LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. vT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
, 
- . 16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 d 12 .16 
FOREBODY PITCHING MdMENT COEFFICIENTo CLMF 
FIG. 8 LoNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~~ LAUNCH VtHICLE CGMPGNENTS,M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
CG)8ETAI = 6.00 PAGE 124 
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DATA SET SVMB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION 
CMEmI7) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L I1L SEALED 
CMETTI7) AMESII-019C1A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (MET117) . AMESII-019ClABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETRI7J AMESII-019C1ABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 













































































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-
~9 ~8 ~7 ~6 ~5 ~4 ~3 ~2 ~1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CAJBETAI = -6.00 PAGE 125 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI7) i AHESII-DI9( IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTI?) AMESII-019C1A81l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( METLl7 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( 11.81) L YAP L -SRB - EL VN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI?) AMESII-019( 11.81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEflLEOI! 















































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPONENTS.M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 

















'1,:, :1 ~, 
CONF I GURA TI ON oESCR IPTI DN 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
AMESII-0!9(IA81) LVAp·TDT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I 1 
I TTTrnn ITn fIn TIn 
r 
-.04, I I I • I I I 
MACH ELV-IS ELV-(m SPoBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 10 .000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 







-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
(C)BETAI = -2.00 PAGE 127 
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bATA SET SYMS~L C~NFIGURATI~N OESCRIPTJ~N HACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INmRHATlON 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPCNENTS,M=O.9 DEV=1014 
CD)BETAI = .00 PAGE 128 















































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 







~9 ~8 ~7 ~6 ~5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CEJBETAI = 2.00 PAGE 129 
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(METOI7) ~ AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI7) AHESII-019C1ABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L. HL SEALED 
(METLl7) AHESI1-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRI7) AHESI1-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED1! 
( MET 117 ) AHES 11-0 19( IA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDIl 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF !297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 S 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGRE[.S 
. FIG. 9 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M~O.9 OEV=10/4 
CF)8ETAI = 4.00 PAGE 130 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION 
(MEmI7) ~ AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI7) AMESII-019CIA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl7) AMESII-019([A81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETRI7) AHESII-019(IA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOII (MElII7) AMESII-019C1A81J LVAP TOT VEH ELEVCN HL SEALEOII 










































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
'MRP .0000 IN. 'T 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE eF ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
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_.J FIG. 9 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CGJBETAI = 6.00 
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DATA SET SYM80L 
(MEmI7) 
C METTI7 ) (MElLl7 ) 
C METR!7 ) 















AMESII-019CIA8I) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESlt-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALEO 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHES!!-0!9(!A8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
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ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
. !O.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE elF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOl7) ~ AMESll-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTI7) AMESI1-019(IIIBI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETLl7) AHESll-Ol9(IA8lJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRl7) IIMESll-Ol9(IIIB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll (METII7) AMES11-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATASET SYMBOL CONFiGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ElV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(HElOl7 ) ~ AMESll-0l9(IA8l) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 (HETTI7 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 • OGO (HETLl7 ) AMESII-019CIA8l) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 • 000 (METRI7 ) AHESII-019CIABI) LYAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I .900 10.000 4.000 .000 ( METI 17 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LYAP TOT YEH ELEYDN HL SEALED! I .900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. LREF 1297.0000 IN • -BREF 1297.0000 IN • XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS.M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
(C)BETAI = -2.00 PAGE 134 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION 
(METeI7) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (MET.T17) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl7) AHESII-019( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETRI7) AHESII-019(IA81l LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII (METII7) AHESII-019CiA81l LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
SREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYHBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN HACrl ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CMEHH7 ) 
C METT 17 ) (METLl7 ) 
CMETRI7) (METI17) ~ AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 AMESII-019CIAB!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 ~.OOO .000 LREF 1297.0000 AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII .900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 AMESII-0!9CIAB!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED! I .900 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 
ZHRP 400.0000 
SCALE .0300 
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... FIG. 9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPQNENTS.M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METDI7) ~ AMESI1-019( IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METTI7) "MES11-019C IABI) LV"P T"NK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl7l AMES!1-019(lA81l LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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I I I I l I I I I I I I • • • , 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 OEV=10/4 
CF)BETAI = 4.00 PAGE 137 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(METOI? ) 
(METTI7 ) 
( METLl7 1 
(~ETRI7) 


















AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(JA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 I 



























ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFOHHATIIJN 
10.000 4.000 • 000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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~9 ~8 ~7 ~5 ~5 ~4 ~3 ~2 ~1 6 ~ j ~ ~ 6 7 8 -9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS.M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CG)BETAI = 5.00 PAGE 138 
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DATA SET SYMB~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 















AMESII-019(IA811 LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA811 LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IAB[) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESI!-OI9(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 

















































SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
" . .... 
~ 
7 9 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK, ALPHAI, DEGREES 
8 
~-~-----..--
FIG. 9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 ~ l 
PAGE 139 ~-6.00 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( ME leU 7 ) i AMESII-019( IASD LVAP GRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METT!.7) AMESI1-019CIASl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl7) AMESI1-019(IASll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETRl7) AHES11-019CIASl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVGN HL SEALEDl! (MET! 17) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 L0NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 0F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MPGNENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CBJBETAI = -4.00 PAGE' 140 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CHET!H7) ~ AMESII-DI9(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI7) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METL17J AHES1I-019(IA8IJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI7) AMESII-D19(IA8I) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
CMETll7J AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEHELEVON HL SEALED I I 
MACH ELV-IB ELv-eIB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 . YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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!! Ull iJ.J.JJ.u.tL! ... 111' 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE eF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
8 9 
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DArA SET SYMBOL 








AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK -. ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP L-5RB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(!ABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED! I 
AMESI!-019(JAB!) LYAP TOT YEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 










-.......... i'-. ............ r-.... 
'ril 
MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
• 900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 







































-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHAJ. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(METOI7) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 ,000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. (HETTI7 ) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALEO .900 10.000 4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C HElLl7 ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP L -SRB - EL VN-L I:lL SEALEO- .900 10.000 4.000 . 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • (HETRI7) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII .900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METI 17 ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEA~EDII .900 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
1 SCALE .0300 , 
.1 
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U INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 







~, (~~~~TA ~ :~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMP~NENTS, M=Q.9 OEV= 10/4 









































DATA SET SYMBDL CDN~IGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN MACH ELV-IS ELV-ClB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 









































4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 
4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 
4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 
4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 
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FIG. 9 LBNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMB~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 









AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L ~L SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHES11-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
AMES11-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
ETrTl lTT TIll lITT rnn TlTT nn HIT rnT rITIl nn lllf 11fT Till 
, 



















ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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1111 1111 1111 illl lilt till 1111 Iitl 1I1I 1I11 1I1I Iitl Iitl 111I I111 1I11 If II IIII 11I1 1111 till: 11II 1111 Illi till IIII 11II I111 11I.ltll Itli lilt 1II1 til' IIlr 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 '5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK~ ~LPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 9 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CGJBETAI = 8.00 PAGE 145 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HEmI7) ~ "HESII-019C!"SI) LV"P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SE"LED (HETTI7) "MESII-019( ["SI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl7) "HESII-019[ 11.81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SE"LED ( HETR 17 ) AMES 11-019C I A81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 


























































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 




-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 
F~REB~OY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CLMF 
FIG. 9 LeNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS eF LAUNCH VEHICLE ceMPeNENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
(~)BETAI = -6.00 PAGE 146 











































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETaI7) i AMESII-019UAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI7) AMESII-019ClA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLl7) AHE511-019CIA8!) LVAP L-5RB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 





























































SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 





-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 
F~RE8~OY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
.3 
FIG. 9 LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CBJBETAI = -4.00 PAGE 147 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATiON 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP OR81TER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 
AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 
AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I .900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 
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FIG. 9 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=O.9 OEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( MEro! 7 ) ~ AMES 1 I -0 I 9 CI A8 J) L VAP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED (METTI7) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( METLI 7 ) AMES 11-0 19 Cl A81) L VAP L -SRB - EL VN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI7) AMESil-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 



















































SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 




-.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 -.5 ~ FeREBeOY PITCHING MeMENT C0EFFICIENT. CLMF 
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" 
:1 FIG. 9 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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OAT A SET SYNBOL CONF I GURA TI ON OESCR I PTI ON 
(MET017) ~ AMES))-019(IA8)) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETTI7) AHESll-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETLl7) AHESll-019CIA8l) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRl7) AHESll-Ol9ClA8l) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
CHETJI7) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP HH VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK 
.900 10.000 4.000 • 000 
.900 10.000 4.000 • 000 
.900 10.000 4.000 • 000 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 So.FT • 
LREF 1 297 .0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 F~RE8~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CLMF 
.3 
FIG. 9 LeNGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS eF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMPeNENTS,M=O.9 OEV=10/4 
CE)BETAI = 2.00 PAGE 150 
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DAiA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METaI7) i AMESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI7) AMEsII-019C IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(MET1l7) AMES I 1-019C IA81 J LVAP L-sRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C HETR!7) AMESll-019C IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 I 
































































sREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP ,DODO IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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1 FIG. 9 LQNGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS.M=O.9 OEV=10/4 1 
CF)BETAI = 4.00 PAGE 151 I j 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(HErO!7) ~ AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTl7) AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETL17) AMESII-019C lABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRI7) AHESII-OI9(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
(HETII7) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 
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976.0000 IN. XT 
.0000 IN. YT 
400.0000 IN. ZT 
.0300 
.3 
FIG. 9 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CG)BETAI = 6.00 PAGE 152 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MET009) ~ AMEsli-019( IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METT09) AMEsII-019U"81l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METL09) AMESII-01911A8IJ LVhP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEhL (METR09) hMESII-OI9(lh81J LVhP R-SRii ELEVClN HL UNSEhLlI (METI09) "MESII-019(IA81) LY"P TOT VEH l':LEYON HL UNSEALlI 
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SREF 2690.0000 sO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
7 8 9 
FIG. 10 LBNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPDNENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
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DA TA S£T SYMB1)l 










AMESII-019(IA81) lVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019( IA8ll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L Hl UNSEAL 
"',I1ESII-0190A81) LVAP R-SRS ELEVON HL UNSEAL11 










ELV-IS ELV-OB SPOSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8.000 ".000 . ODO 
8.000 4.000 • 000 
8.000 4.000 • 000 
8.000 4.000 .000 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN . 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 10 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
CB)BETAI = -4.00 PAGE 154 
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DATASET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION oESCRtPTION 
(MET009) ~ AMESII-019(IA81l LV,'.P ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSE,'.L ( MErT09 ) AMES 11-0 19(1 AB1) LVAP TANK - EL VN-L HL UNSEAL 
(HETL09) AMESII-019( IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
( METR09 ) AMES I 1-019 (1 ABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL! I (METI09) AMESII-019CIAB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
























































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 10 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB '.SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( HETOOS ) ~ AMES I I -0 IS ( I AS I) L VAP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL UNSEAL (METTOS) AMESII-0ISClA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (HETLOS) AMESII-0IS(IA811 LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METR09) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL 1 I (METI09) AMESII-019(1~81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 26S0.0000 SQ.FT. .----~--...~--
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 12S7.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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CDJBETAI = .00 PAGE 156 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YI 
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FIG. 10 LBNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS BF LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MPBNENTS.M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
CE)BETAI = 2.00 PAGE 157 



















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPOSRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
( MET009 ) ~ AMES I 1-019 ( lAB 1) L YAP ORB ITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CMETT09) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CHETL09) AHESII-019(lA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METR09) "HESII-019CIABl) LV"P R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAlll 
(METI09) AMESII-019C1ABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAlll 
1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
LIDO 8.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 10 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OS SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C HET009 ) ~ AMESII-OISCIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO .... 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C METTOS ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 .... 000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C METL09 ) AMESII-OISCIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO .... 000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METR09 ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON Hl UNSEALII 1.100 8.000 .... 000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT C HETIOS) AMESII-0ISCIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 10 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=l.l DEV=8/4 
CG)BETAI = , 6.00 PAGE 159 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C METCl09 ) 
C METT09 ) 
C METL09) (METR09 ) 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000.lN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. Yl 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( MET009 ) ~ AMES 11-0 19 CI A81) L YAP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL UNSEAL (HETrOS) AHES11-OI9CIA8!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(HEROS) AHESII-OISCIABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(HETROS) AHESII-OI9{1ABI) LVAP R-SRO ELEVON HL UNSEALli 


































SREF 26S0.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTI~N 
CMEroOS) ~ AMESU-OISCJA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN--L HL UNSEAL (METTOS) AMESII-OISClAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-l, HL UNSEAL 
(METLOS) IIMESII-019(IIIB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
C METR09 ) AMESII-019C I liB I) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON I'lL UNSEAL11 
(METI09) AMESII-019C1A81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALlI 
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REFERENCE tNFGRt1A nON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297,0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. 1T 
SCALE .0300 
...4 ~J" 
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FIG. 10 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE,COMPONENTS,M=I.1 DEV=8/4 
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DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB 5PDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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D"T" SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR"TION DESCRIPTION H"CH EL
V-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MET009 ) ~ "HESII-019CI"81) LV"P ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSE"L 1.100 8.000 4.000 .
000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT • 
(METTOS) "MESII-OIS(I"Bl) LY"P T"NK - ELYN-L HL UNSE"L 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .00
0 LREF 12S1.0000 IN. 
(METLOS ) "HES1I-01S(I"Bl) LY"P L~SRB - ELYN-L HL UNSE"L 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .00
0 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
(METR09 ) "MESII-019(I"BI) LV"P R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSE"Ll1 1.100 8.000 4.000 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
(ME.! I 09 ) AMESI1-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALI1 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 
.000 YMRP .0000 . IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.7 " "" 
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DATA SET SVHBDL CONFI.GURATIDN OESCRIPTID'N MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFDRHATIDN 
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DATA SET SYNBDL 



























AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AHESJI-019(JASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AHESJI-019(JASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 






















ELV-IS ELV-em $POBRK REFERENCE INFORIiATION 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
S.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
S.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
S.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 10 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( MET009 ) ~ AHES 11-0 19( I A81) L YAP ORB ITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(HErT09) AHESII-019C1A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CMETL09) AMESII-019C1ABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 





























































SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
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CA)BETAI = -6.00 PAGE 167 
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DATA SET SYMBeL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
B.OOO 4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 10 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=l.l DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HET009) ~ AHESII-019C1ABlJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (HETT09) AMESII-019UA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(HETL09) AHESI1-019(IA81) LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( METR09 ) AMES I 1-019 ( I A81) LV AP R-SRB ELEVClN HL UNSEAL 11 
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SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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.DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELY-OB SPOl3RK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(MEm09 ) ~ ANESII-019CIA81) LVAP OR81TER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 4.000 (METro9 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METL09 ) AHESll-ol9(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • (METR09 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALl! 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METID9 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL11 1.100 a.ooo 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HET009) ~ AMESII-OIS( IABI) LVAP rJRBlTER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METT09) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CMETLOSJ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METR09) AMESII-019( IA81 J LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL UNSEALII 









































































SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIGN MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C HEr009 ) ~ AMESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.00CO SO.FT. C METT09 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 '4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C HETL09 J AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METR09 J AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (HETIOS) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TDT VEH ELEVDN HL UNSEALI! 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
. SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACK ELY-IB ELY-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C METOOS ) i AHESII-OISCIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.\00 B.OOO ".000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C METTOS ) AMESII-OIS(IABIl LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C HEllOS) 'AMESII-019CIABll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METROS) AMESII-OIS(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII LIDO B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP S76.0000 IN. XT (METI09 ) AMESII-OIS(lABll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALI! LIDO B.OOO 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 



































































-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAI, DEGREES 
FIG. 10 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
CG)8ETAI = 6.00 PAGE 173 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOD9) ~ AMESII-019C lABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( METT09 ) AMES 11-0 1 9 Cl A81) LVAP TANK - EL VN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METL09) AMESIl-Ol9(IA8l) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METR09) "MESII-Ol9UA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL II 
(METl09) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL UNSEALlI 
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REFERENCE I NFORHA Tl ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 10 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTlf.S OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
CA)BETAI = -6.00 PAGE 174 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOOS) ~ AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METTOS) AHESII-OIS(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(HETL09) AHESII-019( lA81) LVAP L-SR6 - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(HETR09) AMESII-OI9CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAlll 
(HETlOS) ~ AMESII-OlSClABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
.7 10 ITTTT Tnl 
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ITII lin 1111 
-.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 
REFERENCE INFORM" Tl ON 
SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 




F~REB~OY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENr.·CLMF 
FIG. 10 L(jNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS (jF LAUNCH VEHICLE C(jMP(jNENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/4 












































DATA SET SYHBClL CONFIGURATIClN DESCRIPTIClN HACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPD13RK ' REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MEmOS) ~ AMESII-01S(IA811 lVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 26S0.0000 5Q.FT • (METT09 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (HETL09 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METR09 ) AMESII-019[IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVONHL UNSEALll 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METIOS) AMESII-019(IA81l LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UN5EALIL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 10 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=I.1 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HEm09) ~ AMESII-OI9(IABI) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METT09) AMESII-OI9( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(HETL09) AMESII-OI9( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METR09) AHESII-019( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL UNSEALII 
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-.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 










FORE BODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 10 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOOS) ~ AMESII-OIS(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (HETTOS) AMESII-01S( IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(METLOS) AMESII-019C1ABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
( METR09 ) . AMES 11-0 19( I A81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL UNSEAL11 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 26S0.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 12S7.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 





-.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 
FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.CLMF 
FIG. 10 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS CF LAUNCH VEHICLECCMPCNENTS,M=l~l DEV=8/4 
CE)BETAI = 2.00 PAGE 178 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YI1RP .0000 IN. YT 
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F5RE85DY PITCHING M5MENT C5EFFICIENT, CLMF I 
-.7 
-.4 
FIG, 10 LDNG I TUD I NAL CHARAC TER I ST I CS DF LAUNCH VEH I CLE CDMPDNENTS, M= 1.1 OEV=8/ 4 ~ .. -.~ 
CF)8ETAI = 4.00 PAGE 179 I 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONF I GURA T! ON OESCR,I PTl ON MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPOSRK 
(HETD09 ) ~ ~MESII-019(I~81) LV~P ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 . 000 (METT09 ) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 • 000 ( l"iETL09 ) ~HESII-019(1~81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 . 000 (HETR09 ) ~MESll-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 (HETI09 ) ~MESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSE~Lll 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2G90.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN . 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
























































-.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 
F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 10 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
CGJBETAI = 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI6) ~ AMESII-019( IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTI6) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl6) AMESII-019( IA8!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( METR 16 ) AMES I I -0 I 9 ( [ASD L VAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
(METlI6) AMESII-019(lASI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.100 8.000 6.000 ,000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LIDO B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 . IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. X.T 
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:_. . CA)8ETAI = ;-?OO PAGE 181 
FIG •.. 11 L .. ONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPDNENTS, M=1.1 DEV=8/6 ~-J" " 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTlON 
(HEm16) ~ AHESII-OI9C1ABI) LV"P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETTIS) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CHETLl6) AHES.lI-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT . 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 11 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPONENTS,M=1.1 OEV=8/6 
CBJBETAI= -4.00 PAGE 182 
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(HEHH6 ) (METTI6) (METLl6 ) (METRL6) ( MEllLS ) ~ AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESIL-019(IABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESLl-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESll-Ol9(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEDll AMESlI-Ol9(IA8l) LVAP TDT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALEOll 


















SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
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FIG. 11 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTER Isms ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPeNENTs. M=I.I OEV=8/6 - J. 
(C)BETAI = -2.00 PAGE 183 
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DATA SET SYMB"L CONFIGURATl"N OESCRIPTl"N 













































MACH ELV-IS ELV-"B 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 
1.100 8.000 6.000 
1.100 B.ooO 6.000 
1.100 8.000 6.000 












SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK~ ALPHAI. DEGREES 
8 9 
FIG. 11 LeNGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS eF LAUNCH VEHICLE ceMPeNENTS.M=l.l OEV=8/6 
(OJ8ETAI ;:: .00 PAGE 184 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION 
(METCH6) ~ "HESII-019C1"BI) LV"P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8REF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 




~9 ~8 ~7 ~6 ~5 ~4 -3 ~2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE QF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 7 8 9 
FIG. 11 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=l.l OEV=8/6 
CE)BETAI = 2.00 PAGE 185 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-tB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMAT[ON 
(HETot6) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTIG) AHESII-019ClA8I) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLlG) AHESII-019(IA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRIG) AMESII-019ClA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll (METl 16) AMESII-Ol9( lA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1 .100 8.000 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-'9 =8 ~7 -'6 -'5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA1. DEGREES 
FIG. 11 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
CF)BETAI = 4.00 PAGE 186 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 97S.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 




o~~ ~9 ~8 ~7 ~6 ~5 ~4 -3 ~2 ~1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE 0F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
7 8 9 







1 rr,lRETAI = 
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L 
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MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. ------".., -
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOIS) ~ AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTI6) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETLl6) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 11 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
CAJBETAI = -6.00 j PAGE 188 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MAC'· ELV-IB ElV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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~9 ~8 ~7 ~6 ~5 ~4 ~3 ~2 ~l 6 i 2 3 4 5 6 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
7 8 9 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METClI6) ~ AMES11-019( IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METT1G) IIMES11-019(III81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLlG) IIMES11-019(III81) LVIIP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEll LED 
(METRIG) III1ES11-019(III81) LVAP R-'SR8 ELEVON HL SEALED! 1 
(METlI6) IIMES11-019(III81) LVIIP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEIILED!1 
HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
1.100 8.000 G.OOO .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 BREF !297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.IDO 8.000 G.OOO .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.7 . :,., 
III 
.6 
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-'9 -.'8 -'7 -'6 -'5 -'4 -'3 -'2 -'I 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 11 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=l.l OEV=8/6 
(C)8ETAI = -2.00 PAGE 190 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOIS) ~ AMESII-019( [ABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI6) AMESII-019ClABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl6) AMESII-019( lABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SE"'LED (HETRI6) AHESII-019([AB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SE"'LEDll (HETJI6) AMESII-019CIAB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 

































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 11 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMB~L 
C MElOI6) (METTI6 ) ( METLl6 ) 
C HETRI6) 



























CONF I GURA nON OESeR! PTI ~N 
AHES1I-019CIAB!) LVAP ~RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES!I-0!9CIA8!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES I 1-0 J 9 Cl A8!) LV AP L -SRB - EL Vtl-L HL SEALED 
AMES!!-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 
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ELV-IB ELV-OB 5PDBRK 
a.ooo 6.000 .000 
8.000 6.000 • 000 
B.OOO 6.000 .000 
B.OOO 6.000 .000 
8.000 6.000 .000 
HIT ITTl TTTT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 11 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHltLE COMPONENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
CE)BETAI = 2.00 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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FIG. 11 LBNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS,M=l.l DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTfON MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CHETOI6) ~ AHESII-019(IASI) LVAP I'RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C HETTI 6 ) '<'HESII-019( lAS)) LV,<,P TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETLl6) AHESII-019(IASIJ LVAP L-SRB- ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETRI6) AHESI1-019(IA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEALED II (HETlI6) AMESll-019ClA81) LVAP 1lH VEH ELEVCN HL SEALEDtl 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
t.IOO 8.000 6.000 .000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.0t:lO 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 11 LDNGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
CGJBETAI = 6.00 PAGE 194 
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OAT" SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MEm16) ~ (HETTIG) 















"MESlt-019CI"Bll LV"P DRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESI1-019CIAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESI1-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEOII 
AMES11-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALED 1 I 



























































SREF . 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
SREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE eF ATTACK, ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 11 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 OEV=8/6 
CA)BETAI = -6.00 PAGE 195 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(METOI6) ~ AHE511-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (HETTl6 ) AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C HETL16 ) AHESII-019C1ABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (HETRI6 ) AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT C HETlI6 ) AHESll-Ol9(IABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 VHRP .0000 IN. VT 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 11 l~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=l.l DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SY~!BOL WNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C METaI6) ~ AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (MEHI6) AME511-019(IA8;) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLlS) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRI6) AMESII-019CIA811 LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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REFERENCE INFORM" Tl ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 



















-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATEJ VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 11 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=l.l DEV=8/6 
(C)BETAI = -2.00 PAGE 197 
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DATA SET SYMB~L CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI\)) ~ CHETTIS J (METLlS) (METR;S) 
















AI1ES 11-0 19 ( I AS!) l YAP ORB ITER El VN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019C1A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-OI9([ABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-OI9(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
lREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000' IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 





-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 11 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
(D)8ETAI ;: .00 PAGE 198 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOI6) ~ AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER F.LVN-L HL SEALED (METTI6) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl6) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( HETR 16 ) AMES II -0 19 ([ AB 1) LV AP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED II 
CMETIIS) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 






































































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XM~P 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREfS 
FIG. 11 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
CE)BETAI = 2.00 PAGE 199 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT~ON HACH ElV-IS ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE lNFQRHATlON 
( HETO 16 ) ~ AMES 11 -019 ( I ABll L YAP ORB IT. ER EL VN-L HL SEALED (HETT!6) AMES1!-019( lAB!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METL!6) AMES!!-019(JABl1 LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METR16) AMESI!-019( lAB!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
CMETI16) AMESII-019C1ABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000' IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
Z~lRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 11 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE COMP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
CF)BETAI = 4.00 PAGE 200 













































D'\TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGu~,.,:ION or"SCRIPTION 















AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBlTER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(I.\BI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019CIAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 I 






















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xi 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAI. DEGREES 





FIG. 11 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 l 
CG)BETAI = 6.00 PAGE 201 i 
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OA T A gEl SnIB0L CQNF I GURA TI ClN DESCR I PTl ON 
(MElOIS) ~ AMESII-019(IA8Il LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METTI6) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETLl6) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRI6) AMESII-019(IA81) LYAP R-SRB ELEYCJN HL SEALEDII ( MET! 16 ) AMES 1 1-019 ( I A81) LV AP TCJT VEH ELEVCJN HL SEALED I 1 



























































SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CLMF 
FIG. 11 LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE CGMPGNENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C~lET016) ~ AHESII-019CIAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HErTl6) AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELYN-L HL SEALED 
(HElLl6) AHESII-019ClABI) LYAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(NETRI6) AMESII-019( IAB1) LYAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEol1 






























































































-.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 
.. """~-"'" 
REFERENCE iNFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. \'T 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.3 .4 
F~RE800Y PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-19 ELV-OB SPOBRK 
REFERENCE INFGRHATION 
(METOI6) ~ AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTl6) AMESII-019C IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETlI6) AME511-019CIA81) LVAP l-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C METRI6) AMES11-019C IA81) lVAP R-SRB ELEvClN HL SEALED11 
C MET116) . AMESII-019C IABI) LVAP T(H VEH ELEVClN HL SEALEDll 
1.100 8.000 S.OOO .000 SREF' 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
1.100 . 8.000 S.DOO • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. Yl 
-.-"~--
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.7 ;nTr TTIT pm ml [TTl nn r'" P'IT 
lin nu ITn [lTl' TIIT IITl nH J1H lilt 1111 "" 
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F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CLMF 
FIG. 11 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
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O,'.TA SET SYHB~L C~NFIGURATIDN OESCRIPTI~N 
(MElOIS) ~ AMESII-019CI,'.SI) LV,'.P ~RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTIS) ,'.MESll-019CIASIJ LV,'.P iANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLlS) AMESll-019CIAS1) LVAP L-SRS - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRIS) AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
'YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~REB~OY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 11 LCNGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS CF LAUNCH VEHICLE CCMPCNENTS,M=1.1 OEV=8/6 
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OArA SET SYHBClL CClNFIGURATIClN DESCRIPTIClN MACH. ELV-IB ELV-ClB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORHATIClN 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 S.OOO 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN, YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
CMETOI6) ~ AMESII-019CfABI) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI6) AMESlI-019( IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HEILl6) AMESII-019('ABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRI6) AMESII-019('ABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEDII 
( MET 116) AMESI1-019( lASI) LVAP TDT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
t~_.,,~ __ 
SCALE .0300 
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F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF i 
r FIG. 11 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=l.l DEV=8/6 
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CMETeI6) ~ AMESII-019(IA8Il LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETTI6) "MESII-019U"81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLl6) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(I~ETRI6) AMESlI-Ol9ClA8lJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDlI 
( MET 116 ) AHES 11-019C IA81) L'IAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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-.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.3 .4 
F~RE8QDY PITCHING MOMENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 11 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
4.00 PAGE 207 
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DATA SET SYHBOL 
CHEmI6) ~ (HETTI6 ) 
C HETL 16 ) (METRIG) 
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AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHES.lI-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-:L HL SEALED 
AHESll-Ol9(IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
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ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SEt SYHB~L CDNFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION 
(LET~25) i AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP ~RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT25 J AMESII-019CIA81 J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETL25 J AHESI1-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR25J AMESII-019ClA8IJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I 1 (LETl25J AMES11-019ClA81) LVAP TOT '1EH ELEVON HL'SEALEDll 
. 28 ... 
.26 
.24 














































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP _0000 IN. YT 
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I DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-18 ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C LET(25) ~ AMESII-019( IA81) LV"P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C LETT25) AMESII-019( 1"81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SE!.LED 
(LETL25) AMESII-019(IA813 LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR25) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
(LETI2SJ AMESII-019UA81) LV"P TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEoII 
1.100 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
1.100 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 • 000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
1.100 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3' 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 12 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFE~ENCE INFORMATION 
( LETD25 ) ~ AMESII-0I9CIAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETT25) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. ( LETL251 AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L -SRB - El. VN-L HL SEALED 1.100 • 000 .OOC .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • (LETR25 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 .000 .oce .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT ( LET [25 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET025) ~ AMESII-019C1ASIJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETT25J AMESII-019C1ABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL25) AMESII-01.9(I"BI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR25) AHES1I-019ClA81l LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
(LETI25) AMESII-019ClA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!I 
1.100 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 
1.100 .000 .000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 
1.100 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 
1.100 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MElOIS) ~ 
r METTIS ) 
(M;:TLI B) (MEHllS) (METlIS ) 
AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-DI9(IASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 


























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. vr 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
r I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I.; 
0::, 
.06 t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I, I I I I I I I I I Iii 1 1 1 ] 0 
LL 
.04 t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I k I I I I I I I 1 1 1-1-+-1 1 1 1 1 ::; 
.02 r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I 1-4--1-+--l-;4'~-l--l-t I 1 1 I ~--\--I---J"-+---1 
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8 9 
FIG. 13 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS.M=1.1 DEV=10/4 
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MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 10.000 4.000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MElOIS) ~ Al1ESI1-019([AB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTlB) AMESll-019(IABlJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLlB) AMESll-019(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETRle) AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 



















































-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5' 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 13 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPGNENTS,M=l.l DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOIS) ~ AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP CJRBITER EL'IN-L HL SEALED (METTIS) AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLlS) AMESII-019ClASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HEIR IS ) AMESII-019ClAS1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED II 
(METIIS) AMES11-019(IASI) LVAP nH VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 




















































SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLe OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 13 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.1 DEV=10/4 
(C)BETAI = .00 PAGE 215 
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QATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACK ELV-:IB ELV-Oi} SPOBRK REFERENCE [NFORMATION 
CMETCJIS) ~ AMESll-019(IABI) LVAP ORBIT£R ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10 .000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. CMETTlS) AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (MElLI8 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (MErRI B) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METJIB) AMESII-019(IA81)' LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 VHR,P .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.I--~ 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MElOIS) 
. ~ AMESII-019CIASI) LYAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C METTIS ) AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP TAN~ - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1,100 10.000 4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • (METLlS) AMESII-019(JASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 '.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (METRI8 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOII 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METlI8 ) AMESII-019(lA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
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FIG. 13 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=l.l DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYt1BDL CDNFIGURATliJN DESCRIPTION 
(METOla) ~ AMESII-019( lASI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METTlS) AMESI1-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLlS) AMES11-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB" ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA'T ION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCIILE .0300 
-.7. . . . .. . 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1.0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE bF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 13 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=10/4 
CB)BETAI = -4.00 PAGE 219 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
(METOIS) ~ AMESII-0l9( IASI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTIS) AMESll-019C1A8U LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEAl-ED (HETLIS) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRI8) AHESII-DIS( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII (METtIS) AMESll-OIS(IASI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVeN HL SEALEDII 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
!. ~oo 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. ---------..,---
1.100 10.000 4.000 ,000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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(C)BETAI = .00 PAGE 220 
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011 TIl SET. SY~lBOL CDNF!GURIITION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(METOI8 ) ~ AMESII-019( IA81) LVA·P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF ~D~O.OOOO SO.FT. (METTI8 ) AMESII-019(iASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (METLlS) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF . 1297.0000 IN. (METRI8 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOI! 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METtI8 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVIIP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOI! 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
, 
I (D)8ETAI ::: 
FIG. 13 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 OEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MEroI8) ~ AMESII-019CiA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTl8) AMESII-019ClA8IJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl8) AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METR18) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRS ELEVON HL SEALED 11 
( METlI8 ) AMES 11-019C I A81) LVAP TelT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 













































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
~9 ~8 -'7 -'6 -'5 -'4 -'3' -'2 -'1 6 i 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 13 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOIB) ~ AMESII.,DI9CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTIB) ANESII-DI9CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLl8) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI8) AMES11-019UA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 






































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-9 -8 -7 -S -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 a 1 2 3 4 5 S 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE 0F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES-
FIG. 13 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH 
ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
(METOIS) ~ AMESII-019( IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTIS) AMESII-019(IABIl LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLIB) AMESII-019UABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI8) AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
(MElII8) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE QF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 13 L~NGITUDINAL 'CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE CCMPCNENTS,M=1.1 OEV=10/4 
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(METRia) AMES!!-019CIAS!) LVAP R-SRS ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOIB) ~ AMESll-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTIB) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETLlB) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRIB). .\MESII-019(JABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEDII 































































SREF 2690.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 J N • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 13 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.1 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONF'lGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
(METCJI8) i C HETT18 ) (METLl8 ) 















AMESII-DI9(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-DI9CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LYAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 








-9 :"8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 13 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS.M=l.l DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI8) ~ AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED ( HETTI 8 ) AHESII-O 19( I A81) LVAP TANK - EL VN-L HLSEALEO (HETLlB) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRIB). AMESl!-0!9C1A81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! (METI18) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 








































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOIS) ~ AMESII-019( IASI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTIS) AMESII-019( IASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLIS) AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRIS) AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I (MET! IS) AMESII-019( IAS1) LVAP TIlT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
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SREF 2690.DOOO sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP :0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP' 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
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DA TA SET SYt1SJL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OS SPO!'lRK REFERENCE INFORMATIQN 
C METOIS ) i AMESI!-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. C METTI8) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L'HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C HETLl8 ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METRI8 J AMESII-019CIA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN.'XT (METlI8 ) AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP TOT VEK ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 ,'!1RP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRf' 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0;330 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 



































LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPoBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(METOI8) ~ AMESII-019CIA8<~ LYAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (METTl8 ) AMESII-019(IA8.! LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED J .100 10.000 4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN . C METLl8 ) AMESII-0t9(IA81) LYAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METRl8 J AHESII-019CIA8IJ LYAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (HETlI8 J AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED! I 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT ,-,...::"-----
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( METO II) ~ AMES 11-0 19(J ABI) L YAP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED 
CHETTII) AMESII-019ClA81) LVAP TANK - ELYN-L HL SEALED 
( MET-Ll 1 ) AMES 1 1 -019 cr A8!) LV AP L -SRB - EL VN-L HL SEALED (t1ETR!!) AMESI!-019C1ABlJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALED!! 
(METlII) AMES!1-019ClA81) LVAF> TelT VEH ELEVClN HL SEhLEDII 
'lTr'mmfTl111m 















































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1 297 • 0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400. 0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
- r--
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 14 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
CA)BETAI -6.00 PAGE 233 







































DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRMATIDN 
CMElOll) 















AMESll-019CIA8l) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
~MESlI-OI9(lA81) LV~P T~NK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES11-019(1~81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SE~LED 
AMES11-019(1~8J) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SE~LEDll 
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FIG. 14 LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MEIDII 1 ~ AMESII-01.9CIABll LVIIP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METT11) AMES11-019CIABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl! 1 AHESll-019(IAB!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRll) AMESll-019(!ABll LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEDll 
















































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOII) ~ ( METT 11 ) (MElLI I ) 
















AMESII·019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN·L HL SEALED 
~HESII-019(lA81) LVAP TANK· ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IABI) LvAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEvON HL SEALEOI! 


































SREF 2S90.0000 SC.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. vT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 14 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF lAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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OAT A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION 
(HETOII) ~ AMESII-019ClABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTII) AMESII-019C1ABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETLII) . AMESII-OI9ClABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(MErRll) AMESll-OtSCIABll LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 





































SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
• 000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. xT 
• 000 YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE eF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
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DhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 
1.250 S.OOO 4.000 • 000 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 
(METOI!) ~ AMESll-OIS(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETTll) AMESll-019(!A8I) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLll) AMESII-OISCIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METR11) AMESII-019ClABIl LVAP R-SRB ELEVeN HL SEALEOII 
(MET! II ) AMESll-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOII 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 14 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 OEV=8/4 
CF)BETAI = 4.00 PAGE 238 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 





-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
7 8 9 
FIG. 14 L0NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 0F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MP0NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(METaII) 
(HETTI I ) (HElLlI ) 








SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRHAT1DN 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 5!J.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
. (HETRLl ) 
(MET! !I ) ~ AM£511-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED AME511-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL 5EALED . AME511-019(IA81) LVAP L~5RB - ELVN-L HL 5EALED AME511-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII AME511-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDI1 1.250 1.250 8.000 4.000 8.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 14 LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
CAJBETAI = -6.00 PAGE 240 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETO!!) ~ AHES!!-0!9(IAB!) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METT!!) AMES!!-0!9(IAB!J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CHETll!) AHES!!-OI9(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRII ) AHESII-019( IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SE,.\LEDI! 
(HETI!!) AHESIl-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YHRP .. 0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 14 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
CBJBETAI = -4.00 PAGE 241 
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DATA SET SYMBIJL CIJNFIGURATIIJN DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MEmll ) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP OR81TER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (METT 11 ) AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED !.250 8.000 .... 000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • (METLI! ) AMESll~019CIA81) LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 -4.000 .000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. C METRII ) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL SEALED1! !.250 8.000 -4.000 .000 XI1RP 976.0000 IN. XT ( MET 111 ) AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED1! 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 14 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
(C)BETAI = -2.00 PAGE 242 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-ClB SPOBRK REFERENCE iNFGRHATION SO.FT. (METOII ) 
C METT II ) 
C METLlI ) 
C METRI I ) 
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FIG. 14 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPQNENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION, MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(METO!I) ~ AHES!I-0!9(IASll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTII) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(t1ET111 ) AMESII-019ClABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRII) AMESII-019CIABll LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 
(METIII) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP T(H VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
1.250 8.000 4.000 • 000 SREF 2690.0000 Su.FT • 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP '.0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 14 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS.M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION 














































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 14 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
CFJBETAI = 4.00 PAGE 245 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(METOll J ~ AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTII) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLll) AMESIl-Ol9(!ABlJ lVAP L-SRB·- ElVN-L HL SEALED (METR!! J AHES!l-019( IABlJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEoll (METI!! J AHES1!-0!9C!A81J lVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEo!l 
1.250 8.000 4.000 . 000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. --.:;!-.,~--
1.250 8.000 4.000 .• 000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 14 LeNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS eF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMPeNENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYHBCJL CCJNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-CJB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFCJRHATICJN 
nlETOII) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C METT!1 ) AMESH-019C IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METL II ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C HErR I I ) AHESII-019(IABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (HET! II ) AMESII-OI9(IABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOII 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 14 LDNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
CA)BETAI = -S.OO PAGE 247 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
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~9 ~8 ~7 ~6 ~5 ~4 ~3 ~2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAI, DEGREES ' 
FIG. 14 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
(B)BETAI = -4.00 PAGE 248 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIGN DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(HETO!! ) ~ AMES!!-0!9(IA8J) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (METT!! ) AMESI!-019(IA8!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL .SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C HETL II ) AMES!I-019(IA81) LVIIP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 S.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (METRII ) AMES11-019(lASl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.250 S.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT ( MET III ) AMES!1-019(IAS1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED1! 1.250 S.OOO 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 - IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0r:J00 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 14 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 OEV=8/4 ~Jl 
(C)BETAI = -2.00 PAGE 249 
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DATA SET SYHBDL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METTI1) AMESI1-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLlI) AMEStl-DI9C IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETe11) ~ ."MES11-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRII) AHESII-019CIA8I) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 
(METlll) AMESII-019(IABlJ LVAP nH VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
.30 I I 






































. REFERENCE I NF(}RMA Tl ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • (REF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XI1RP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE' .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 14 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
t METOI i 1 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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MACH ElV-IB ELV-Ca SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
1 .250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1 .250 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
DAr~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HEro11) i' A.MES11-019( IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (NETTII) ANESII-019C1ABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETLll) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METR1! ) AHES!!-0!9C1A8! J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 14 L(jNG I TUD I NAL CHARACTER I ST I CS (jF LAUNCH VEH I CLE C(jMP(jNENTS, M= 1-.25 DEV=8/4 
CF)SETAI = 4.00 PAGE 252 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
• 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
(METTll) AMESII-019ClABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METOII) ~ AMESII-0l9CIASJ) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLlI ) AMESII-DI9C1ABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 





















XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl YHRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT SCALE .0300 
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OAT A SET SYHBOL CONF I GURA T ION OESCR I PTl ON 
(METOII) ~ AHES! 1-019(1A81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTIl) M1ESI!-019(!A81) Lnp TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETLlI) AMESII-019(l"SI) LV"P L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETRII) AHESll-019(IA81J LV"P R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I 1 





















































REFERENCE INFORHA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 14 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~FLAUNCHVEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MEn'll) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1 .250 8.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. ( METT 11 ) AMESI1-019(IA81) LVA? TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. J (HETLlI ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVA? L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (t1ETR!1 ) AHE511-019(IA81) LVA? P-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 !.250 8.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (HETlll ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! 1,250 8.000 4.000 .000 YMR? .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 
FOREBOOY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 14 LeNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS eF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMPeNENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(HElOt I ) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C HETT II ) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.000U IN. C HETLII ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (HETR11) AHES!!-019(fA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (HETIII) AHESII-019(lA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDI! !.250 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CLMF 
FIG. 14 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
(CJBETAI = -2.00 PAGE 256 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-DB SPDBRI~ REFERENCE INFDRMATION 
(METO!! ) ~ AMES!!-019((ABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • (HETTI I ) AMESII-019((ABI) LVAP T~NK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (HETLII) AMESII-019(lABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. .. (METRII ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (MET! II ) AMESII-019((ABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 
FOREBOOY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF 
OJ. 
-.7, 
-.5 .3 .4 -.4 
FIG. 14 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPONENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 __ ......, ___ .4.-....; 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFfGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METCJII) ~ AMESII-OI9( IA81) LVAP ORBHER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETTJl) AMESII-OI9(IABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(MEll!! ) IIMES!!-0!9( 1118\) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METR!!) IIMESll-019ClABIl LVAP.R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEIILEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
o-
-.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 
-.7, 
-.5 .3 .4 -.4 F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 14 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
CE)BETAI = 2.00 PAGE 258 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATION OESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OS SPOSRK REFERENCE WFI3RMA T1I3N 
(METOll) ~ AMESll-019(lABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • (METTII ) AMESll-0l9(IABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (~lETLll ) AMESll-019(lABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (METRll) AMESll-019(IABlJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEDII 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METIU ) AMESII-019(IABlJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALEDIl 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~REB~OY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CLMF 
FIG~ !l4 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS.M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
CF)BETAI = 4.00 PAGE 259 
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OA T A SET Syr1BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MEmll) ~ AMESII-019( 11.81) LVAP ORBITER EU!N-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 .... 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C METT II ) AMESlI-019(IA8Il LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED I .250 8.000 .... 000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. -~-----.l----(METLlI ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (METR1! ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEAt.EOI1 I .250 B.boo 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (HETlII ) A~lES!I-OI9(JA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF' 
FIG. 14 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1 .25 DEV=8/4 
(G)BETA[ = 6.00 PAGE 260 
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. DATA SET SYtlBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 


































(LET024) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT24) AMESII-019(!A81) LVAf' TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C LETL24 ), AMES 11-0 19( I A81) LV"P L -SRB - EL VN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR24)' AMESII-019( 1"81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
( LETl24 ) I AMES II -0 19 ( I A81) L VAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SE"LED I I 
1.250 .000 .000 
- 1.250 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.250 ,000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 15 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=O/O 
CA)BETAI = .00 PAGE 261 
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OAT A SET SYM8~L CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTI~N MACH ELV-IB ELV-ClB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFClRMATICIN 
(LEm24 1 ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ~RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. C LETT24 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL24 ) AMESII-019CIA8l) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 .000 .000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • -~~--~-(LETR24 ) AMESll-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEDll 1.250 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETl24) AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP TDT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALEOll 1.250 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAI, DEGREES 
FIG. 15 LeNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS eF LAUNCH VEHICLE ceMPeNENTS,M=1.25DEV=O/O 
CAJBETAI = .00 I PAGE 262 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTI~N MACH ELV-IB ELV-OS t?DBRK REFERENCE INF~RHATION 
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OAT A SET SYMBOL 
(LET024 ) 
C LETT24 ) 
C LETL24 ) ( LETR24 ) 
















AMESII-OI9(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
'AMESll-Ol9CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA8lJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
cD.. ~ 
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FQREBQOY PITCHING MQMENT CQEFFICIENT. CLMF 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CeNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOIS) ~ AMESII-OIS(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETT19) AMESII-019C1A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLIS) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI9) AMESII-QIS( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 


























SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 16 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=I.25DEV=10/4 __ -___ , 
~ (AlBETAI = -4.00 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
















































ELV-IB ELV-OB SPoBRK REFERENCE INFORHAllCJN 
10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 16 LHNGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS HF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.25DEV=10/4 
CS)SETAI = .00 PAGE 266 
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DATA SET,SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(MEmI9) ~ .. AMESIl-019C1ABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI9) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALEO 
C METLl9) AMESII-019C lAB!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( HETR!9 ) AMES 11-0 19( I ABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED II 














































SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 16 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25DEV=10/4 
(CJBETAI = 4.00 PAGE 267 
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DA H. SET SYMBOL CDNF 1 GURAl 1 DN DESCR I PT ION 
(METaI9) ~ AMESII-OI9ClA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTI9) AMESII-019( [A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl9) AMES\\-019C IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C HETRI9) AMESII-019( rABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEALED I I 
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REFERENCE I NFOR~lA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 16 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=I.25DEV~10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-ClB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFClRHATIClN 
(METClIS) ~ AMESII-OIS(IABI) LVAP ClRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 26S0.0000 SO.FT • (HETTI9) AMESII-019CIA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METLl9 ) AHESII-019([A8[) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C HETRI9) AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII I .250 10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl C MElll9 ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALED 1 I 1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SP08RK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2S90.0000 SO.FT. (METOJ9 ) 
C METT 19 ) 
C METLl9 ) 
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OA T A SET SYHBOL CONF I GURA TlON OESCR I PTl ON 
(METOIS) ~ .... I1ESII-019(I"B1) LV"P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED ( HETTI 9 ) AMES 1 ]-019(1 AB 1) LV .... P TANK - EL VN-L HL SEALED 
(HETLl9) AHESII-019(1"81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETRI9) AME511-019(lABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL 5EALEDII (HETII9) AME511-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 


































































REFERENCE I NFORHA TI ON 
SREF 26S0.000~ SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 



































































SREF 269.0.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1297. DODO IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE I NFOR~lA TI ON 
C HEroI9) ~ AMESII-019CI1I81) LVIIP ~R8ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 26S0.0000 SO.FT. C METTlS) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METL 19 ) AMESI1-019(IABJJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 10.000 4.000 • 000 BREF 12S7.0000 IN • C METRIS) IIMESII-019CIABI) LVIIP R-SRB ELEVeN HL SEALEOll 1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. xi C MET! 19) AMESII-019CIA8!J LVAP T~T VEH ELEVDN HL SEALED!! 1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-oB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C METDtS) (HEHI9 ) 

















AMEStt-01SCIA81) LVAP DR81TER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
M1ESII-019(Ih81) LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(Ih81) LVhP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALEoII 






























... 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 
4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 
4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 
4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 
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C HETLl2 ) 
C METRI2 ) 
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AMESII-019CI"BI) LVAP ORBITER'ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 5REF 
AMESII-019CIIIBI) LVIIP TIINK - ELVN-L HL SEIILED 1.40:3 B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 
IIMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 
AHESII-019CIABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOII 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C HET012 ) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C METT12 ) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (METL12 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (METRI2 ) AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl (METlI2 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ToT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED 1 I 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.28 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI2) ~ A1'1ESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTl2) AMESII-019ClA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETL12) AMESII-019(lAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI2) AMESII-019( [AB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOII 
(HETl12) AMESI[-019([ABIJ LVAP TDT vEH ELEVON HL SEALEOII 









































SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.400 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1.400 B.OOO • 000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 8.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
(METOI2) ~ AMES11-019( IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METTI2) AMESII-OI9CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METL12) AMESII-019C1AB!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METR12) AMESII-Ol9ClAB!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED! 1 
CHETl12) AMESlI-019(IABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED1! 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( METO 12 ) ~ AMES 11-0 19( 1,1.81) LV AP OR8ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED (METT12) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl2) AMES11-019ClABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRI2) AMESII-0!9C1ABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 
(METI12) AMESII-019UABI) LVAP TOT vEH ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 
MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
I .400 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.28 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIDN 
(METOI2 ) (METTl2 ) 
(METLl2 ) ( METR12 J 















AMESJI-OJ9CIABIJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRS ELEVON HL SEALEDII 



































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT . 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 















AMESI1-019(IA81) LV"P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEO!I 












































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. xT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INF~RHATION 
(HETCl12 ) 
(HETTI2 ) (HETLl2 ) (HETR 12 ) 
(HET! 12 ) ~ 
.6 
AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHES11-019CJA81J LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL SEALEDII 












" . "" 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT • 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOI2) ~. AME511-019( IA81) L-IAP GRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTI2) AME5II-019( IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLl2) AMESII-Ol9( lABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRl2) AMESll-Ol9(IA8l) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEDII 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI2) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METTI2) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 





























SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 -IN. YT 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF 1297.0000 IN . 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(MET012 ) (METT12 ) 
C METL12 ) 
CMETRt2) (MET 112 ) ~ AMESlt-OI9CIAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 S~.FT. AMESII-019CIAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000· BREF 1297.0000 IN. AMESI1-019CIAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED11 1.400 B.OOO .000 .OOG YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYHBDL CDNFIGURAT!DN DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK RE~ERENCE I NFOf?HA TI ON 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CHETOI2) ~ ArlESI1-019CIAS1) LYAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED 
(METT12) AMESH-019C [ASD LYAP TANK - ELYN-L HL SEALED 
CMETL12) AMESl1-019CIASIJ LYAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI2l AMESII-019CIA81) LYAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll (METII2l AMESII-019C1A8IJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEvON HL SEALED I I 

































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 [N. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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'DA T A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 11ACH ELY-IB ELY-:m SPDBRK REFERENCE INFGRMATION 
(METDI2 ) ~ AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO .000 • 000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C METTJ2 ) AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METL12) AMES!I-0!9CIABlJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METRl2) AMESI!-0!9CIA8l) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOl! ! .400 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (MEJII2 ) AMES!!-0!9(IAB!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDl! 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 8.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESGRIPTION MACH ELY-IB ELY-Oa SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
( HETClI2 ) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C METTI2) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELYN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C HETL 12 ) AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELYN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METRI2 ) AMESI'-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT ( METlI2 ) AHESII-DI9(IABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IB ELY-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C METCH2) ~ AHESII-019(IASI) LYAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (METT 12 ) AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.·100 S.OOO .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (METL12 ) AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO .000 . 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • (METRI2J AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 1.400 S.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METlI2 ) AMESII-019C(ASIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON Hl SEALEDll 1 .400 S.OOO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YHRP .0000 IN. Yl 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI2) ~ AMESII-019C lA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CHETTI2) AMESII-019ClA81l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETL12) AHESII-019ClA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 


























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 1M' • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C METOI2) ~ AMES! 1-019C IABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METT12) AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C METLl2) AMES11-019( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT . 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ~j"CH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDBRK REfERtNCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI2) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C METTI2) AMESII-019( lA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METL12 l AMESII-019(IASll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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REFERENCE I NFCRMA T! ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 









AMESll-019(lABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 


















































SREF 269Q.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DA T A SET S'mBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IB ELY-DB SPDBRI{ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CMETOI2) ~ AME511-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI2) AI1E511-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETL12) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRI2) AMES!!-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED! I 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 




[METLl2) AMESII-019[IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRI2) AMESII-OIS(JABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEDII 
(METlI2) AMESll-0ISClABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 










AMES11-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES11-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
In-, rOT r nTI Inr ITII lilT TlTl 
) r 
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OIlTII SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(METOI4 ) ~ IIMESII-019(IA81) LVAP OR8ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. C METTl4 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. --~~ .. ., ~~-C METLl4 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 -'1.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C I1ETR14 ) AHESII-019CIII8!) LVIIP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED1! 1 .400 8.000 -4.000 .000 XI1RP 976.0000 IN. XT ( HETl14 ) AHESII-019(IA81l LVIIP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEIILEDII 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CMETClI4) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 S.OOO -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. C METT14 ) AMESII-OI9(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 S.OOO -4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C HETL14 ) AMESII-OI9CIASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 S.OOO -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METRI'! ) AMES!!-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 1.400 S.OOO -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl ( METl!4 ) AMES!!-019CIASIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEO!I 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI4) ~ AMES11-DI9(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI4) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METL14) AMESl1-019(IA811 LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI4 J "'MESII-019Cl"'BI) LV"'P R-SRB ELEVON HL SE"'LEDII 

















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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CE)BETA·I = 2.00 


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI.4) i AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI4) AMESII-019( lA81l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl4) AMESII-019C1ABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI4) AMESll-019( IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEALEDll 




































SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,DOD SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
,DOD LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
,000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. xT 
,000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 18 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=I.4 OEV=8/-4 
CFJBETAI = 4.00 PAGE 310 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 







AMES II -0 19 CI AB I) LV AP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESll-0l9CIA8l) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEAL EO 
AMESll-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 









ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMHION 
B.OOO -·4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
8.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 -4.000 ,000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
8.000 -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE ,0300 
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DATA S£T SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIDN OESCRIPTIDN 
(MErD!4) ~ AMES!I-0!9(IABI) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (MEITH) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl4) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELlfN-L HL SEALED 
(METRI4) AMESII-019C1A8lJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDI1 (HETJI4) AMES11-019(!A8lJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
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DATA SET SYMBOL, CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE I NFORJ1A TI ON 
(METDI4 ) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • (METTI4) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALFO 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. ( MElLI 4 ) AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-t HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 1297;0000 IN. (METRI4) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I 1 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (HElI14) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED! 1 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 18 LQNGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS,M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
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MACH ELV-IS ELv-elB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 .400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. Yl 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CHETOI4) ~ AHESI!-0!9(!ABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTl4) AHES!!-0!9(IABIl LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETL!4) AHESI!-0!9CIAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(HETR!4) AHESJI-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
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_FIG. 18 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIClN DESCRIPTION 
(METOI4) ~ AMESII-019(IA8Il LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI4) AMESII-019(IA81l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl4) AMES!I-019(IA81) LVAP L--SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRI4) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEOII (MET!14) AMES!1-019(IA81l LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOI! 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMB~L 













AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ClRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHES!!-0!9(IA8!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES!!-0!9(IA8!J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALED1! 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TCIT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALEDI! 
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ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE iNFORMATION 
B.OOO -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
8.000 -4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
8.000 -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
TlIT fTTll [lTIl nn Tn! UH Jilt rill 11fT IITI 
~b) ). 
.trY ...- '/ 
V ~ ~ 
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FIG. 18 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
(METOI4) ~ AMESII-019C1AB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED ( METT 14 ) AMES 11-0 19(1 AS \) L YAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLl4) AMESlI-OISCIASIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 









































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976 .0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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/l .~. ~ ... 
ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATIDN 
8.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
B.OOO -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
B.OOO -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
'" I" '" 
~D 
v .-- /' ~ 
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FIG. 18 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METClI4) ~ AMESII-019( [ABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI4) AMESII-01ge[AB!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CHETLl4) AHESIl-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METR!4) AHES!I-019C1A8I) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 [N • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. X7 
YMRP .0000 [N. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
C HEml4 ) 
















AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019CIABIl LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I 1 
~ 
i"'--








MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB 
1 .400 8.000 -4.000 
1.400 B.OOO -4.000. 
1.400 B.OOO -4.000 
1.400 B.OOO -4.000 
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- .401 . I I I , , • 1 t , , • If •• 
SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
.000 SREF .2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YNRP .0000 IN. YT 
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CSJSETAI = -4.00 PAGE 320 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-ClB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATICIN 
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O/ITA SET SYMBOL CONFI GURA T ION OESCRIPTl ON MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATiON 
(METOI" ) ~ AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED I .400 8.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C METTI4) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.40G B.OOO -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METLl4 ) AHESII-019CIASI1 LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 S.OOO -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C HETRI4 ) AHESII-019(IASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.400 -S.OOO -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METI14J AHESII-019CIABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 1.400 B.OoO -".000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 18 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=I.4 DEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(METOI4 ) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C METTI4 ) AMES!!-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALEO 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C METL14 ) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALEO 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C METR14 ) AME511-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!1 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT C METI 14 ) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE nF ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 18 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
CE)SETAI = 2.00 PAGE 323 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(HET014 ) ~ AMESII-DI9(IA811 LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (METTI4 ) AMESII-019(IABIl LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. -_.--" .... --.--( MET1l4 ) AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (METRI4J AMESl1-019(IA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 I 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (METlI4 ) AMES11~019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED1l 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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·-'9 -'8 -'-7 -'-6 -'5 -'4 -'3 -'2 -'-1 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 18 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
CF)BETAI = 4.00 PAGE 324 
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O"T" SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI4 1 ~ AMESII-019(1"81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED ( HETT 14 ) AMES 11-0 19(\ A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl4) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRI4) AMESI1-019(IA8Il LVAP R-5RB ELEVON HL SEALEDII (METI14 1 AME511-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
































































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 




-'9 -'8 -'7 -'6 -'5 -'4 -'3 -'2 -'I 0 2 3 4 :3 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
--'""'-.. ,,--- -----
FI.G. 18 L~NGITUDI.NAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 -J"--~ 
CG)8ETAI = 6.00 PAGE 325 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(HETeI") ~ AHESII-Ot9(I"'Bll LV ... P CRBfTER ELVN-L HL SE"'LED (HETTI4) "'HESII-019( I ... BI) LV ... P T ... NK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METLl4) "'HESII-019C!ABI) LVIIP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETRl4) AMES!I-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEALED!! 
(METll") AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
1 .... 00 B.OOO -4.000 .000 'SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
!.400 8.000 -4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 97S.0000 IN. XT 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 
FOREBOOY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 18 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
(A)BETAI = -6.00 PAGE 326 
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DATA SET SY/1SClL CClNFIGURATIClN DESCRIPTICIN 
(METClI4) i AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP ClRSITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (METTI4) A~IESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETLl4) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRS - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CMETRI4) AMESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP R-SRS ELEVClN HL SEALEDII 







































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
SREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 




-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 
F0REB0DY PITCHING M0MENT C0EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 18 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE COMP~NENTS,M=1.4 OEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 








AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AME511-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESli-[l19ClABlJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESIl-DI9CiABlJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
AMESII-DI9(IABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 
~.. , • '"1''' 
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-.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 
F~RE8~OY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 18 L~NGITUDINAL CHAHACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMP~NENTS,M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
CC)8ETAI = -2.00 PAGE 328 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION 
(METClI4) ~ AMESII-019( IASI) LVAP ORBiTER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETTI4) AHESII-019( IASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METLl4) AHESII-Ol9(JASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRI4) AMESII-Dl9CIASl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 





























































't ~ I I 
\ 
REFERENCE INF~RMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000, IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
























-.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 .4
 
F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 18 L~NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.4 OEV=8/-4 
CO)BETAI = .00 PAGE 329 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI4 J' (METT14 ) (HETLl4 ) 
(HETRI4 ) 
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MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-.S -.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 
FCRESCOY PITCHING MOMENT CCEFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 18 L0NGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS 0F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MP0NENTS,M=1.4 OEV=8/-4 
(E)SETAI = 2.00 PAGE 330 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(HETOI4) ~ AMESII-DI9( IABI) LVAP ORBiTER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( METT 14 ) AMES 11-0 19([ ASI) L VAP TANK - EL VN-L HL SEALED 
CMETLl4) AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (METRI4) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEv~N HL SEALEOll 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ .• FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.3 .4 
F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 18 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
CF)BETAI = 4.00 PAGE 331 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METOI4 ) (NETTl4 ) 
(MEILl4 ) (NETR!4 ) 
( METl!4 ) i A~lESI!-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED ANES1!-OJ9(IA8!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED AMES!!-0!9(IA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED AMES1!-O!9(IA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! AMES1!-0!9(IA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALED!! 




























MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
!.400 B.OOO -4.000 . 000 SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 B.oOO -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1,.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-.5 -,4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 
FOREBOOY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 18 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORNATION 
(LEm23 ) ~ AMESII-019(IA8Il LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • ( LETT23 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 • 000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • ----___J (LETL23 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR23 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOII 1.400 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET 123 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 1.400 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 















































-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES ~~ 
FIG. 19 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.4 DEV=O/O I 
CAJBETAI = .00 PAGE 333 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
[ Ll TD23 ) 
[ LETT23 ) ( LETL23 ) (LETR23 ) 
( LET 123 ) ~ 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
AMES11-019CIA8\1 LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIAB)) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IAB)) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED) I 
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f..A fJL V V'P 
-f~ f--
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT . 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 








-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 19 U~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAUNCH VEHICLE' COMPONENTS,M=1.4 DEV==O/O 
CAJ8ETAI = .00 PAGE 334 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH 





.15 ~ ~ 
.10 
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-.35 iJ . 
ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
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/" ~ ,j 
, 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 










, I I • • • • • • 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 19 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS DF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.4 DEV=O/O 
CAJ8ETAI = .00 PAGE 335 












































DATA SET 5Y~lBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET023 ) 




































ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE I NFClRHA lION 
.000 .000 . 000 
.000 .000 . 000 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.000 .000 . 000 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
BREF 1297.0000 IN . 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 












-.4 -.3 -.2 -.1 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 
F~REB~DY PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLMF 
FIG. 19 L~NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.4 DEV=O/O 
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OA T A SET SnlBDL CDNF I GURA TI DN OESCR I PT I DN 
[LE1OO6) ~ AMESll-Ol9C IA8l) LYAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL UNSEAL (LETTOG J AMESll-019CIA8LJ LYAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETL06 J AMES11-019(IA81J LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETROS J AMESl1-019( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
• C LETIOS) AMES11-019C IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII 















































.~':.z: - . 
SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
• 000 XMRP 97S • 0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 















-.35 1Hi , 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE eF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 20 
CA)ALPHAI= L __ ._ 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 1 




























OA1A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 















AMESll-Ol9(lABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMES11-019(IAB1J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESI1-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL UNSEAL!! 




f1. ~ t'-..... 








B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 
8.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 97S.0000 
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FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOOS) ~ AHE511-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETTOS) AHE511-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETLOS) AHE511-019(1"81) LV"P L-5RB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETROS) AHE511-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
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5REF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHR? .0000 IN. YT 








-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPQNENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 
(C)ALPHAI;:: .00 PAGE 339 

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ElV-IB ElV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET006 ) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 S.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETT06) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL06 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 S,OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR06 ) AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I .600 S.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET! 06 ) AMEStl-019(IASI) lVAP TOT VEH ELEVON H~ UNSEALII .600 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
8 9 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 
(DJALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 340 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPoBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 



































f FIG. 20 ! ;,t I j CE)ALPHAI= 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 OEV=8/4 
8.00 PAGE 341 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ElV-OS SPD8RK REfERENCE INFORHATION 
(LETOOG ) (LETTDG ) (LETLOG) (LETROG) 
C LETIOG) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMES1I-019(IABI) LVAP HNK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMESI1-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMES11-Ot9CIABI) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL UNSEALI! AMES11-019(IAB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEvON HL UNSEALll .600 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.35 
. 30 [ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=0.6 OEV=8/4 
10.00 PAGE 342 
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DATA, SET SYM8~L CDNFIGURATlDN DESCRIPTlClN MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 


















LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
. 1 2-t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1-+--l-f--I--1 I I I I I I I :l 
.10 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 j 
.08+-1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.08 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.04 f 1 I 1 I' I 1 1 I I 1 I I I I I 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 'I 1 1 1 j 
• 0 2 t= I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
oE I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I III I I I I I I I I i I I I I ! I I] 
- .02 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I 1 I I 1 ~ 
- .04 E I I I 1 I I 1 I I 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 I I I I 1 I I I I I, I I 1 I I ~ 
- .08 r 1 1 I 1 I I 1 1 I I 1 I I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I ~ 
- .08 t I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I 1 I 1 1 1 1--1 I 1 1 1 I I I I l---=l 
-.1OE 1 I I I 1 I 1 I I 1 I I 1 I I I I I f-l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j 
- • 12 E I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I l-t--l· 1 I 1-1 I I I I I I 1 :1 
r I I I 1 I I I I 1 1 I 1 I 1 I 1-+-1-+-+-1--\-+ .. I 1 I -l--I 1 I 1 I I I :l 
14 p"d ll ll,,"d!l! I 
9 
L !!"'"II, ltp l, I I Ifl fJlI !!"I,,"lupl I ""[frrl,,,,I""I,,,,1 , tilt ",,1""1""'"'' {",,1;"'1" 111 t "If 11 1 ,1, I II' ""),,,'IIt,,! I !Ill ,,,11"''1,",11''1 
-8 -7 -8 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 
"INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
9 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-OIRECTIGNAL CHAR. GF LAUNCH VEHICLE CGMPGNENTS, M=0.6 OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET006) ~ AHESII-019( IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL UNSEAL 
(LETTOS) AHESll-019(lA81) LVAP TIINK - ELVt~-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETLOS) AMESll-019(!A81l LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
( LETROS ) AMES 1 1-019 C I A81) L YAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL11 
CLETIOS) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8REF 1297. OOCH) IN • 
XMRP 97S.0000 IN .. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
I" 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~4 ~ ~2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET006) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT06) AMESII-019( IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETL06) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR06J AHESII-019C1A8IJ LVAP R-SRB ELEvON HL UNSEALII (LETI06J AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL!! 
• 600 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
.600 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.600 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 
(C)ALPHAI= .00 PAGE 345 
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DATA SET SYMB[JL C[JNFIGURATI[JN DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-[JB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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FIG. 20 
CDJALPHAI= 
INTEGR~TED VEHICLE ~NGLE OF SIDESLIP. BET~I. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTIDNAL CHAR. DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( LETOD6 ) ~ AMESII-DI9CIA81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN.-L HL UNSEAL .600 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (LETT06 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL06 ) AHES11-019(IAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.,0000 IN. C LETR06 1 AMES11-019CIAB!) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL UNSEAL!! .600 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT ( LETI06 ) AMES!I-019CIA81) LVAP T~T VEH ELEV~N HL UNSEAL11 .600 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP '.0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 





















- .12 . 
.p.w.lu.uj - .14  , . ~ . 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3' 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~FLAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH 
ELV-IB ELV-OB SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(LEW06) ~ AMESII-019( lABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( LETT06 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( I ABI) L YAP BNK - EL VN-L HL UNSEAL ("fTl06) AMESII-019(IABI1_LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L Hl UNSEAL ( l£ IROS ) AMES 1 1-0 I 9 ( [ABI) L YAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL II (lETI06) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
.600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. .)!. 
.600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 lREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
- , -~'-. ...,. ..... -.-
- .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE . .0300 
. 14 


















































-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANBLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 OEV=8/4 
CF)ALPHAl:= 10.00 PAGE 348 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETC06) ~ AMESII-019flABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(LETTOS) AMESll-019CIAS1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(LETLOS ) AMES 11-0 19( I AS1) L VAP L -SRS - EL VN-L HL UNSEAL 
( LETROS ) AMES 11-0 19 ( I ABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL II 











































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YHRP .0000 IN. Yl 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-.07, 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
8 9 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETCl06 ) (LETT06 ) 
(LETL06 ) 
(LETR06 ) 


































ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 










-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/4 
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D"TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV~OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=0.6 OEV=8/4 
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OM;' SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOOS) (LEnOS) (LETLOS) 
( LEIROS ) 




































































-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP, BETAI, DEGREES 
FIG. 20 
CO)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI0NAL CHAR. 0F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MP0NENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 
4.00 PAGE 352 
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DATA SET SYMBOL Ct}·FIGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
(LET006) ~ AHESll-019C1A81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT06) AMES11-019CIABlJ LV"P TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETL06) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L Hl UNSEAL (LETR06) AMES11-019CIAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL! I 



























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
. 06 r I I I I -I-~-: +-I-+-+-! I J I I I I I I I I I-+·-l-+--}--I I I I ~+-+" . 
.05 
.04 







- .04 ~ t= I I I I I I I 1- I I I l-t---i I I I +--t I I I I I I I r-t-+--t--:: 
t: I I I I I I----l---~-+ I I l-l I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
-.05 
- .OE ! I I I I I I I I I 1:tll I I I 11=1=111 I H+ttJltrEta 
t I I I 1-4-+-+--1-1 I. I 1-1-1 I I I 1-1-t-t---I"--t-\·--I---t-1-I· . --. 






-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATEO VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=0.6 OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 


















AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AHESII-019CIA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AHESI1-019(IA8!J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMES!1-019CIA8!J LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL UNSEAL!! 
















ELV-OB ·SPOSRK REFERENCE INF(jRI1AT teN 
4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
4.000 .000 LREF 1291.0000 IN. 
4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000' IN. 
4.000 .000 XMRP 97S.0000 IN. XT 
4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 




-9 - 8 -7 -6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE CF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
8 9 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-OIRECTI0NAL CHAR. 0F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MP0NENTS, M=0.5 OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET006) ~ AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETT06) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETL06 1 ' AMESll-ol9CIABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR06) AHESll-ol9(IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEvON HL UNSEALl! 




































SPoBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XHRP 976. DODO IN. XT 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
- . 16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
FIG. 20 
CA)ALPHAI= 
F~RE8~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/4 
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DA TA SET SYMBOL CClNF I GURA TI ClN OESCR [PTI ON 
( LETCl06 ) ~ AMES 1 1 -0 1 9 ( I "BI) LV"P ClRB ITER EL VN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETTOS) . AMESII-019(!ABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(LETLOS) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
C LETROS) AMESll-019CIABlJ LVAP R-SRB ELEvON HL UNSEAL11 































































SREF 2690 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1297.00GO IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 




- . 16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 . 12 . 16 
F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 
CBJALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 356 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 


















AMESII-019(JABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AHESII-019(IABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019(IABll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESlI-019(IA8ll LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
AMESII-019(IABll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll 

























































- . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 
-,-, 
REFERENCE INFDRMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8REF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 





FOREBOOY YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYNF 
'--, 
:f.-_-:-_ .... ~ __ 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4· . j 
(C)ALPHAl= .00 PAGE 357 J 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET006 ) 
C LETT06 ) 
C LETL06 ) (LETR06 ) 





























ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 








- . 16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
FOREBOOY YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CYNF 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETD06) ~ AMESli-019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETTOS) AMES11-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETLOS) AHES11-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
C LETROS) AHES11-019C IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALlI (LETlOS) AHES11-019CfAB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALlI 
.600 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.SOO 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.SOO B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.SOO B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 97S.0000 IN. XT 
.SOO 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 































- .16 -.12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F0RE800Y YAWING M0MENT CeEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 20 
CEJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-OIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS, M=0.6 OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETD06 ) ~ AHES11-019CIABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETT06 ) AHES11-019CIABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL06 ) AHES11-019CIABll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR06 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl C LE1I06) AMESII-019CIABll LVAP lOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. VT 




































-.16 -.12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~RE8~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CYNF 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=0.6 OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETOOS) ~ AMESII-019( IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( LETTOS ) AMES I 1-0 I 9 CI ASll LV AP TANK - EL VN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETL06) AMESII-019(IAS1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR06) AMESlI-Ol9(IASll LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll (LETI06) AMESII-019(IASll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
.SDO B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2S90.0000 SO.FT. 
.SOO B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 S.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 S.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
.600 S.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. Yl 
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ROllING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CBl CBODY AXIS) 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-OIRECTIDNAL CHAR. DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS. M=0.6 OEV=8/4 ~-------.... 
CAlALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 361 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE iNFORMATION 
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R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBL (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 
CB)ALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 362 
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DATA SET Sn180L CCJNFIGURATION oESCRIPTIQN 
(LETCJ06) ~ mES11-019(IAB1J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
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REFERENCE WFORMA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 97S.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
1\ 





















- .04 - .03 - .02 - .01 0 .01 .02 .03 .04 
ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CBL (BODY AXIS) 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/4 
(C)ALPHAl= .00 PAGE 363 
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OAT A SET SYMB~L CONFIGURATI~N oESCRIPTI~N MACIi ELV-IS ELV-OS SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C LETOOS ) ~ AMEsll-019(!AB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 B.OOO ".000 .000 sREF 2690.0000 sO.FT. C LETT06 ) AMEsl1-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 B.OOO ".000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL06 J AMEsll-019(!ABIJ LVAP L-sRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .SOO B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETROS) AMESI!-019(IAB!) LVAP R-sRB ELEVON HL UNSEALI! .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETlOS) AHES!!-0!9(IA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL!! .SOO 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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R~LLING MOMENT C~EFFICIENT, CBl (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 
COJALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 364 
--J \' I 
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OA T A SET SYMBOL CONF I GURA Tl ON OESCR I PTI ON 
(LET006) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT06) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 





































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-.20 til 1 1 1 1 I 1---1----1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 --J I 1 1 I I 1 I -+ 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 3 
t I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-r---I---:: 
-.25 
-.30 
-+-l--l 11 I -1--1---1- ~+ ,-+-+ .. I I~ 
-.35 
-.04 -.03 -.02 -.01 0 .01 .02 .03 .04 
R~llING M~MENT·C~EFFICIENT. CBl (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-OIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CGMPQNENTS, M=0.6 OEV=8/4 
CE)AlPHAI= 8.00 PAGE 365 
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D,A.TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( LET006 ) 
(LETTOS) 
(LETL06 ) (LETR06 ) 
















,A.HESII-OI9(I,A.BI) LV,A.P ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019C(A81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESI1-0!9CIAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALl! 
AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL11 






















ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORM,A.lI0N 
B.OOO -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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RDLLING MDMENT CDEFFICIENT. CBL CBDDY AXIS) 
FIG. 20 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=0.6 DEV=8/4 
(F)ALPHAI= 10.00 PAGE 366 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETO!3) ~ AMES!!-0!9CIA8!) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT!3) AHES!!-019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLI3) AMESII-019CIAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR!3) AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll (LETI!3) AMES!I-0!9CIAB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED1! 


















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 21 
CAJALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
-6.00 PAGE 367 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET013) ~ AMES11-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT13) AMES11-019(IA8!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL13) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR13) AMES! 1-019(JABll LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED11 
(LETI13) AMES[1-0[9C1ASll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED11 
MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.600 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
.600 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 8.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 [N. XT 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
) , 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 21 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C LETO 13 ) ~ AMES 11-0 19(1 A81) LVAP ORB ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETTI3) AHESII-019CIA8l) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETL13) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8REF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .oeoo IN. YT 
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LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
.00 PAGE 369 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(LETO!3) (LETT13 ) ( LETLl3 ) (LETR!3) (LETII3 ) ~ 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES1I-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES!1-019(IAB!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALED!! 













SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
• 000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 21 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS. M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
COJALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 370 
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DATA SET SYHBDL CDNFIGURATIDN OESCRIPTIDN MACH REFERENCE INFDRMATIDN 
SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT • (LETTI3) ,AHESll-OISClABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED LREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETOI3) ~ AMESII-OIS(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 















































(LETRI3) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETI13) AHESII-OlS(JABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.35 
. 30 [ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . I I I I I' I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
.25 t I I I I I 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ] 
.20 E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
.15E I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j J 
• 1 Ot I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I J 
.05 E '" I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ] 
-.15t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I J 
- • 20.f I I j j I I j I I I j j I I j I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I J 
- .25 r 1 1 1 
- .30 [ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
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FIG. 21 
CE)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN HACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(LETOI3 ) ~ AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETTI3 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLl3 ) AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR13) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII .600 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET 113 ) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TDT VEH ELEveN HL SEALED!! .600 8.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.35 
. 30 [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 10 1 1 1 1 1 I I I ] 
.25 [ 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 3 


















-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
CF)ALPHAI= 10.00 PAGE 372 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LE10I3) ~ AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( LETTl3 ) AMES 11-0 19( IAS1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLI3) AHESI1-019(IASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( LETR 13 ) AMES 11 -019 ( IA81) LV AP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I ( LET I 13 ) AMES I 1-019 (! A8 I) LV AP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
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11II I1I1 I111 
, " ... _ .."_-,-,.'H~£~",,,"'''>.~_-::;c.z.::.;.;.!!.;::;.::::;'::::;::;':=:'"~ ....... 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .OOOO! "!. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
'----: 
IIII IIII II1I 1111 1I11 1111 II11 ItI;: 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 21 
CAJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMA T ION 
C LETOl3) ~ AMESll-Ol9CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO • 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C LETT 13 ) AMESlI-Ol9CIABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. ( LET1I3 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETRI3 ) AMESII-DI9(IABll LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOII .600 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETI 13 ) AMESII-019(IABll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALEOll .600 B.OOO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 21 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-oB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETDI3) ~ AHESII-019( IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI3) AMESll-Ol9(IABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLl3) AMESII-019CIA8l) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI3) AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDl! 
CLETlI3) AMES!I-019CI"Bll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!l 
.600 B.OOO • 000 • DOll SREF 2690.0000 SQ,FT • 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF !297.0DOO IN. 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 21 
(C)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
.00 PAGE 375 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 

















AHES11-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES11-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
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ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
B.OOO .000 .000 LREF !297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
8.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAI, DEGREES 
FIG. 21 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
COJALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 376 
<i--- ... -J 
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OA T A SET SYM8~L C~NF [GURAT ION OESCR [PT fDN 
(LE1~13) ~ AMESI1-019(1A81) LVAP ~R8ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT13) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLl3) A~lESI1-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR13) AMESI1-019(IAB1) LVIIP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEIILEDII 






































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 21 
CE)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATEO VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.b DEV=8/0 
8 .. 00 PAGE 377 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(LETOI3) ~ (LETTI3) 
(LOll3 ) 
(LETRI3) 




















AMESI1-019CIA81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES1I-019C1A8ll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALEO 
AMES!I-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 















SPDBRI( REFERENCE INFORMAT[ON 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 




-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 21 
CFJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-OIRECTIBNAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS, M=O.6 OEV=8/0 
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DA T A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH 
















ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDSRK 
B.OOO .000 .000 
B.OOO .000 .000 
B.OOO .000 .000 
B.oOO .000 .000 
B.OOO .000 .000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 















-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE 0F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 21 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPCNENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 -. -~ I 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


































ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 .000 .000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
8.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. "r 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 21 LATERAL-OIRECTleNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMPeNENTS, M=O.6 OEV=8/0 
CB)ALPHAf= -4.00 PAGE 380 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATIDN 
( LETOl3 ) ~ AMESll-Ol9CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETTI3 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLJ3 ) AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRl3) AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDlI .600 8.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LC:T! 13 J AMESlI-OI9(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDI! .600 8.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 21 
(C)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDSRl< REFERENCE INFDRMA Tl ON 
(LETO!3) ~ AMES!I-0!9( lA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT!3 J AMESll-0.!9C1A8!) LVAP TANK ,- ::lVN-L H!.. SEALED 
(LETLl3J AHES!I-0!9(fA8!) LVAP L-SRB - EL'JN-,- HL SEALED 
(LETRI3) AMESII-0!9(IA8!J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEoII 
( LET! 13 ) AMES 11-0 19C1 A8 1) L YAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED 11 
• 600 8.000 • oct; .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.600 6.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 8.00G .000 .000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 (Lona .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XI 
.600 8.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. 'I'T 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 21 
(D)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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DA T A SET SYMB~L CDNF I GURA T1~N OESCR I PTI ON REFERENCE I NF~RHII TI ON 

























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(LETTI3) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
(LETLI3) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVIIP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
CLETRl3J AMES!!-0!9(IA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALED! I XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
(LETI13) ·AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP T~T VEH ELEV~N HL SEALEOII YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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INTEGRATED Vr:HICLE ANGLE eF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 21 LATERAL-OIRECTIBNAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=O.6 OEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBClL 
(LETClI3) ~ (LETTI3 ) ( LETL13 ) 
(LETRI3 ) 

















AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ClRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AM~SI1-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOll 
MACH ELV-IS ELV-ClB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFGRHATION 
• 600 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.600 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
'" '1""1"" I"" 1"" r'" I"" I"" I"""'" I"""""" j j 1'1/ j, II j j """ j j, j, j j j j I' j'~ 
~ 
j 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 21 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 OEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 

















AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-01SCIA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALED 1 1 

































- .16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 






F~RE8~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 21 
CAJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTleNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMPeNENTS, M=O.6 D~V=B/O 







































OAT A SET SYMBOL 





















AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll 



















ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK 
8.000 .000 .000 
B.OOO ~OOO .000 
B.OOO .000 .000 
B.OOO .000 .000 









- .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 






- .16 - .12 F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT CGEFFICIENT. CYNF 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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CB)ALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 386 I 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF t297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400. 0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
~ 
- . 16 - . 12 - . 08 -.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
. --~ --, 
-----'" 
I 
--J FIG. 21 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
(C)ALPHAI= .00 387 I PAGE 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETOI3 ) ~ AMESII-OI9(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (LETTI3) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOo .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLl3) AMES11-019CIABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR!3 ) AMESil-0!9(IAB!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! .600 8.000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET 113 ) AMESI1-019(lA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII .600 8.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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- . 16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 21 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 OEV=8/0 
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I OHA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION C LETDI3 J ~ AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. e LETT 13 J AMESII-019CIA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.DDD .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. --~-.r C LETL13 ) AMESII-019CIABll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED • 600 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN . C LETR13 ) AMESl!-0!9CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! .600 B.OOO .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl ( LETl13 ) A~ESII-0!9(IAB!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDI! .600 B.OOO .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. VI 
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OATA SET SYM80L CONFIGUR~TI0N DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORI1ATION 
(LEWl3 ) ~ AHE511-019(IABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL 5EAL~D .600 B.OOO .000 .000 5REF 2690.0000 5Q.FT • C LETTI3) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. t LETLl3) AHESII-019(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR13 ) AHESl!-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVeN HL SEALED! 1 .600· B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT CLC'113) AHES11-0!9(IABI) LVAP TeT VEH ELEveN HL SEALED1! .600 8.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT --. -.. ..,. 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 2l LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE CGMP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 i 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETOl3 l ~ AHESII-oI9CIABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTl3 l AHESI I-019( IABI J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLl3J AHESII-019CIABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI3J AHESII-019CIABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
CLETI13) AI'1ESI1-019(/A81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 
MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.600 S.OOO .000 . 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.600 B.OOO .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 21 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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CLETOI3) ~ AI1E$II-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTl3) AMESl1-019CIA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLl3) AMESII-019(IABl)'LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR13) AMESI!-0!9(IA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED! I 
(LETI!3) :>. AMESII-019(JA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. Zl 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELv-elB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C LETOI3 J ~ AMES11-019(IA81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT. C LETTI3) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL13 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LEfRI3) AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED11 .600 8.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LET 113 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! .600 8.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-.04 - .03 - .02 - .01 0 .01 .02 .03 .04 
R~LLING M~MENT COEFFICIENT. CBL (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 21 
(CJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTIBNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS. M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
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OAT A SET SYMBOL CONF I GURA TI ON OESCR I PT I CIt, 
( LETO 13 ) ~ AMES 11-019 ( lAB I) LYAP ORB ITER EL YN-L HL SEALED (LETTI3) AI1ES11-019(1A81) LYAP TANK - ELVN-L. HL SEALED 
(LETLl3) AMES11-019(1A81) LYAP L-SRB - EL.YN-L HL SEALED 
( LETR 13 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( I A8 1) L VAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 




































































sREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 !N. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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R~LLING M~MENT e~EFFIeIENT. eBL (B~OYAXIS) 
FIG. 21 LATERAL-OIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS. M=O.6 OEV=8/0 
(OJALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 394 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 






























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YHRP .0000 IN. Yl 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
I" 
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ROllING M0MENT COEFFICIENT. CBl eBOOY AXrC) 
FIG. 21 










LATERAL-OIRECTIBNAL. CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 Jl 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRiPtION HACH ELY-IB ELY-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET013 J ~ AMES1I-019!IA811 LvAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (LETTI3) AMESI1-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .600 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLl3 ) AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALEO .600 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETR13 ) AMES 11-0 19( I Mil) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll .600 8.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETlI3) AHES1I-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! .600 B.OOO .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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ROllING M~MENT COEFFICIENT. CBl (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 21 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.6 DEV=8/0 
CF)AlPHAI= 10.00 PAGE 396 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C LEm07) ~ AMESII-019CJA81) LVilP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETT07) AMESI1-OI9CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
C LETL07 ) AMESII-0'19C IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
C LETR07 ) AMESll-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL11 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
• 000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE GF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONrlGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET007) i AM£SII-019CIA811 LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT07) AMESII-019C1A811 LVAP TANK - ELVN-L,HL UNSEAL (LETL07) AMESll-019CIABll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(LETR07) AHESII-01SClA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRp .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 LATERAL-DIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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FIG. 22 
CC)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTIBNAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
-2.00 PAGE 399 


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION " MACH ELV-18 ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET007) ~ AMEsII-019(IABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETT07) AMEsII-019CIABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETL07) AMEsII-019CIAB1) LVAP L-sRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR07) AHEsl1-019(IA81) LVAP R-sRB ELEVON HL UNsEALII 
<LETIOn AHESII-019ClA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNsEAL11 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 sREF 269u.0000 sO.FT. 
• 900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 8.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET007) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
C LETT07 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( lAB!) L YAP TANK - EL VN-L HL UNSEAL (LETL07) AHESI1-019CIABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR07) AHESI1-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL11 (LET107) hMES11-019(IABll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
HACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-9 -8 -7-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAI, DEGREES 
FIG. 22 
CE)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=8/4 
2.00 PAGE 401 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELY-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET007) ~ AHES11-019C!A81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT07) AHESll-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETL07) AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR07) AHESI!-OI9(IAB!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I (LETI07) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL!! 
.900 8.000 .... 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.900 8.000 .... 000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. ~-"'-,. .. ----~-
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN: Xi 
.900 B.OOO 4.00D .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOD7) ~ AMESII-D19(IABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT07) AMESll-019CIABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETL07) AMESll-019(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR07) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll (LETJ07) AMESII-019(IABJ) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALlI 
TT HT 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP ~OO.OOOO IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAl, DEGREES 
FIG. 22 LATERAL-DIRECTIeNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE ceMPeNENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 













































O~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 
(LET007 ) ~ ~MESll-019( 1~81) LV~P ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSE~L ( LETT07 ) ~MES 11-0 19( I ~81) LV~P T ~NK - ELVN-L HL UNSE~L 
( LETL07 ) ~11ES 11-019 ( I ~81) LV AP L -SR8 - EL VN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR07) ~MESII-019(JA8[) LV~P R-SR8 ELEVON HL UNSE~L11 



























































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
, 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
CA)ALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 404 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO~ DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETOD7 ) ~ AMEStl-019CIABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 ( LETT07 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - EI. VN-L HL UNSEAL .900 B.OOO 4.00(\ .000 (LETL07 ) AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB -.ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 B.OOO 4.00(1: .000 ( LETR07 ) AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 (LETl07 ) AMES11-0l9CIAB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. LREF .1297.0000 IN. BREF 1297.0000 IN. XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE QF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
(LETD07) ~ ANESII-019C IABll LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
C LETT07) ANESII-019C1ABlJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETL07) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR07) . AMES11-019(IA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
(LETI07) AMESII-019(IA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL1! 
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SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 12e7.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 LATERAL-DIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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OATA SET 'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(L:::T007) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP OR81TER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LEF07) AMESII-019C1A81l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( LETL07 ) AMES 11-0 19( I A81) LVAP L -SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR07) AHESll-0l9(IA8l) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVeN HL UNSEALll (LETI07) AHESll-0l9(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
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SREF 2690 .0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 22 
(DJALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAI, DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(LET007) ~ (LETT07 ) (LETL07 ) (LETR07 ) (LETI07 ) 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP oRBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESI1-oI9(IA8I) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AHES11-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll 





























SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE BF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTleNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMPeNENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-oB SPDBRK REFERENCE' INFORMATION 
(LET007 ) ~ AMESI!-019CIA8I) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. (LETT07 ) AHESII-019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. ( LETL07 ) AHESII-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETR07 ) AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT CLETI07) AMESII-OI9CIABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL 1 I .900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 22 
CFJALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTIDNAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
4.00 PAGE 409 
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DATA SET SYHB~L 














- . 12 
- .14 , 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI~N 
AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMES11-019(IABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMES11-019(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019(IABIJ ~VAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 
AMESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 
" . t II ~. , 
-
, 
--I q.r V 











MACH ELV-IB ELV-6S 
.900 8.000 4.000 
.900 8.000 4.000 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 
.900 8.000 4.000 
.900 8.000 4.000 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 
CG)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
6.00 PAGE 410 
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DA T A SET SYMBOL CONF 1 GUR" i IClN OEseR I PTl ON 
CLETClO?) ~ AMESI1-019(JABlJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETTO? ) AMESll-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETLO?) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR07) AHES1I-019CIABll LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL11 
(LETI07) AMESI1-019CIAB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII 


































































, ... ;::-", . 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 1 N. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 LATERAL-DIRECTIeNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMPeNENTS. M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
(A)ALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 411 
·~v 
· ..... '"., .... _~.,.Cc, _._"_."~_._~.. . . fL \\ 
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oj 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPoBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.900 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
---..,.------
.900 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 8.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
(LET007) ~ AMES11-019(IA8IJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT07) AMES1I-019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETLa7) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL [LETR07) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII (LETI07) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALI! 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
~ FIG. 22 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLET~07) ~ AMESII-01S(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT07) AMESII-01SClAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETL07) AMESI1-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( LETR07 ) AMES 11-0! 9 ( I A8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL 1 1 (LETI07) AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL11 













































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. 8~TAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 
(C)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
-2.00 PAGE 413 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
C LETOD7) ~ C LETT07) 












.,. ~~-~-........ ~-, -,.-,"-~ .~- ' ... -
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
AMES11-DI9CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019CIA8I) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESll-019ClABlJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. .~.......--------
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 






















-8· -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 . 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE DF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
.00 PAGE 414 
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DATA SET SYMBOL ·CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET007) ~ AMESl i-DISC IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT07) AMES11-019(IA81l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETL07) AMES11-Ol9(IA8ll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR07) AMESll-019CIA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAlIl (LETI07) AHESll-019(IA8l) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
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FIG. 22 
CE)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
2.00 PAGE 415 
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l~· ..... . 
OA T A SEJ SYMBOL . CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 
(LETCl07 ) (LETT07 ) 






























ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 
CFJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
4.00 PAGE 416 
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o,4,T,4, SET SYHBClL CClNFIGUR,4,T10N DESCRIPTION H,4,CH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORH,4,TION 
C LETD07) ~ ,4,HESII-OI9CI,4,SI) LV,4,P ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETT07 ) AHESII-019CI,4,SI) LV,4,P TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL07 ) AHESII-0ISCIAS1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR07 ) AHESII-019CI,4,81) LV,4,P R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll .900 8.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LETl07 ) AHESII-019CI,4,SI) LV,4,P TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll .900 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SC,4,LE .0300 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 9 INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 
CGJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
6.00 PAGE 417 
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_.,._.~ __ '~_r""-' ~- ~; ... ,. - -~--,--~~. F ~==:,-".:'::-::,,-.o::-.-:.:. """. ~:T" SET SY~OL 
(LETOO? ) (LETT07 ) 
C LETL07 J 
C LETR07 ) 
C LETl07 ) 
C~NFIGURATIQN DESCRIPTI~N 
AMESII-OlgeJABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMES11-019CIAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMES11-019(IAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMES11-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 







ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 22 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
CAJALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 418 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET007) ~ AMESII-019UABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT07) AMESll-019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSE"L (LETL07) "I1ESll-019(I"81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSE"L (LETR07) "11£SII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FCREBODY YAWING MCMENT COEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 22 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=O.9 OEV=8/4 
CBJALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 419 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LEm07) ~ AMESII-D19(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETTD7) AMES11-019( IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( LETL07 ) AMES 11-0 19 CI AB 1) L VAP L -SRB - EL VN-L HL UNSEAL (LErR07) AMESlt-Ot9ClA8t) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALlt 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
~IG. 22 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/4 
CC)ALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 420 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYHSDL CClNFIGURATIClN DESCRIPTlClN 
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CLETLIS) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRIS) AMESII-019C1A81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALED I I (LET! 15 ) AMES11-019( lA81) LVIIP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALEDII 




























































REFERENCE I NFDRNA TI ClN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976 .0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=O.9 OEV=8/6 










































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPD8RK REFERENCE I NFORHA TI ON 
C LETalS ) ~ AMESlI-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 C LETTlS) AMESI1-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 . 000 C LETL1S) AMESI1-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 (LETRlSJ AMESI1-019(IABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 (LETI!S) AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. LREF 1297.0000 IN • BREF 1297.0000 IN. XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN •. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMB~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIGN 
(LETCI5) ~ AMESlI-019ClA81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT1S) AMESII-019CIA81l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLIS) AMESI1-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRISJ AMESI1-019(IABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED11 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
,DOD BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 23 
(C)ALPHAl= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 



















AHE511-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AME511-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AME511-019(IA81) LVAP L-5RB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AME511-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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~ r- /' V 












... .... .... .... .. ,. ..... .... .1 •• . ... ... , . ... .... .... . ... I ••• .... .... 
MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.900 8.000 6.000 .000 5REF 2690.0000 5O.FT. 
.900 8.000 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
. 900 8.000 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 23 
CD)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYHB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTI~N HACH ELV-IS ELV-~B SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORHATI~N 
(LET~15 ) ~ Af1ESII-019([A81) LVAP ~RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. ( LETT [5 ) AMESII-019([A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETLl5 ) AMESII-019"(!A811 LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. ~--, (LETR!5 ) AMESII-0!9(!A8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALED!! .900 8.000 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETI!5 ) AMES!!-0!9(IA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! .900 8.000 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
CEJALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 443 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CLETOISl ~ AHESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 . SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETT!5) AMESI1-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLl5 ) ~MESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRI5 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT CLETl15 ) AMES!!-019CIAB!J LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! .900 8.000 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.14 ~ :rn nn i 
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" 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGR~TED VEHICLE ~NGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
, 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
CF)ALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 444 
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DATA SET SYHB~L CONFiGURATI~N DESCRIPTION 
















AMES!!-0!9(IAB!) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES!!-0!9(IAB!J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESll-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-0!9(IAB!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 














































SPDBRK REFERENCE I NFORl-1A Tl ON 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
.000 LREF !297.0000 IN • 
.000 BREF !297.0000 IN. 
.000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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OAT A SET ~'\~MSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIClN HACH ELY-IS ELY-DB SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SVMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET01S J ~ AMESll-019(IABIJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT!SJ AHES1I-019(IABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLlS) AHESll-019(IA8!J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR!S) AHESIl-0!9(IAB!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDl! 











































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. VT 









Jill lilt 1111 1111 HII 1111 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPDNENTS, M=O.9 OEV~8/8 
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DATA SET SYHBI3L CI3NFIGURATII3N DESCRIPTION 
(LETCJI5) ~ AMESII-019( IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTIS) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLlS) AMESII-019ClABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRIS) AMESll-019ClA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll 
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..... 1 ~ 
REFERENCE INFI3RMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE eF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS. M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
(CJALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 448 
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Oil r ". SET SYMBOL CONF I GURA TI ON OESCR I PTI ON MACH 
ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETOIS) ~ AMESII-019CIABI} LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 
.000 
(LETTI5 J AMESI1-019CIA8IJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 
.000 
C LET115 ) AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 B.OOO 6.000 
.000 
CLETR15) AM£Sll-019C[AB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED11 .900 B.OOO 6.000 
.000 
C LET! 15 ) AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEvON HL SEALED I I .900 B.OOO 6.000 .0
00 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
(D)ALPHAI= .00 PAGE 449 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
'~", ",;-~.--=---:---~\, 
" 
SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 



















.000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
C LETTt5 J AMESII-019C IAB1) LVI,P TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
(LETLlS) AMES11-019( IAB1) LVAP L-5RB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
(lETRlS) AMESII-019ClABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALED I I .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
CLETIIS) AMES11-0!9CIAB!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALEDl! .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 23 
CE)ALPHAl= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE 0F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURArr~N OESCRIprr~N MACH ELV-IB ELV-~B SPOBRK REFERENCE INF~RHATION 
(LETOIS) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ~RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 C LETTIS) AMESIl-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 C LETL1S l AMESII-019CIA8ll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 6.000 .000 C LETRIS ) AMESII-019CIABll LVAP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALEDlI .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 C LET 115 ) AMESII-019(IABll LVAP T~T VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. LREF 1297.0000 IN. BREF 1297.0000 IN. XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE I NFfjR~lA TI ON 
(LETOI5 ) i AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (LETTI5 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL15 j AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRI5 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOIl .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETIIS ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOII .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 23 
CG)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 



























SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
lREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 23 
CAJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETClS) ~ AMESI1-019CIABI) LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C LETTIS) AMESII-019( IABlJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL15) AMESII-019( IABI) LVAP L-SRB·· ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRlS) AMESll-Ol9(IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 12S7.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 1 N. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 23 
CBJALPHAI= 
F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 'OEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 





















AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-OI9(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEveN HL SEALEOII 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TeT VEH ELEveN HL SEALEDII 
I . TT HIT HH flH Jill lTn 
.~ 





















































...... ':;: .... 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
."'til>. 
- . 15 - . 12 - . 08 - . 04 0 .04 .08 . 12 . 15 
F~RE8~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=8/6 
CC)ALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 455 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELY-IB ELY-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP ClRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 S.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 S.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMESII-019CIAS1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 S.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEOll .900 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALED I I .900 8.000 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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- . 16 - .12 - .04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 -.08 
F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
LATERAL-OIRECTIQNAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=8/6 
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J 
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(O)ALPHAI= .00 PAGE 456 I 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATIClN DESCRIPTION 
CLETOIS) ~ AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTIS) AHESII-019CIA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLlS) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRIS) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
CLETltS) AHESII-019(IASll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALEDII 
.35 
.30 







































































REFERENCE HJFORMA TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 




- . 16 - . 12 - . 08 - . 04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
CEJALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 457 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLET015) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETT!5) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLI5) AMESII-DI9CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRIS) AMESI1-019CIAB!} LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
(LETJ!S) AMESII-019( IABI) LVAP TClT YEH ELEYClN HL SEALED! 1 
.35 l-
.30 
.25 . ~ 
.20 '" 
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MACH ELY-IB ELV-OB 
.900 8.000 6.000 
.900 8.000 6.000 
.900 8.000 6.000 
.900 B.DOO 6.000 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN . 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 




- . 16 -.12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~RE8~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
- . 16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 . 12 . 16 
F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
CG)ALPHAI= 6.00 PAGE 459 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLET01S) ~ AMESL1-019CIA81) LYAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED (LETnS) AMES11-019( lA81) LYAP TANK - ELYN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL1S) "MESll-019UA81l LY"P L-SRB - ELYN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRIS) "MESII-DI9( lA81) LY"P R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 
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·REFERENCE I NFORMA TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000' 50.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
SREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000. IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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RQLLING MQMENT CQEFFICIENT. CBL CBQOY AXIS) 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
CA)ALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 460 

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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- .06 - .04 - .02 0 .02 .04 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 







-.08 R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBL (B~OY AXIS) 
FIG. 23 
CBJALPHAI;:: 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFURMATION 
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-.08 - .06 - .04 - .02 0 .02 .04 .06 R0LLING M0MENT C0EFFICIENT. CBL CB0DY AXIS) 
.08 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
(CJALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 462 
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AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOIl 
AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOII 
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-.08 - .06 - .04 - .02 0 .02 .04 
R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, C8L(8~OY AXIS) 
REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.06 .08 
, FIG. 23 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=8/6 
" L________ rDlALPHAI= .00 






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOlSJ i AMESII-019(IABIJ LVIIP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTlSJ AMES11-019(IABI) LVIIP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLIS) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRIS) AMESll-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEol1 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF" 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 







- .08 - .06 - .04 - .02 0 .02 .04 .06 .08 
R0llING M0MENT C0EFFICIENT. CBl CB00Y AXIS) 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
CE)AlPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 464 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SP.DBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
• 000 OREF 1297 • 0000 IN. 
.000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 







-.08 - .06 - .04 - .02 0 .02 .04 .06 .08 
R~llING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBl (B~OY AXIS) 
FIG. 23 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=8/6 
CFJAlPHAI= 4.00 PA
GE 465 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETOlS) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTIS) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLIS) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ~LVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRIS) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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-.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 0 .02 .04 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297 .0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 




























R~LLING M~MENT'COEFFICIENT. CBL (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 23 
CG)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=8/6 
6.00 PAGE 466 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET026J ~ AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT26) AHESII-019( lA81 J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL26) AHES1I-019(IA81) LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR26J AHESll-019(IA81) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL SEALEOll (LETl26J AHES1!-019(IA81J LVAF' TOT vEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPOBRK REfERENCE iNFDRMATIDN 
.900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
.!l00 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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OAT A SET SYMB()L 















AMESii-Oi9(iAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESI1-019(IAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES! 1-019( lAB!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll 
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MACi~ ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE !NFORMATION 
.9DO .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
.900 #C20 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 • 000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 24 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, "M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
CBJALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 468 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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(I _._-_ .... """'CJII 
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ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-(')B SPDBRK REFERENCE INF(')RMATION 
(LET026 ) i AI1ESII-0'19( IA8!) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C LETT26 ) AI1ESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL26 ) AI1ESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR26 ) Ai-1:::Si 1-019( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII .900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LETl26 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP T(')T VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!l .900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.35 TIn "TTl TTJ-. rTJ-. mn rnn ITJ-. rrll rrTl nH I1Ir HIt 
.30 
.25 ~ "~ 
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FIG. 24 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( LET026 ) ~ AMES I 1-019 CI A81) L VAP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SE"LED ( LETT26 ) AMES.1I-0 19 ( 1"81) L VAP TANK - EL VN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL26) "MESII-019( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETR26) AMESl1-0t9C1A81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDtl 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 24 
(E)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C.~NFIGURATl~N OESCRIPTl~N 
( LET026 ) ~ AHES 11-0 19( 1 A81) LVAP ~RB ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( LETT26 ) AMES 11-0 19 (! ABI) L YAP TANK - EL VN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL26) AMES!I-0!9( 1,\81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR26) AMES1!-019(!A8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALED!! 
(LETl26) AMESII-019( lA81) LVAP TCIT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALED1! 



























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.35 TIIT ITT 'TTl ['Tn r
Hn -"JT Tn TTTT r TTT rnrr rnn n-STl 
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.25 f' 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH 







.10 " ~ 
.05 
L~~ r- "-
"'" ~ b 








-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F 
FIG. 24 
CG)ALPHAI;::: 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH 
6.00 
'~" ~~ 
ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRI< REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT, 
.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 .000 BREF !297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.COOO IN. XT 
.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
~ 
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OHA SET SYMBOL CGNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C LET026) ~ AHESlI-019CIA81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED • 900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C LETT26) AHESll-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL26 ) AHES11-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 . 000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETR26) AHES11-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll .900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LETl26 ) AHESll-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII .900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 24 
CAJALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE eF SIDESLIP. BETA!. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ' MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ElV-IB ElV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 24 LATERAL-DIRECTlnNAL CHAR. nF LAUNCH VEHICLE cnMPnNENTS. M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
CC)ALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 476 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET026 ) ~ AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • ( LETT26) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETL26 J AMES11-019CIA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 • 000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETR26 J AMESll-019CIA8IJ LVAP R-SRB . ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 .900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT CLETl26J AMESll-019CIA8lJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOll .900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-Ie ElY-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET026) ~ AHES11-019(IA91) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-l Hl SEALED (LETT26) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL26J AH£SII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SR9 - £LVN-L HL SEALED (LETR26) AH£SII-Ol9(IA8l) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll (LETI26) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH EL£VON HL SEALEOII 
.900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.14 'ITTTT fITT 
.12 V 
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FIG. 24 
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LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=OIO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLET026 1 ~ AMESII-DI9(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
• 000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 .000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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CF)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=O/O 
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o~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET026 J ~ AMESll-ol9ClA81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT26J AMESll-ol9CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL26J AMESl!-019ClA8!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR26J AMESII-019ClABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDl! 
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SREF 2690:0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF !297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VHRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
, 
-9 -6 -7 -5 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
8 9 
FIG. 24 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=O/O 



































































OAT A SET SYMB~L C~NF I GURA T ICIN DESCR I?T I ~N 
(LET~26) ~ AMESII-019C!ABI) LVA? ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
ClETT26) AMESll-019C!ABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL26) AMESII-019CIA81) LVA? L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR26) AMESII-019(IA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALED!! 
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SREF 2690 .0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF !297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976. 0000 IN. XT 
'MRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 24 
CA)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 












































ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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CBJALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 482 









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 













































































SREF 2690.0000 -sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF !297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ·DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET026 ) ~ AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETT26) AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL26 ) AHESII-019CIAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR26 ) AHESII-01SCIABJ) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!I .900 .000 .000 .000 . XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LET 126 ) AHES!I-0!9(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! .900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 24 
CDJALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE CF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYHB~L CONFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE QF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 8 9 
FIG. 24 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
CEJALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 485 



















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C LET026 ) ~ AHESIl-Ol9CIABlJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. CLETT26 ) AMESIl-Ol9CIABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED • 900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETL26 J AMESlI-019CIABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALEO • 900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETR26 J AMES1I-Ol9CIAB1J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!l .900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LET 126 ) AMESll-Ol9CIABlJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll .900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 24 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYHBDL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
CLfTD26) ~ AHES11-D!9(IABI) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLfiT26) ,AMES11-0!9(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CL~1~26) AHESI!-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETR26) AHES1!-0!9(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALED! 1 
CLETI26) AHES!!-0!9(IA8!) LVAP TDT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! 

































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 24 
CG)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPONENTS. M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
6.00 PAGE 487 








OAT'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CLET(26) ~ AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT26) AMES11-019UA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETL26 ) AMES 11 -0:9 (J ,0.8 J) L YAP L -SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR26) AMESII-DI9UA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
(LETl26) AMESl!-D!9ClA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
• 900 .000 .000 .000 
• 900 .000 .000 .000 
.900 .000 • 000 .000 
.900 .000 .000 .000 
.900 .000 .000 .000 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 24 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET026) ~ M1ESII-DI9CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT26) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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- .16 - .12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 















F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 24 
CB)f;LPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=O.9 DEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYHBDL 
(LET026 ) 
C LETT26 ) 
C LETL26) 
C LETR26 ) 
CLETI26) ~ 
CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES1l-019CIAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES11-0!9CIAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES11-0!9CIAB!) LVAP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALED1! 
AMES11-019CIAB1) LVAP T~T VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!l 
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ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENC~ INFORMAT!DN 
.COQ .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
• 000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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D~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET026) ~ ~MESII-OI9CI~81) LV~P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT26) ~MESII-019CI~81) LV~P TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL26) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETR26) AHESII-019(1A8IJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C LET026 ) ~ AHESII-019(IA91) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED • 900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • (LETT26 ) AHESII-019(IA9!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETL26 ) AHESl!-019CIAB!J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 • 000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETR26 ) AHESII-019(IA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! .900 .000 .000 .000 XH"'P 976.0000 IN. XT (LETl26 ) AHESII-0!9(IAB!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! .900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IS ELV-~S SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRHA Tl~N 
C LETD26 J ~ AHESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • C LETT26 ) AMESll-019CIA8lJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 • 000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETL26 ) AMESll-0!9CIA8l) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR26 ) AMESll-Ol9CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDl! .900 .~OO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT -~......". (LET 126 ) AMESII-019CIA81J LVA? TOT vEH El:.EVON HL SEALEDl! .900 .:)00 .000 .000 YMR? .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 



















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
AMESI1-0t9CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMEStl-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALE011 .900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
AHES11-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED11 .900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. VI 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C LETCJ26 ) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP DR8ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 • 000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C LETT26 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL26 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR26 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEDII .900 .000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LET 126 ) AMESll-0!9CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED! 1 .900 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 \ ,
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE 'INFORMATION 
C LETD26 ) ~ AHESil-019CIA81) LVAP OR8ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • C LETT26 ) AHESII-019CrA8l) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1.297.0000 IN. C LETL26 ) AHESl1-019[IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .000' .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. .-.-.... .,---C LETR26 ) AHESll-Ol9(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOl! .900 .000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET I 26 ) AMESlI-Ol9CIAS!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDl! .900 .GuO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET .SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT • 
LREF, 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRMATION 
(LET026) ~ AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETT26') AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL26) AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP L-SRB -ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETR26) AMESll-OI9CIA8l) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll (LET126) AMESll-DI9(IA8l) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOll 
• 900 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.900 .000 • 000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 .000 .000 .000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
~'--",~ 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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D"T" SET SVHBClL CCiNFIGUR"TICIN OESCRIPTICIN H"CH 
ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFDRHATIDN 
(LET026 ) ~ "HESll-0l9CIABI) LV"P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SE"LEO .900 .000 .000 .0
00 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
C LETT26 ) "HESll-019CI"BI) LV"P TANK - ELVN-L HL SE"LEO .900 .000 .000 .000 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
C LETL26 ) AHESII-019CI"Bl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SE"LED .900 .000 .000 .000 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
(LETR26 ) "HESII-Ol9CI"B!) LV"P R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!l .900 .000 .000 .000 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
C LETl26 ) "MESll-0!9CIA81) LV"P TCiT VEH ELEVClN HL SE"LEDll .900 .000 .000 .0
00 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SC"LE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(lET026 ) (lETT26 ) (LETL26 ) 
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SREF 2690 .0000 sa • FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(lET026) ~ AHESII-019(IABlJ lVAP ORBITER ElVN-l Hl SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI7) ~ AHESII-019( 1,0.81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI7) . At1ESII-019ClA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL17) AHESII-019( 1,0.81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 





































































5REF 2690.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
















AMESII-DI9(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESll-019CIABlJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESl!-019(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IAB!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 

































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI7) ~ AHESII-DI9CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT!7) AHESI!-0!9CIABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLI7) AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETR 17 ) AMES 11-0 19 CI AB I) L YAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 11 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYHBOL C~NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET017) ~ AHESll-Ol9ClAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI7) AHESll-Ol9( lABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL!7) AHESll-019(!A81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI7) AHESll-Ol9(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 iN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=10/4 
CEJALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 506 
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONF1GUR~TION DESCRIPTION M~CH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETOl7) ~ ~MESll-Dl9(!~811 LV~P ORBITER ELVN··L HL SE~LED (LETT!7) ~HESll-DI9(IA8n LV~P T~NK - ELVN-L HL SE~LED 
(LETL17) ~,MES!I-D!9ClASl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( LETR 17 ) AMES 11-0 19 ClASlJ L V ~P R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 11 
(LETI!7 ) ~MESII-OI9( IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SE~LEDII 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.-D000 IN. ZT 
SC~LE .0300 
.35 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIp. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CFJALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 507 
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DATA SET SYMB~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI~N HACH ELV-IB ELV-~B SPDBRK REFERENCE INF~RMATI~N 
C LET017) (LETT17 ) 
C LETLI7) 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
(G)ALPHAI= 6.00 PAGE 508 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELY-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(LETOI7 ) ~ AMES11-019(IAB1) LYAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (LETTI7 ) AMES1I-019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L I'fL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETLl7 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • (LETRI7 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEALEOll .900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET! 17 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVCN HL SEALEOll .900 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. VT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 




























































-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE DF SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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-9 -8 -7 -5 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
(B)ALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 510 
" ., 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CLETOl7 ) ~ AMESII-019(:ABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETTl7 ) AMES11-019(IABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL17 ) AMES!I-019CIABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETRI7 ) AMESII-019CIAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED1! .900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LET 117 ) AMESII-01SCIAB1J LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I .900 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-OIRECTl~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=10/4 
(C)ALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 511 
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DATA SET SYMBOL ' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETI)I7 ) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ~RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETTI7) AMESII-019(TABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETLl7) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRI7) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALEOII .900 10.boo 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT ( LET! 17 ) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEV~N HL SEALEDll .900 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ElV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CLEHH7) ~ A~£Sll-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED • 900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • (LETT!7) AMES!I-0!9(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LET1I7 ) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRI7) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII .900 10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETlI7 ) AHESII-019(IABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII .900 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE CF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 
CEJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
2.00 PAGE 513 











































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV·dB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C LET017 ) ~ AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETTI7) AHES11-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED '.900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETLl7 ) AHESI1-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900, 10.000 4.000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETR 17 ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I .900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETlI7) AHESII-0l9(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALEOll .900 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CFJALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 514 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETOI7) ~ AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETTI7) AMESII-019UABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETU7 ) AMES II -0 19 CI A8ll L YAP L -SRB - EL VN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRI7) AMES!I-019CIAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 






























































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 




















-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 
CG)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
6.00 PAGE 515 





















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETOI7) ~ AMESII-019ClABt) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C LETT!7 ) AMESl!-0!9( lAB!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLl7) AHES!!-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR17) AHESII-019(IA8tJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOtt 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
. YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 
CAJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI7) i AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI7) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLI7) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRI7) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL SEALEDII (LETI17) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON'HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 -~-! 
CBJALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 517 J 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LEHH7) ~ AMESll-019ClABlJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI7) AHESll-019ClABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLl7) AMESII-DI9ClABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRI7) AHESII-019ClABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.Fl. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 








-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M~:O.9 DEV=10/4 
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O"TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI7) ~ "MESII-019Cl"S1J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SE"LEO (LETTl7) AMESll-Ol9CI"BI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SE"LED 
CLETLl7) AMESll-019CIABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRl7) AMESII-0l9CIA811 LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEDll 
































































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 129-".0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 









-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
I" .... .. 
FIG. 25 
(DJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI7) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT17) AMESII-019f1A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLl7) AMESII-019(h"BI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRl7) AMESI 1 -019(1A81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 I (LETI17) AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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,~",,..;.r.~ ;:.:.~""= .:::_:;;::;:.:::.:_-:.;::.:t:::.:-':'::::::: 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 













-9 -8 .-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 INTEGRATED VEHYCLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-niRECTI~NAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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O"T" SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION M"CH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETOI7) ~ "MESII-019CI"BI) LV"P CJRBITER ELVN-L HL SE"LED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETTI7) "HESII-019CIABl) LV"P T"NK - ELVN-L HL SE"LED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLl7) "HESII-019CI"BI) LV"P L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SE"LED .900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. ( LETRI7 ) "HESII-019CI"BI) LV"P R-SRB ELEVCJN HL SEALEDII .900 10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT ( LET! 17 ) "MESII-019(["BI) LV"P TCJT VEH ELEVCJN HL SE"LEDII .900 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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-8 -7 -6 -5 '-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTIDNAL CHAR. DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
4.00 PAGE 521 



































DATA SET SYMBOL 
(LETCl17 ) ~ (LETTI7 ) (LETLl7 ) 
(LETR17 ) 






AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVeN HL SEALED I I 


























SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 






















































-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI7) ~ AMESII-DI9ClABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI7) AMES1I-019(lABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL!7) AMES1I-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETR!7J AMESI!-019(IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 

















- . 15 
-.20 


































SPoBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
, 
- .16 - .12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~RE8~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DrRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
(A) ALP,HA I = -6.00 PAGE 523 
'~ 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETOI7) ~ AMESII-DISCIASl) LVAP GRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETT 17 ) AMES 11-0 ISCI ASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLI7) AMESII-D1S(IASIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRI7J AMESII-OIS([ASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
CLETlI7) AMESll-D19CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400,0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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- . 16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 . 12 . 16 
FORE BODY YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




















D.. ~ r-\ 
.05 
.......... 
r-... "- ~ @; ~ hi 
0 ~' ~ ~ ~ 










































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. VT 









- . 15 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 . 12 . 15 
F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET sYMB~L CONFIGURATI~N OEsCRIPTI~N 
( LETO 17) ~ 'AMES 11-0 19 ( I AS Il L VAP ~RB ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED (LETTI7) AMEsII-019CIASIl LVAP TANK - ELVN-l HL SEALED 
(LETL17) AMEsII-019( lABI) LVAP L-sRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI7) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEALEDII 
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sREF 2690.0000 sO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 




- . 16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 . 12 . 16 
F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
COJALPHAI= .00 PAGE 526 
;t':-




































DATA SET SYHBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
(LETCll7) ~ AHESll-Ol9C1ABl) LVAP ClRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTl7) AHESll-Ol9C1ABlJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLl7) AMESll-Dl9(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI7) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII (LETI17) AMESI1-019C1A81l LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALEOll 
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- .16 - .12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 
........ ~-. 
REFERENCE INFDRMATIDN 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 






I~ : : 
.12 .16 
F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
- _.- ------, 
~v---
~ 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 _____ ,. 
CE)ALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 527 ~
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGIJRATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOl7) ~ AHESll-019 ~~A81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALEO (LETTl7) AHESI!-OlS(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEAL EO 
(LETLl7) AHESll-OlSCIABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR!7J AMESll-01SCIABtJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEO!l 
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- .16 - .12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 FOREBODY YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI0NAL CHAR. 0F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MP0NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CF)ALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 528 
c/L __ 
't: "' 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETO!7) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT!7) AMESII-019(IA81l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLI7) AMES!!-0!9(IA8!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR!7) AMESII-0!9UA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED! I (LETI!7) AMESII-019(IA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 


































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
- . 16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 . 12 . 16 
F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
-=-.. .,,--~ 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=10/4 
PAGE 529 1 CG)ALPHAI= 6.00 
.. ~ ..... c __ ~::::'k,_ ....... ~ 
r"-'-' '-:~~""""""""-:-'-~~T"C"-- .~,-,. 
























DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI7) ~ AHESII-DI9(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI7) AMESll-u19( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL17) AHESI1-019(1"81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR17J AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 







































- .06 - .04 - .02 0 .02 .04 
,\ I 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.06 .08 
-.08 R~lLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBl (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 25 
(A)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET017) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI7) AMESl1-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL17J AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETR 17 ) AMES 1 1-019 Cl A81) L VAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED II 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 






-.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 0 .02 .04 .06 .08 
ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CBL (BODY AXIS) 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-OIRECTIQNAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS. M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CB)ALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 531 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-08 SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CLETOl7 J ~ AMESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETTI7 J AMEStl-019CIA8IJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLET117) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI7 J AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEDII (LETI17) AHESII-019(1ABI) LVAP TelT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALEDII 
• 900 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
• 900 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.900 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
--.~-.. , .... ~-

































-.08 - .06 - .04 - .02 0 .02 .04 .06 .08 
R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBL (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-OIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS, M=O.9 OEV=10/4 
CC)ALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 532 
,-'-- ~ ............... --, 
C"~ ...... :., •• "' . 













































































CLETC!, 17) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LV:\P ORBITER ELVN-L H!. SEALED 
CLETTl7) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLl7) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI7) AMESIl-019( IA81) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL SEALEDI1 
(LETlI7) AMESII-019(IABI) LV ... P TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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R~LlING M~MENT e~EFFreIENT. eBl CB~OY AXIS) 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 OEV=10/4 
COJAlPHAI= .00 PAGE 533 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIDN OESCRJPTIDN MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPOBRI{ REFERENCE INFDRMATION 

































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN . 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHflP .0000 IN. YT 
m;~f' 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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R~llING M~MENT COEFFICIENT. CBl (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 
CE)ALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 534 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB sPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBL (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 ~ __ I 
CFJALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 535 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOl7) ~ AMESIl-019( IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED ( LETT 17) AMESII-019( 11.81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLl7) AMESlI-019ClA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELNN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR17) AMESI!-0!9( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEALED!! 
(LETI17) AMES!!-0!9C1A81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVCN HL SEALED!! 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
Ull '111 1111 fll; 1111 I" I un 
-.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 0 .02 .04 .06 .08 
R~llING M~MENT e~EFFleIENT, eBl (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 25 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=O.9 DEV=10/4 













































DATA SET SYMB~L CCNFIGURATI~N OESCRIPTI~N MACH ELV-IB ELV-~B SPOBRK REFERENCE INFDRHATI~N 
( LETCl09 ) ~ AHESI1-019(IABI) LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4 .. 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • (LETT09 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL09 ) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.00Q .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETR09 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETI09 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETA!. DEGREES 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETODS) ~ AHESII-OISCIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETTOS) AHESII-OISCIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETLOS) AMESII-OISCIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
( LETR09 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( I AB I) L YAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL II 
CLETI09) AMESII-019C1A81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 








-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-OIRECTIDNAL CHAR. DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS, M=l.l OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBClL CClNFIGURATIClN DESCRIPTIClN MACH ELV-IS ELV-ClS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFClRMATIClN 
C LET009 ) ~ AMESII-OL9CIABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN--L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 C LETT09 ) AMESlI-Ol9CIABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 C LETL09) AMESlI-Ol9CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 C LETR09) AMESll-Ol9CIA8l) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 (LETl09 J AMESII-Ol9CIABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALll 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 
ZMRP 400.0000 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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FIG. 26 
(DJALPHAI= 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
C LET009 ) 
C LETT09 ) 
C LETL09 ) 









AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESll-019ClA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 

































MACH ELV-IB ELV-OS SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.100 8.000 '1.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
! .100 8.000 '1.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 6.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 26 
CE)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/4 






























OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[LET009 ) ( LETT09 ) (LETL09 ) {LETR09 ) 
CLETI09) 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 26 
CF)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/4 
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D,4,T,4, SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IB ELY-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRMATIDN 
C LET009 ) ~ ,4,MESII-019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. C LETT09) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL09 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR09 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll ~ 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETl09 ) AHESII-019(IABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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CGJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI0NAL CHAR. 0F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MP0NENTS, M=l.l OEV=8/4 j 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOOS) (LETTOS) ( LETL09 ) (LETR09 ) (LET 109 ) 
~ AMESII-OIS(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL > AHESII-DI9(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL AMESJI-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 
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'11\ li,I I'., "~I' .HI "'"l ,," III' it" It It 11" '''I "'I 
MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 26S0.0000 SO.FT. 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 12S7.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONF I GURATION OESCR IPTION MACI-l ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATiON 
C LETCJ09 ) ~ AMEStl-019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL l.toO 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. C LETT09 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL t .100 B.OOO 4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETLOS ) AMESII-0ISCIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. ~ .. C LETROS ) AMESII-019ClABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT CLETlOS) AHESII-0ISCIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALJI 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET009) ~ AMESI1-019C IA81J LVAP ORBfTER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT09) AMES1I-019CIA81l LYAP TANK - ELYN-L HL UNSEAL 
( LETL09 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( I A81) L YAP L -SRB - EL YN-L HL UNSEAL 
( LETR09 ) AMES 11-0 I 9 ( I A81) L YAP R-SRB ELEYON HL UNSEAL II 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8REF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 26 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/4 












































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTiON 
r LETOOS ) ~ AMESII-019( IABl) LV/.P ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT09) AMESII-019ClASlJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297 . UDOO IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 2S 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOoS) ~ AMES!!-0!9( lAB!) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETToS) ~.MES!I-OIS(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(LETL09) AMESII-ot9CIA811 LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
(LETR09) AMEStl-019C!A81J LV"f' R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
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SREF 26S0.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 12S7.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 26 LATERAL-DIRECTIBNAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPDNENTS. M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
CEJALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 548 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLET009) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT09) AHESII-019(IABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETL09) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L.-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
C LETR09 ) AMESII-0 19 ( I AB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL! 1 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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CF)ALPHAl= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE 0F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYHBuL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C LET009) ~ AMESJI-019CIA81) LVAP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETT09 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL09 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVt\-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR09 ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVeN HL UNSEALII 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LETI09 ) AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALI! 1.100 B.ooo 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 26 
CGJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-1B ELY-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C LETOOS ) ~ AHESII-OIS(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 26S0.0000 SO.FT. C LETTOS ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELYN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. ( LETLOS ) AMESII-OIS(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETR09 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETIOS) AMESII-OIS(lABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII LIDO B.OOO 4.000 .000 . YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/4 
CA)ALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 551 



























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( LETD09 ) ~ AMES 11-0 19 (l AB I) LV AP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT09) AMES!I-019(l"BI) LV"P TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETL09) IIMESII-019CIABI) LVIIP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR09) AMESII-019(IABI) LV"P R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALI! 
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1111 I til 1111 
...-~-
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.1 OEV=8/4 
CBJALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 552 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 











































AMESII-0IS(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESJI-OtS(IA8IJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AHESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
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SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 12S7.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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11 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l OEV=8/4 
-2.00 PAGE 553 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP OR81TER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (LETCl09 ) 8.000 (LETT09 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN . C LETL09 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 . 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR09 J AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL UNSEAL I I 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETI09 ) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
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F I6. 26 
CO)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION M"CH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORM"TION 
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FIG. 26 
CE)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/4 ~-~ 






































DATA SET SYMSCL CONFIGURATioN OESCRIPTIDN 
C LET009 ) (LETT09 ) (LETL09 ) ( LETR09 ) 
































ELV-.IS ELV-DB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-DIRECTIBNAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS, M=1.1 DEV=8/4 
CFJALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 556 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(LETOOS ) ( LETTOS ) 











AHES11-D1SCIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
M1ESI I-DISC IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-01SCIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
Af1ESll-01SCIAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
AHESll-01SCIAB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
~:\.. 
~ 











































SREF 2690.0000 So.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8REF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYM80L 



















AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL UN5EALI! 
















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
8REF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976. 0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-.16 -.12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CYNF 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET009 J ~ AHESII-019( IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETT09) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETL09) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETR09) AMESI1-019(J~.81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALlI (LETI09l AHESI1-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALlI 
1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 5REF 2690.0000 5Q.FT • 
1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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- .16 - .12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CYNF 
FIG. 26 
CBJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/4 
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DA TA SET SYMB"L 


















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENC£ INFORMATION 
AMESII-0ISCIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL t.100 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 26S0.0000 SQ.FT. 
AMESII-01S(lA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 12S7.0000 IN. 
AMESII-0IS(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALI1 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
AMES11-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
~ 
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- .16 - .12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
LATERAL-QIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l OEV=8/4 
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AMESll~019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 








MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
LIDO 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FORE BODY YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.1 OEV=8/4 
(OJALPHAI= .00 PAGE 561 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESC~IPTION 
CLET009) ~ AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETT09) AHESIl-019CIABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETLOS) AHESII-OISCIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETR09J AHESII-OIS(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
CLETIOS) AHESll-OIS(IABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
.35 
.30 
.25 ~ ~ 
.20 I'\. 
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REFERENCE INFORHA T ION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF I297.VOOO IN • 
XHRP S76.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-.16 -.12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
FOREBODY YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR~ ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/4 
CE)f,LPHAl= 2.00 PAGE 562 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETD09) ~ AMESII-019CIA81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN~L HL UNSEAL (LETT09) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETL09) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( LETR09 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( I A81) L yAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALlI 
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- .16 - .12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8REF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHKP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 











F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 26 
CFJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l OEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 

































CONF I GURA Tl ON oESCR.! PTl ON MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPoBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 B.OOo 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEALII 1.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
Tn-rTfl r H'F lilT llli TJlI IIU 1111 I HI nH 1111 
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- .16 - .12 -.Og -.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 











CG)ALPHAI= 6.00 PAGE 564 
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DATA SET SYMB~L . C~NFIGURATI~N OESCRIPTI~N 



























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400',0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
'j'THfTTI 9 
.30 r I I 1 
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R~llING M~MENT e~EFFIeIENT. eBl (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l OEV=8/4 
CA)AlPHAI= ~6.00 PAGE 565 













011 Til SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
MACH ELV-IB ElV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C LETD09) ~ IIMEStl-019(IIIBIJ LVIIP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEIIL 1.100 
8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
C LETT09 ) IIMESII-019(IIIBl) LVIIP TIINK - ELVN-L HL UNSEIIL 1.100
 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
C LETL09 ) IIMESII-019(lllBl) LVIIP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEIIL 1
.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 !N. 
(LETR09 ) IIMESII-019(IIIB!) LVIIP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEIIL!l 1
.100 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. 
XT 
(LETl09 ) AMESII-Ol9(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEIILl! 
!.100 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 
IN. YT 
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R~llING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBl (B~DY AXIS) 
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OA T A SET SYt1BOL CClNF I GURA TI ON OESCR I PTI ON 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LRIOF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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R~llING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBl (B~OY AXIS) 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/4 
(C)AlPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 567 




































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 















.05 I"<: ~ ~ l/ 
0 r~ V ~ "-' ./' 
-.05 .....-CD'" / 
l=G:: ~ 
E Ir.r- ./' f'< [ 
- .10 ,/ 
V V 
c ( r" V ~ 
~ 
- .15 E V 
-
/ 
-.20 - / L 
-.25 -- ~ 
-.30 
-.35 
ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-.08 -.05 -.04 -.02 0 .02 .04 .05 .08 
R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBL (B~OY AXIS) 
FIG. 26 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l OEV=8/4 
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DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET009 ) ~ AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 . 000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C LETT09 ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL09 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR09 ) AMEStl-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LET! OS ) AHESII-0IS(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALil 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 26 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET009) ~ AMESII-Ot9(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (LETT09) AMESII-019( IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
( LETLOS ) AHESII-O ISCI AS I) LVAP L -SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETROS) AMESII-OIS(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT . 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF I 297 .0000 IN' • 
XMRP S76.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-.08 - .06 - .04 - .02 0 .02 .04 .06 .08 
FIG. 26 
CF)AlPHAI= 
R~llING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBl (B~OY AXIS) 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/4 
4.00 PAGE 570 . 





































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFiGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETOOS) ~ AMES11-OlS(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( LETTOS ) AMESII-O IS( I A81) LVAP TANK - £LVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CLETLOS) AMESII-019(IA8i) LVAP L-SRB - ElVN-L HL UNSEAL ( LETR09 ) AMES I 1-019 ( 1"81) LV foP R-SRB ELEVDN HL UNSEAL II 
CLETI09) "MESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 
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-.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 0 .02 .04 
R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CBL (B~OY AXIS) 
~ 
REFERENCE INFORHA TI GN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 12S7.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 














FIG. 26 LATERAL -0 I RECT I ~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEH I CLE C~MP~NENTS, M= 1.1 OEV=8/ 4 ~'_-'--J" 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-lB, ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BET~I. DEGREES 
FIG. 27 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/6 
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OAT A SET SY~IBOL CONF I GURA TI ON oESCR 1 PTI ON 
(LETOI6) ~ AMESII-019( lAS!) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
[LETTI6) AMES11-019ClA81J LVAP TANI{ - ElVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLI6) AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
X~'RP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 









-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 27 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/6 
CB)ALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 573 































DATA SET SYMBClL CClNFIGURATIClN OESCRIPTICIN MACH ELV-IB ELV-ClB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFClRMATIClN 
C LETCl16 ) ~ AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETTl6) AMESII-Ot9CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL IS ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRI6 ) AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.100 B.ooo S.oOO .000 XMRP 97S.o00o IN. Xl (LETIIS) AMESII-019C1ABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALED! I 1.100 B.OOO S.OOO .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. Zl 
SCALE .0300 
.35 [' 
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FIG. 27 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFiGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI6) ~ AMESII-019(IASl) LVAP ORBITE'R ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI6) AHESII-019CIASlJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL16) AHESII-019CIASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI6) AHESII-019(IASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOII 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
II (OJALPHAI= .00 PAGE 575 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION NACH £LV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRI< REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CLETCI!6) ~ ANEStl-0!9CIAB!) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HLSEALEO 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • C LETTI6 ) AMESll-0l9('ABI) LVA? TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL16) AMESll-019(IAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR16 ) AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVeN HL SEALEDli 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET! 16 ) AMES11-019CIA81J LVAP TeT VEH ELEveN HL SEALEDll 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 '(MRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.35 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE BF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 27 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETalG) ~ AHESll-Dl9ClA8l) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTIG) AHESll-Ol9( [ABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLlG) AMESll-Ol9( IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRlG) AMESll-Ol9(IASl) LVAP R-SRB ELEvaN HL SEALEDll 
























































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
I ~ -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
- -"-II 










i INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP, BETAI. DEGREES 
~ FIG. 27 LATERAL-DIRECTlaNAL CHAR. aF LAUNCH VEHICLE CaMPaNENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/6 ____ __ 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRHATlm~ 
CLETOl6 ) ~ AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • (LETTI6) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETLl6 ) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETRI6 ) AHESJI-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVCJN HL SEALEDII 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET! 16 ) AMESI!-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!l 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 27 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l OEV=8/6 
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OA H SET SYMBOL 
( LETOI6 ) 
C LETT\S) 
C LETLlS ) 















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IS 
AMESII-DI9(IABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 8.000 
AMESII-019( IABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SR8 ELEV~N HL SEALEDII 1.100 8.000 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP T~T VEH ELEV~N HL SEALED I I 1.100 B.OOO 
.....----.. .,,-~....--
ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
S.OOO .000 XMRP 97S.0000 IN. XT ., 
6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
- .14, 




LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/6 ---~ 
PAGE 579 J 
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DATA SET SYHB0L 
(LEWI6) (LETTl6 ) (LETLl6 ) (LETRI6 ) (LET 116 ) ~ 
C~NFIGURAT!0N DESCRIPTION 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019ClA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN'~L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEV0N HL SEALEDII 
• 1 t flTIT 
nn rrrrr r nT 'fTIT rnn r ITT mTT r TlT fTTTT rTTff rnT T[TH rrTTTT 'HI nn 
• 1 
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/ )" V -.02 
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/' / 
./,.v ~ -.06 





- .14 , 
MACH ELV-IB ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE I NF(jR~!A Tl ON 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
1.100 8.000 6.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
TIll rn CJlTT rTlIT run JUT r HT nfT nn ClTTI IHf "" 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. 
LATERAL-OIRECTr~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l OEV=8/6 
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 
CLEmI6) ~ AHESII-019UA81) LV~P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SE~LEO 
(LETTI6) ~MESll-019( I~81) LV~P T~NK - ELVN-L HL SE~L£D 

































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
/~ 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 















- .• 14 , 
-9 
CONF I GURA TI ON OESCR I P' ION MACH ELV-IB £lV-DB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AHESII-019CIABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AHESII-019CIABlJ LVAP (/-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
AHEStl-019ClABll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOI! 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 27 
(OJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/6 
.00 PAGE 582 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI6) ~ AMESII-019ClABIJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETT16) AMESII-019( IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL16) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI6 J AHESII-019(IABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEOII 
CLETII6) AHESII-019C1ABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALEOll 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400 .0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE QF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 27 LA TERAL -0 I RECTI ~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEH I CLE C~MP~NENTS, M= 1.1 OEV=8/6 ~,e __ • --~ 
CEJALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 583 J 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. ,- ---..... --
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XMRP 97S.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRp 400.0000 IN. ZT 
(LET~16) ~ AHESI1-019( IA81) LVAP ~RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LEITl6) AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLlS) AHESII-019(IABll LVIIP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRIS) AHESII-019(!"BI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED'\! 
(LETIIS) AHESll-019(!ABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVeN HL SEALEDII '. T 
SC,&,LE .0300 
. 14 , 
.12 ------.r , 
\ u. 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 27 LATERAL-DIRECTIBNAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS. M=l.l DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIGN OESCRIPTIDN 


























































-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. 
REFERENCE INFClRMATIDN 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 







LATERAL-OIRECTIDNAL CHAR. DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS, M=1.1 OEV=8/6 
6.00 PAGE 585 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONF! GURA TI ON OEseR I PTI ON MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(LETOIS) ~ AHESII-019(IA91) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 9.000 S.OOD .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETTIS) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED LIDO B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLl6 ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.DOO 6.000 .000 6REF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRIS ) AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT CLETI16) AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 1.100 B,OOO 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYHBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
(LEIDIG) ~ AHESII-DI9UA81l LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTIG) AHESII-D!9CIAa!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL!6] AHES!!-D!9(IAB!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETR1G) AHESll-019ClABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALED!! 
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__ L _, 
REFERENCE INFDRMATIDN 
sREF 2690.0000 sO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
xMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 27 
CB)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTIBNAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS. M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV~OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INF(JR~!HlDN 
CLETOI6) (LETT16 ) 
(LETL16 ) 
(LETRI6 ) 
C LET (16 ) ~ AHESlt-019CIABt) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED AHESl!-0!9CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED AMES11-019(IABll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED AHES11-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! AHESt1-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALEDl! !.IOO B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. t .100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. "T 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAI. DEGREES 
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I DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV~IB ELV-OS 5PDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C LETDI6 ) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP OR81TER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 9.oDO 6.000 .ODO SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. C LETT! 6 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL1S) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SE~LED 1.100 8.000 S.OOO • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETRIS ) AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEDII 1.100 B.OOO S.OOO .000 XHRP 97S.0000 IN. XT ( LET r IS ) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.07 n , , mrrTTTTrrm 
.06 
" U) 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 27 
CDJALPHAI== 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/6 
.00 PAGE 589 
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DAT ... SET SYHSCIL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICIN H ... CH ELV-IS ELV-ClS SPDBRK REFERENCE INF6RHATION 
( LEmHi) ~ AHESI1-019CIABI) LV ... P ORBITER EL VN-L HL SE ... LEO 1.100 8.000 S.OOO .000 SREF 2690.0000 C LEIT!6 ) "'MESII-OI9(IABI) LV ... P T ... NK - ELVN-L HL SE ... LEO 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 C LETLlS ) AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 SREF 1297.0000 (LETR16 ) I\HESi I-OIS( IA81) LV ... P R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEOI! 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 ( LET 116 ) "'MESII-019(IABl) LV ... P TOT VEH ELEVON HL SE ... LEDII 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 
ZMRP 400.0000 
SCALE .0300 
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I CEJALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 590 1 
LATERAL-DIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPDNENTS. M=l.l OEV=8/6 FIG. 27 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOIG) ~ AMESII-019( lA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTIG) AMESII-019( lABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLIS) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRlS) AMESI 1-019( IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 

















































SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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•• "0 ••• _4 __ .';'" ,:,':':';: ~.::.r.~:::_:::-:.;~-::-;- _~~. 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG~RATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRHATION 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1- ~<i0 8.000 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 6.000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
(LETOI6) ~ AHF.SII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI6) AH1::SI/-019(IA81l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLl6) AHE5.II-Ol9( IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI6) AMESll-Dl9(IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll (LETIl6) AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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FIG. 27 
(G)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/6 
6.00 PAGE 592 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATI~N OESCRIPTI~N 
(LET~16) ~ AMESII-019C1ABI) LVAP ~RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI6) AHESII-019(!ABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLIS) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-.16 -.12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 27 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
CA)ALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 593 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CLETOIS) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTIS) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLlS) AMES1I-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETR 16 ) AMES 11-0 19 (! ,0.81) L VAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEALED II 
(LETI16J AMESII-019C1A81) LVAP TeT VEH ELEVCN HL SEALEOll 
1.100 8.000 S.OOO .000 SREF 2S90.0000 SO.FT. 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 27 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/6 
CS)ALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 594 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI6) ~ AMESll-019( IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI6) AMESII-019CIA8l) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLI6) AMESII-019C(ABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR 16) AMESlI-019CI ABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDlI 
CLETl16J AMESII-019(IABlJ LVAP TClT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDlI 
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REFERENCE I NFORMA Tl ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.Fl. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
- .16 - .12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
FIG. 27 
(C)ALPHAI= 
F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CYNF 
LATERAL-OIRECTInNAL CHAR. nF LAUNCH VEHICLE CnMPnNENTS, M=l.l OEV=8/6 
-2.00 PAGE . 595 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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-.30 
- .16 - .12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 
F~RE8~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .DDOO IN. YT 
ZMRP 4DD.0000 IN~ ZT 
SCALE .030D 






















LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS. M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
I -'~', 
.00 PAGE 596 
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01. T A SET SYMBOL CONF I GURATI ON OEseR I PTI ON 
(LET016) ~ AMESII-DI9(IASI1 LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI6) AHESll-DI9C1ASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 



































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
- .16 - .12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 . 12 .16 
FIG. 27 
CEJALPHAI= 
F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/6 
2.00 PAGE 597 






















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION I1ACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET01S) ~ AI1ES11-DI9(IA81) LVA? ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED LIDO 8.000 S.OOO .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETTIS ) AI1ESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLl6 ) AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 B.OOO 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. CLETRI6 ) AME511-019(IA81) LVAP R-5RB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET 116 ) AME511-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL 5EALEDII 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.35 
~Irr [TIlT Tln [TItt mil TIT' fTT1 TTTI ClITf IITT lin I1n "J III 
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FIG. 27 LATERAL-D~RECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-.16 -.12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
F~RE8~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 27 LATERAL-OIRECTICNAL CHAR. CF LAUNCH VEHICLE CCMPCNENTS. M=1.1 OEV=8/6 
CG)ALPHAI= 6.00 PAGE 599 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION > MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LEnH6 ) ~ AMESII-019(lA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (LETTI6 ) AMESII-019(lA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETL16 ) AME511-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL 5EALED 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETRI6 ) AHE511-019(lA81) LVAP R-5RB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETI16) AME511-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 8.000 6.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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RCllING MCMENT CCEFFICIENT. CBl CBCOY AXIS) 
FIG. 27 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF.LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=l.l DEV=8/6 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRiPTION 
CLETOI6) ~ AMESII-019CIAB!) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI6) M1ES1I-019CU81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLI6) AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLE1RI61 AMESI1-019C lABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SE.ALEOII 
CLETII61 AMES1I-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALE011 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CBl CB~OY AXIS) 
FIG. 27 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.1 DEV=8/6 
CBJALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 601 
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OAT}, SET SYMBOL CONF'lGURATIClN OESCRIPTIClN 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SETSYHBCL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICN 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 'CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI8 l ~ AHESII-019ClA81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI8) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLla) AMES!!-0!9tiA8!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR!a) AI1ES!!-0!9( IA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALEDII (LETI18) AMESII-019C1AalJ LVAP mT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALED!I 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYHB~L C~NFIGURATIC~, ~ESCRIPTI~N HACH ELV-IB ElV-OS SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETOlS) ~ AHESII-019(IASIJ LVAP ~RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTIS) AHESII-019(I"SI) LVAP T"NK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLIB) "MESII-019CIASIJ lV"P l-SRB - ElVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI8) "MESII-019(I"BIJ LV"P R-SRB ELEV~N HL SE"LEDII (LET! IS) AHE511-019( IASI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SE"LEDII 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 5u.FT. 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 lREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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(DJALPHAI= 
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LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.1 DEV=10/4 
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D"T" SET SYMBClL CClNFIGURATIClN DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-ClB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFClRMATIClN 
(LEHH8 ) ~ AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP ClRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • (LETTI8 ) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SE"LED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETLl8) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRI8) AHESII-019(JA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEOII 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETlI8) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPGNENTS, M=l.l DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOIB) ~ AMESII-OISfrASJ) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTIS) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLl8) AMESII-0IS(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRIS) AMESI 1-019C IASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 











































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8REF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE 0F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 29 LATERAL-DIRECTIDNAL CHAR. DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS, M=l.l DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION 
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REFERENCE INFORM"TION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
'~ 
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" FIG. 29 lA TERAl -0 I RECT I ONAl CHAR. OF lAUNCH VEH I ClE COMPONENTS, M= 1.1 OEV= 1 0/ 4 ----~ 
CBJALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 623 J 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIDN MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETOI8 ) ~ AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (LETTI8 ) AHES'II-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETLla) AHESII-019(IAal) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. [LEIRia) AHESII-019(IAal) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETlla) AMESII-019CIAaIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 29 
(CJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 





























































ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPONENTS. M=1.1 OEV=10/4 













































DATA SET SYMBOL 

















AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP OR81TER ELVN-L ~L SEALED 
AMESII-0I9( 11181) LVIIP TANK - ELVN-L I'L SEALED 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVoN HL SEALED I I 
AMESI!-0!9(IA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVoN HL SEALEDl! 



































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
SREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 29 LATERAL-DIRECTI0NAL CHAR. 0F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MP~NENTS, M=1.1 DEV=10/4 































































DATA SET SYHBOL 

















~ ... , ..... -~-
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
AMESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - EL VN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMESII-019(IA81l LVA? R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED! I 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
lln r1n 1fll IU' 
rT /I 
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ft 
U CA)ALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 627 
jl FIG. 29 LA TERAL -01 RECT I ~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEH I CLE C~MP~NENTS, M= 1.1 OEV= 1 0/4 J'I 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CDNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETO!B) ~ AMESlI-019CIASI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTIS) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLl8) A~IESII-019(IA8!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI8) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED! I 








































































- . 16 - .12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 






FOREBOOY YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 29 
CSJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.1 DEV=10/4 
-4.00 PAGE 628 
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DATA SET SYMBrJL CGNF I GURA Tl rJN OESCR I rT WN MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFrJRHATION 
(LETDI8 ) ~ AMESII-OI9(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 ".000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • (LETTIB) AMESII-D19(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLl8 ) AMESII-019(lA81l LVAP· L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR18 ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVrJN HL SEALEDII 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET! 18) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TaT VEH ELEvaN HL SEALEOII 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 29 
(CJALPHAI= 
LATEHAL-DIRECTIeNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMPeNENTS, M=l.l DEV=10/4 
.00 PAGE 629 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETDIB) ~ AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTIB) AMESII-D19(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLI8) AMESl!-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI8) AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 29 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l OEV=lO/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPoBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETOIB) ~ AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 ".000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETTIS ) AHESII-019CIASI) LVAP ;-r.NK - EL VN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL1S ) AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. ----, (LETRIS) AMESII-OI9CIASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALEOll 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETlIS) AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP T~T VEH ELEV~N HL SEALED I I 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F0RE80DY YAWING M0MENT C0EFFICIENT. CYNF 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LEmIB) ~ AMESII-019CIA8t) LVAP ORBfTER ELVN-L HL -.,EALEO (LETTl8) AMESlI-Ol9CIASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLlS) AMESlI-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 










































SREF 2690.000D 5Q.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
TTl 
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FIG. 29 LATERAL-DIRECTIDNAL CHAR. DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS, M=1.1 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK 
CLETDI8) ~ AMESII-DI9(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI8) AMESII-0!9(IA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLI8) AMESII-OJ9CIA8!) LVAP L-SRS - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI8) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I (LETIIS) AMESII-019f1A81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED! I 
1.100 10.000 4.000 . 000 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 
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R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBL (B~DY AXIS) 
'0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
SREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.000Cl IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.06 .08 
~ FIG. 29 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNF I GURA rr DN OESCR I PTI DN MACH ELV-IS ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE I NFORI1A T ION 
CLETClIS) ~ AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED I.!DO 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • C LETT IS) AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLIS ) AMES Il-018( I AS1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALEO 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRIS) AMESII-019CIA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT ( LET! 18 ) AMESil-019(IA81J LV~P TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ~-.. ..,-~--
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 
t .100 10.000 4.000 .000 
1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
sa.FT. C LETCH8 ) (LETTl8 ) (LETL 18 ) 
(LEIRI8) 
(LETI18 ) ~ 
.35 
AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll 






10.000 4.000 .000 
10.000 4.000 .000 
10.000 4.000 .000 
10.000 4.000 .000 
10.000 4.000 .000 
SREF 2690.0000 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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R~llING M~MENT e~EFFIeIENT, eBl (B~DY AX1S) 
FIG. 29 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=l.l DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOII) ~ AHESII-019(IIIB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTII) AHESII-019CIA8J) LVAP TJ\NK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLlI) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-5RB - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETR II ) AHES 11-0 19(1 ABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALED II 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SO SYMBaL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ( LETa! J ) 
C LETT!! ) (LETLll ) (LETR II ) (LETI II ) ~ ,vIES 11 -019 ( lAB I) L YAP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED ; AMESII-019ClABJ) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESll-Ol9(IA8!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll AHESI1-0l9CIA8l) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REF ERENCE I NFCRHA T! ON 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO,FT. 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 30 
CB)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE I NFClRl~A T I ON 
(LETDll 1 
ii_ETTI! J 
i.LETLt! ) (LETR 11 ) ( LET! I I ) ~ AMES!I-019(IAB!) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESII-019(IAB!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP L-SRB ~ ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP R~SRB ELEVClN HL SEALE011 AMESll~019CIAB1) LVAP TClT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALEOll 
.3 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE 0F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
i FIG. 30 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOll)~' AMESll-019C1ABlJ LVAP ORB HER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTll) AMESll-Ol9CIABJ) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETlll) AMESll-019ClABIJ LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRll) AMESII-019(!ABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll 
(LET!II) AMESJl-019CIABI) LVAP TDT VEH ELEvON HL SEALEOII 
MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 .250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETD11) ~ AMES11-019( IA81) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETTII) AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLlI ) ,~MES11-019( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 


































































SREF 2690 .0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE BF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
8 9 
FIG. 30 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 




































DATA SET SYMSDL CDNFIGURATlDN OESCRrPTlDN MACH ELV-IS ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
(LETr!l) mESII-019(JABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
(LETLl1) AHES11-o19(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED BREF 1297.0000 IN • ( LETR II ) AMES 11-0 19C I A81) L YAP R-SRB ELEVON HL ,SEALED II XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl ( LET! II ) AMESII-O 19C [A81) LVAP TelT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALED II YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CClNFtGURATIQN DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LEmll) ~ ~MESII-019([ABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETT 11 J AMES11-019(fAB1J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLII ) AHESII-0l9(IABlJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRII J AHESll-019CIABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET! 11 ) AMES11-019(lABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT +------.."" ..... 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOII) ~ AMESll-0!9Cl,A,81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT1!) AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLll) AMESII-019CIA8!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED [LETRII ) AHESII-019CIAalJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALED I I ( LETII 1 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( r Aa lJ LV AP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALED II 






























































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 !N. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 30 LATERAL-OIRECTIBNAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS,M=1.25 OEV=8/4 
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DATA 5ET 5YMBDL CDNFIGURATION DE5CRIPTION 
CL.ETOII) ~ At1ESII-019CIABI) L.VAP ORElITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (L.ETTII) AME511-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL. SEAL.ED 
(LETLlI) AME511-019CIA8IJ LVAP L-5RB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRII) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEoll 
(LETlll ) AME511-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEAL.Eoll 
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REFERENCE lNFCiRMA TION 
5REF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE eF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 30 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT10N DESCRIPTION 
(LET(HI) ~ AMESII~019(1A81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTII) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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V ~ Ccw.." 
REFERENCE INFDRMATIDN 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 30 
CDJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 













































D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATWN 
CLEmll) ~ AMESII-019CIABtl LV~P CRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTII) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETL1I) AMESII-019ClABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRII) AMESII-019CIIIBI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEALEDll 
(LET! 11) AMES11-019CIABI) LVAP nn VEH ELEVON HL SEIILED11 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT • 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 B.OOO '1.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. '(T 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CLEmll) ~ AMESII-019CIASI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 S.OOO 4.000 .000 (LETT II ) AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 S.OOO 4.000 .000 (LETLlI ) AMESII-019(IASI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 (LETRII ) AMES!I-019((A81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED! I 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 (LET ( II ) AMES11-019((AB!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDI! ! .250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. LREF 1297.0000 IN. BREF 1297.0000 IN. XMRP 976 .0000 IN. XT YMRP .0000 (N. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION t1ACH EL
V-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET011 ) ~ AHESI1-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .0
00 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
(LETT1! ) AHESII-0!9(IASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 S.OOO 4.000 .00
0 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
C LETLlI ) AHESI!-0!9CIAS!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED !.250 8.000 4.000 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
C LETR!! ) AMESI!-019CIASI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT --_. 
C LET! II ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!1 !.250 8.000 4.000 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
['TIl TnT TnT Trn rrl"l nl-' 1111 IHI TTlt nlT flTTI ~Tl flTfl 111. -
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FIG. 30 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHAYION 
(LETDll) ~ AMESll-0jS[iASll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT11) AMESll-019ClABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C LETLlI ) . "MES 11-0 19 ( r "B1) LV lIP L -SRB - EL VN-L HL SE"LED 
(LETRtl) AMESll-Ol9(l"BI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
(LETlll) AMESll-019(lABl) LV"P TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I 1 
1.250 8.000 4.000 • 000 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 • 000 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 30 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLET!H L) ~ (LETT11 ) (LETLl1 ) (LETR11 ) 












AHESI1-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES11-019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESll-019CIABll LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED! 1 
AMES11-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I 1 
'" " f\. r". 
f'-. ~'" 
"-I 







e ........ .".--"-r-__ · 
MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. ~ 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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ill FIG. 30 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=1.25 DEV~8/4 --~J-' 
,I (C1ALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 653 










































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETOll) ~ AMESl1-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C LETT I I ) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0QOO SO.FT.· 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 30 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
(DJALPHAI= .00 PAGE 654 
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~ AHESI1-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALEO 1.250 8.000 4.00(1 .000 BREF 1297.0000 AHES11-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEveN HL SEALED11 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED11 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 ZHRP 400.0000 
SCALE .0300 
.07 
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FIG. 30 LATERAL-OIRECTI0NAL CHAR. 0F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MP0NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
CEJALPHAI::: 2.00 PAGE 655 
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DATA SET SYHBClL CClNFIGURATIClN OESCRIPTIClN HACH ElV-IB ElV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFCRHhTION 
(LETOll 1 
C LETT! 1 1 (LETU 1 ) 
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FIG. 30 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPQNENTS,M=1.25 D~V~8/4 
CFJALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 656 


















































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLErOII) ~ AtlESII-019C1A81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C LETTII ) AMESII-019C IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLll) AHESI1-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRII ) AMESlI-019ClABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! (LETItl) AHES!I-019(!AB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! 



















































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF· 1297.0000 IN. 
8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976 .0000 1 N. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATEO VEHICLE ANGLE GF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
CGJALPHAI= 6.00 PAGE 657 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATWN DESCRIPTION 
CLETOI!) ~ AHESII-019ClA81) LVAP OR8ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTII) AtlESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLlI1 AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( LETR II ) AMES I 1-019 CI 1.81) L YAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED II 
(LETlll ) . MIESIl-019CIABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEV~N HL SEALEDII 
HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 • 000 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 • 000 
1.250 B.OOO 4.000 • 000 
1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 
1.250 B.oOO 4.000 .000 
REFERENCE INFG~HA1JeN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 97S .0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CYNF 
FIG. 30 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 OEV=8/4 
CAJALPHAl= -6.00 PAGE 658 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
















CONF I GURA TI ON OESCR I P T I ON 
AMES!!-0!9(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES!!-0!9(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES!I-0!9(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESlI-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 !N. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 














- .08 - .06 - .04 - .02 0 .02 .04 '.06 .08 
FCREBCDY YAWING MCMENT CCEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 30 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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D"T" SET S'rNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C LETtS! 1) ~ AHEStl-OI9UA81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SE"LED (LETTll ) AHESII-llI9CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETlIl) AMESII-01'3CIA81) LVAP L-SRS - ElVN-l HL SEALED (LETRll) AI1ESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ',:LEVON HL SEALED 1 1 
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SREF 26~D.0000 SO.FT. 
lREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~RE800Y YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 30 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMPDNENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
(C)ALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 660 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 

















• II. ~ 
\\. 
et.--~~-~ .. --
CONFIGURArlON DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP . ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
AHESll-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMESII-Ol9(IA81) LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVONHL SEALEDll 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
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-.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 0 .02 .04 .06 F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
.08 
LATERAL-OIRECTIBNAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS,M=1.25 OEV=8/4 
COJALPHAI= .00 PAGE 661 ---l 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


















l ( ~ i' --I\. "\ 















~w· ::-- '~ . ..,. -1---f ' \ E--t l -J'- -....:i. 
























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN . 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 30 
CEJALPHAI= 
FOREBOOY YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYNF 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
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DATA SET SYHB~L CONFIGUR~TIGN DESCRIPTION 
(LETO!! r ~ AMESII-019C1A81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTII ) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETUI ) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRll) AMES!I-Ol9CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CLEW!! ) ~ AMES!!-019CIAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 • 000 SREF 2690.UOOO SO.FT • C LETTlI ) AMESII-OI9CIABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLII ) AMESII-OI9CIAB1)' LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRll ) AMESll-uI9(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET! 11 ) AMESl!-019(IABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOl! 1.250 8.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 10 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 OEV=8J4 
CGJALPHAI= 6.00 PAGE 664 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH 
'ELY-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETO!1 ) ~ AMES!I-DI9(lAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
(LETTII ) AMES!I-019(IABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 8.000 4.000 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
C LETLlI ) AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.
000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
CLETRII) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.250 8.000 4.000
 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
C LET lit) AMES!t-0!9(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! 1.250 8.000 4.
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FIG. 30 LATERAL-DIRECTI0NAL CHAR. 0F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MP0NENTS,M=1 .25 DEV=8/4 
CA)ALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 665 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETCl11 ) ~ AHESII-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. e LETTll ) AHESII-019(IA61) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLll ) AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR11 ) AMES11-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED11 1.250 B.OOO 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET r II ) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDlI 1.250 B.DDO 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SVHB~L C~NFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION 
(LEToll) ~ ANESII-0!9CIAB!) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI!) ANEStl-019CIABt) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL1! J AMESI!-019CIABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR11) IIMESII-DI9CIABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALED1! 
(LETI11) AMESII-019ClIISl) LVIIP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALED!! 
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REFERENCE I NFORHA TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297,0000, IN • 
SREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 30 
COJALPHAI= 
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LATERAL-DIRECTl~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
.00 PAGE 668 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 








A~lESII-019( IABIJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019£IABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIA8IJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHES1I-0l9CIABll LV;'? R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll 












































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHR? 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETGII) ~ AMESll-019CIABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT11 ) AMESll-019C1ASll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLII ) AHE511-019( lAS!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRII) AHES11-019(Jf.SI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 30 
(F)AlPHAI-= 
R~llING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBl (B~DY AXIS) 
LATERAL-DIRECTIDNAL CHAR. DF LAUNCH VEHICLE CaMPaNENTS.M=1.25 DEV=8/4 







































DATA SET SYHBClL CClNFIGURATlClN DESCRIPTIClN 
(LET011) ~ AHES1I-019( lABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SHLEO (LETTII) AMESlt-019(IABl) LVAP TANK - ELIIN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO • FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
. BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CBL (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 30 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPONENTS,M=1.25 DEV=8/4 
(G J'ALPHA I = 6.00 PAGE 671 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETD21 ) (LETT21 ) (LETL21 ) (LETR21 ) (LETl21 ) ~ AMESII-D19(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALE011 AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP TOT VEH ELEVoN HL SEALEDIJ 
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SREF 2690.GOOO 50.FT. 
LREF t297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
'ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE CF SIDESLIP, BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 31 LATERAL-OIRECTI0NAL CHAR. 0F LAUNCH VEHICLE C0MP0NENTS,M=1.25 OEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRMATION 
(LETCJ21 ) ~ AMESII-019( lA81) LVAP CJRBITER t~VN-L HL SEALED 1.250 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. C LETT21 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - EL\o~J-L HL SEALED 1.250 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL21 ) AMESII-OISCIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR21 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.250 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETI21 ) AHES!l-OIS( IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEO!! 1.250 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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CAJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICL~ C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 OEV=OIO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
CLETT21) AMES1I-019ClA8l) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED LREF 1297 .0000 IN. 
8REF 1297.0000 IN. CLETL21) AMr.Sll-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR21) AMESII-019ClA81) LV"P R-SRB ELEveN HL SEALED!! XMRP 976.0000' IN. XT 
CLETI21) AMES!1-01SClA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON Hl. SEALEOlt YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 31 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 OEV=OIO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET021) ~ AHESI1-019( IAB1) LYAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED (LETT21 ) AMESII-019( IABt) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000' IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 31 
CA)ALPHAI= 
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.00 PAGE 675 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETCl21) ~ AHESll-019(JA81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT21) AMES1I-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALEO 
(LETL21 ) AMESI1-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALEO 
(LETR21) AMESII-019Cl"81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALED 1 1 
ClETI21) At1ESI!-019(IA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
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SREF 2690.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP ,DODO IN. YT 
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R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBL (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 31 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=O/O 
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SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORHATIDN 
















CLEmI9) ~ CLETTI9) (LETLl9 ) 
CLETRI9 ) 






















.... MES 11-0 19(1 1.81) LVAP DRB ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED 
AMESI1-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES!!-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
































LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1291.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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CAJALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 677 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MilCH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE I NF ORMII TI eN 
(LETOI9) ~ AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT\9) AHESII-019( IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL19) AHES1I-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETR IS ) AMES 11-0 IS (J A81) L VAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
(LETlIS) 11I1ESII-01S(IIIBI) LVIIP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED! 1 
1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
!.250 10.000 4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 32 
CBJALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE QF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 OEV=10/4 
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OA T A SET SYMBOL CONFI GURA T WN OESCR lPT WN 
CLETOI9) ~ f-MESII-019ClA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETTI9) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLl9) AMESII-019C1A81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI9) AMESII-019C1A81) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL SEALEDII (LETII9)- AMESII-019C1A81) LVf.P TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 
.35 
.30 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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CC)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE CGMPONENTS,M=1.25 DEV=10/4 
4.00 PAGE 679 













































DATA SET SYHBGL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT1CN 
CLETOISl 
r LETTIS ) 
C LETL 19 ) 
C LETRI9 ) 
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ELV-IB ELV-G8 SPDBRK f:EFERENCE I ~JH:A;Hh 'I WN 
10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.F'T. 
10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 32 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS.M=1.25 OEV=10/4 
CAJALPHAI= -4.00 PAGE 680 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCR[PTION 
(LETOI9) i AMESII-019([A81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C LEHIS") M1ESI1-0IS( [A81) LVA? TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (IETLl9) AMESII-019C[A81) LVA? L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
• '. fiR 19 ) AMES I J. -0 19( [A8 1) L VAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED II 
.i..i:TI19) AMESII-019(IA81) LV"P TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 SREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
.SCALE .0300 
TTT [TTlT TTIl lITT fIT': 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI9) ~ IIHESII-019(1J,81) LVAP OR81TER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI9) AMESLl-019(IA8Il LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLl9) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEIILED 
CLETRI9) AMESII-019CIIIBI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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ft(FER£Nf f:' !:'~.' t:~;::!~i I·.~N 
SREF 2630.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 129'7.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
Z~lRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGR~TED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 32 
CC)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=l .25 OEV=10/4 
4.00 PAGE 682 
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O"T" SET SYHBDL CDNFIGUR"TIDN DESCRIPTIDN MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFCRM"TIDN 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETOlS) ~ AHESll-OlS(IABI) LYAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED 
CLETTlS) AHESll-019CIABl) LYAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLlS) AHESII-OISCIA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELYN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRI9) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
(LETlI9) AMESII-019(IA81J t:VAP TOT YEH ELEVON HL SEALED! I 
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III. II •• 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 32 
CB)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTStM=1.25 DEV=10/4 
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OAT A SEi SYHBOL CONF I GURfI TlClN DE'SCR rpllCJN (LETf)19) ~ AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI9) AHESII-019CIABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLL9) AHESII-019(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR19) AHES!I-0!9(IABlJ LIIAP R-SR8 ELEVClN HL SEALED!! CLETI19) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEvaN HL SEALEOll 
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REFERENCE rNFORHATION 













-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETA1. DEGREES 
FIG. 32 
(CJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=10/4 
4.00 PAGE 685 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFfGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
(LETOIS) ~ AMESII-DIS(IABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LEnI9) AMESII-019CIA8!l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEAL EO 
(LETL19) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR!9) , AHES!1-0!9CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
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\ .......... r-...... 
I 
REFERENCE. INH!':HATION 
SREF 269D .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 0 .02 .04 FOREBOOY Y~WING MOMENT COEFFICIENT~ CYNF 
FIG. 32 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE COMP~NENTS,M=1.25 OEV=10/4 
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(LETot9) ~ (LETTl9 ) 
aOLl9 ) 
(LETR!9 ) 















AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES11-019( I~81) LVAP TANK "'ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHES11-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES1I-O!9UA811 LVAP R-SRB ELEVCJN HL SEALED!! 
AMESIl-Or9( IA81) LVAP nn VEH ELEVCJN HL SEALEDI! 





























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI9) ~ AHESI1-019(IASI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI9) AHESll-DI9CIAS1) LVAP TANK - C ... VN-L HL SEALED (LETLI9) AMESII-019(IASll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI9) AMESII-019(1ASll LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll 
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SREF 2690.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 32 
(C)ALPHAI= 
FOREBODY YAWING MOMENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
LATERAL-DIRECTleNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE ceMPONENTS,M=1.25 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SVHBClL CGNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-ClB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETOI9 ) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. C LETTI9) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLl9) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED i.2S0 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRI9) AMESII-019(IABl) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 1,250 10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LETl19 ) AHESII-019CIA8tJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CBL (BODY ~XIS) 
FIG. 32 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=10/4 
CAJALPHAI= ~4.00 PAGE 689 
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(LETOIS) ~ "HESII-019CIA81) LVIIP OR8ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI9) AMESII-01SC1A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLl9l AHES11-019(IA81J LV"P L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRI9) AMESII-DI9ClABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
C LET 119 ) AMESl!-O 19( IA8 i) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 















ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CBL (BODY AXIS) 
FIG. 32 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=10/4 
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DATA SET SYM8CL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SP08RK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LETCI9) ~ AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP OR8ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI9) AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLI9) AMESII-019CIA81l LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRI9)· M1ESII-019ClA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
CLETI19) . AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1 .250 10.000 4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.250 10.000 4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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R~lliNG M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. C8l (8~OY AXIS) 
FIG. 32 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS,M=1.25 DEV=10/4 
(CJAlPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 691 
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DATA 5ET 5YMBDL CONFIGURATION DE5CRIPTIDN 
(LETClI2) ~ AI1E511-019(1A81) LVAP DRBlTER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT12) AI1ES11-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL12) AI1ESll-019CIA8!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI2J AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOll 
(LETll2J AMES11-019ClABlJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED11 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 1 N • 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 33 
CA)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F S[DESLIP, BETAI, DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
-6.00 PAGE 692 
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DATA SET SVMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IB ELY-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CLETClI2) ~ AHESll-Ot9CIAS1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT12) AMESII-DI9CIAB1) LVAP T,A.NK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLl2) AMESII-019CIASll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETR 12 ) AMES 11-0 19 CI ABll LV,A.P R-SRB ELEYON HL SEALED II 
CLETII2) AMES!I-0!9CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 
1.400 B.OOO • 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
1.400 S.OOO • 000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
!.400 B.OOO .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LET012) ~ AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELiN-L HL SEALED (LETTl2) AMESII-019( IA8t) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLl2) AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR12) AHESII-019( [1.81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVCJN HL SEALEDII (LET! 12) AHESII-019CIA81J LV;'P TOT VEH ELEVCJN HL SEALEDII 
1.400 8.000 .000 • 000 SREF 2G90.0000 £oJ.FT • 
1.400 8.000 .000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
1.400 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 8.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.400 8.000 ,.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=1.4 OEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SVMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETO!2) ~ AMESII-D!9C1AB!) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI2) AHES!1-D19(IAOIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED, (LETLl2) AMESII-DI9(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI2 J AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVeN HL SEALED!! (LETII2 J AHESII-019(IABIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEveN HL SEALED!1 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VHRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
CO)ALPHAI= .00 PAGE 695 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS 
ELv-em SPDBRK REFERENCE IN~~RHl\TI0N 
1.400 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.400 8.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
CLETOI2) ~ AMESI1-019CIAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETTI2) AHESI1-OI9CIAB1l LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETL12) AMESII-01S(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR12) AMESII-01SCIA81) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
CLETll2) AMESll-Ol9CIA8l) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-OIRECTI0NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
2.00 PAGE 696 
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DATA SET SVHB~L CDNFIGURATIGN DESCRIPTl~N MACH 
ELV-IB ELV-OB 5PDBRK REFERENCE INF~RHATION 
(LET~12 ) ~ AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ~RaITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 • 000 
.000 5REF 269b.0000 sa.FT • 
(LETTI2) AHE511-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
(LETLl2) .~HESII-019([A81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000
 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
(LETRI2 ) AME511-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALED 1 1 1.-100' 8.000 .000 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
(LET! 12 ) AME511-019(IA81) LVAP T~T VEH ELEV~N HL SEALED!I 1.400 8.000 .000 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE QF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
CFJALPHAl= 4.00 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETOI2) ~ AMESII-DI9CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI2) AMESII-019C IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLl2) AMESII-019C1ABIl LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( L£TR 12 ) AMES 11-0 19C I A81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII (LETlI2) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976 .0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
Inl 11" lUI lUI 1111 1111 nn "it 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTIoNAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SETSYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT10N 
(LET012) ~ AHESII-019CIABIl LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI2) AHESII-019CIAB1) LVAP TANK - ELYN-L HL SEALED 
































































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
- .14, 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE BF SIDESLIP, BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-OIRECTIBNAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
CAJALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 699 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 

















AHES11-019(IA811 LVAP GRBITER ELVN-L.HL SEALED 
AHESII-019(lA811 LVAP TANK - ELYN-L HL SEALED 
AHESI1-019(lA811 LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019( lA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED 1 1 
AMESII-019CIA811 LVAP TOT VEH ELEveN HL SEALED11 
TTTT fTTTT TTTT 'ITlT rnn r"H HTT TTf r JTn HIT nn rnr 
H r-
u- .......:: ~ 
.6 V 
/~'~ 
./ /'" (-0 V 
/' V/~ 
V / 




































SREF 2690.0000 ~O.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 












ru '" , 
-'9 -'8 -'7 -'6 -'5 -'4 -'3 - 2 . -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 LATERAL~DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETT121 AHESI1-019(IASll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLl2) AMESII-019( IASl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L. HL SEALED 
(LET012) i AMESII-019(IA81) LVA? ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI2) AMESit-OlS( IAS1) LV A? R-SRB ELEVCiN HL SEALED!! (LETl12) AHESII-019(IA81) LVA? TIn VEH ELEveN HL SEALEDl1 
.14 '" \ 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-OIRECTleNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMPeNENTS, M=1.4 OEV=8/0 
(C)ALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 701 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETo12) i AHESI1-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI2) AHESII-019CIABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL12) "HES11-019CI,,8I) LV"P L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI2) mESll-019C1ABll LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SE"LEOll 
( LETlI2 ) mES 11-0 19(1 A81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1237.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 



























-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE aF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
8 9 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTleNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE ceMPeNENTS. M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
CD)ALPHAI= .00 PAGE 702 













DATA SET SYHBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRHATION 
(LETD!2 ) ~ AMESII-019(I,o.81) LVAP DRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. (LETTI2 ) A~lESII-019(!A8!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • (LETLl2 ) AHESII-019(I,o.81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • (LETRI2 ) AHESII-019(I,o.81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.400 8.000 ,DOD .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LETI12) AMESII-019CIA81) LV,o.P TDT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCAl,E .0300 
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- . 12 
- .14 III 
-'9 -'8 -'7 -'6 -'5 -'4 -'3 -'2 --1 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL·CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 OEV=8/0 
CE)ALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 703 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
t1ACH ELV-IB ELv-oe SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRMATION 
1."00 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
1.<400 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1."00 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1."00 8.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.400 8.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
(LETCH2) ~ AHESII-019ClA81J LVAP ClRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT121 AMESII-OI9(JA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLI21 AMES11-019(IASl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR12) AMESII-019(IASI1 LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEDll 
(LETlI2) AHESII-019(IA811 LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALEDI! ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 33 
CF)ALPHAI= 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE 0F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMP~NENTS, M=1.4 OEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C LET012 ) ~ AMESII-019CIA81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 • 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • C LETT12 ) AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP ~ TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL12 ) AMESII-019CIAB1) LVA? L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO • 000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETR12 ) AMESII-0!9(IA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEO!1 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET! 12 ) AMES!I-0!9CIAB!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! !.400 B.OOO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CGNFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI2 ) (LETT12) ( LETLI2 ) (LETRI2 ) 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 a 1 2 3 4 5 6 -7 8
 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 
CA)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
-6.00 PAGE 706 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI2 ) ~ AHESII-019( IABIl LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI2) AHESI1-019(lABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL12). AI1ESII-019CIA811 LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI2) AI1ESlI-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVaN HL SEALED 1 1 
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-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE DF SIDESLIP, BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTleNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE IN-r'GRI1A TI GN 

























SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • (LETTI2) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED LREF 1297.0000 IN • (LETLI2) AH£SII-019([A81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED BREF 1297.0000 IN. (LETRI2) AHES11-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVeN HL SEALEDII XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
(LETJ 12) AMES11-019( IABI) LVAP TIn VEH ELEveN HL SEALEDII YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTleNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS. M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
(C)ALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 708 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETOI2) ~ AHESlI-019(IABtl LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C LETTI2) AMESII-019CIABIl LVAP T/INK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLI2) AMESII-OIS(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATEO VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-GIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
.cDJALPHAI= .00 PAGE 709 
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DAT~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETTI2) . AMESI!-019C1A6J) LVAP TANK' - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETCI2) ~ AMESII-019C IA81) LVAP ClRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 















C LETRI2) AHESII-019( IA811 LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
(LETJI2) AHESI!-019ClA811 LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED! I 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297 .0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlnN DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI2) i AMESII-DI9(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI2) AMESII-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLl2) AMESII-019C1A81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR12) AMESII-DI9( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 


























































































SREF 2690.0000 sa.Ff • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976 .0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 












-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
8 9 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 OEV=8/0 
CFJALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 711 
'I r'. 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 























































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
, • rr'n~ 
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'" 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTIDNAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS. M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
CG)ALPHAI= 6.00 PASE 712 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 'CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI2) i AMESII-OI9CIA81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETT12) AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C LETL12) AMESI 1-019C1ABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI2) AMESII-0lSCIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
(LETlI2) AMESII-OlSClABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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.05 ~ ~ j! 









ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFCRHATICN 
B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
B.OOO .000 .000 'fMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE . .0300 
1111 
"" 
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FeREBeOY YAWING M0MENT CeEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPQNENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
CA)ALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 713 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
tLETDI2) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETTI2) AMES11-019CIAB!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLI2) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRI2) ANESII-0l9(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll (LETll2) AMESlI-019C lAB!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDI! 
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5REF 2690.0000 SJ.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE ,0300 
- .16 - . 12 - .08 - .04 0 .04 .08 .12 .16 
FCREBCDY YAWING MCMENT CCEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 31 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
CB)ALPHAl= -4.00 PAGE 714 
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DATA SEr .SYMBOL 
(LETCI2 ) ~ (LETTI2) (LETLl2) (LETRI2 ) (LET 112 ) 
.3 ) 
.3 ) 
. 2 ) 
.2 ) 
• 1 ) 




- • 1 ) 






CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
AMESII-019(IABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB oELEVCN HL SEALEDll 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS. M=1.4 DEV=8/0 · 1 
(C),A,LPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 715 J 


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
rLET012) ~ AMESII-D19CIABIl LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED CLETTI2) AMESlI-019CIABIl LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL12) AHESll-OlSCIABll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETR 12 ) AMES I 1-0 IS ( I A8 t) L VAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 









































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FOREBODY YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
COJALPHAI= .00 PAGE 716 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELY-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INF6RHATION 
(LETDI2) ~ AMESII-019(IA81l LVAP 6RBITER E.LYN-L HL SEALED (LETTI2) AMESlI-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLI2) AMESII-01S(IA81) LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETR t 2 ) AMES 11-0 IS ([ ,0.81) LV A? R-SR8 ELEVON HL SEALED II (LETI12) AHESII-0IS(IA81) LVAP T6T VEH ELEV6N HL SEALEDII 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
1.400 B.OOO • 000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • I 1.400 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. -----: 
1.400 8.000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.400 8.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
. 
. 3 I 
.3 I 
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FIG. 33 
CEJALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 717 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI2l ~ AMESII-019(IA81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI2) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLI2l AMESII-019(IA81l LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI2l AMES11-019CIABll LVAP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALE011 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8REF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 33 
CF)ALPHAI= 
F~REB~OY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CYNF 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
4.00 PAGE 718 
'-'-; 
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DATA SET SYMBDL 



















CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN, MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRMATION 
AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED11 1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
AHESII-019CIAB!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVDN HL SEALED!! !.400 B.OOO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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F~REB~DY YAWING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CYNF 
LATERAL-OIRECTIBNAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 I 
1 
CG)ALPHAI= 6.00 PAGE 719 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • LREF 1297.0000 IN • BREF 1297.0000 IN • XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT SCALE .0300 
- .08 - .06 - .04 - .02 0 .02 .04 .06 .08 R~LlING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBl (B~DY AXIS) FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTIQNAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 (AJALPHAI= -6.00 PAGE 720 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IB ELY-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.400 8.000 • 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
1.400 8.000 .000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.400 B.OOO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ------>I 
CLETOl21 ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
C LETTI2) AMESl 1-019C IABI) LYAP TANK - ELYN-L HL SEALED (LETLI2) AMES11-01S(IA81) LVAP L-SRB -ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRl2) AMESll-OlSCiABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll ( LETlI2 ) AMES 11-0 19 CI A8ll L VAP TeT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED II 
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FIG. 33 LATERAL7DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
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(B)ALPHAI~ -4.00 PAGE 721 I 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETTI2) AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLl2) AHESIl-0!9CIA81l LVAP L-SR8 - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
C LET012) ~ AHES1I-019(JA81l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRI2) AHES!I-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED! 1 
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R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBL (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTIBNAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETlH2) ~ AHESII-019( IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTl2) AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL12) AHESll-019( IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI2) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED! 1 
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REFERENCE {NFORHA TI eN 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 12S7.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976;0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
-.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 0 .02 .04 .06 .08 
RDLLING MDMENT CDEFFICIENT. CBL (BDOY AXIS) 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
-_ .. --...., 
FIG. 33 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET012) ~ AMESll-019(IABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI2) AHES11-019(IABll LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETLI2) . AMES11-019( lAB!) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI2 J AHESll-019C1A81J LvAP R-SRB ELEvON HL SEALE01! 
CLETlI2) AHESII-0l9C!A8lJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEveN HL SEALEOl! 
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REFERENCE INF GRI1Ar toN 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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RDLLING MDMENT CDEFFICIENT. CBL CBDDY AXIS) 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
CE)ALPHAI= 2.00 PAGE 724 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI21 ~ AHESll-019CIABll LVAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED (LETTI2) AHES11-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL12) AHESII-019(IA811 LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETRl2) AMESll-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII (LETII2) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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RCLLING MCMENT CGEFFICIENT. CBL CBCDY AXIS) 
FIG.'33 LATERAL-DIRECTIQNAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPGNENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/0 
CF)ALPHAI= 4.00 PAGE 725 







































DATA SET SYMBOL 
(LETaI2) ( LETT12 ) 
(LETL12 J (LETRl2) 









AHESll-0l9CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESlI-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESll-Ol9(IA8l) LVAP L-SRB - ELYN-L HL SEALED 
'AMESll-019(IA81) LYAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL SEALEoll 
AMESII-019CIASl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
f:TTT rnIT mil 1m Tnl rrl 11111 III I 1111 rill III , .," '-'11 IIJI IHI IIH 
.-
r'JlI 
MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB 
1.400 8.000 .000 
1.400 8.000 .000 
1.400 8.000 .000 
1.400 8.000 .000 
1.400 8.000 .000 
lfH 
"" 







l V r. V ,./ 
0 A:~ V 
r ......., ~ 
-.05 V 
V / 
~ qr )~ [ 
-.10 § V 
. / 
- .15 I~ 
-.20 --- L.... __ L. --- -- - ___ L- - --- _. 
-.25 
-.30 
SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YHRP .Dooo IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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R~LLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CBL (B~DY AXIS) 
FIG. 33 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR.' ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPONENTS, M=1.4 OEV=8/0 
CG)ALPHAI= 6.00 PAGE 726 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. 2T 
SCALE .0300 
-.35, 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 34 LATERAL-DIRECTleNAL CHAR. eF LAUNCH VEHICLE CeMPGNENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIGN OESCRIPTIGN MACH ELV-IB ELV-DB SPOBRK REFERENCE I NFORHA TI ON 
(LETOI4 ) ~ AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP ~RBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.n. (LETTI4 ) AHES11-019CIAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C LETLl4) AHESII-019C1ABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.Ooo -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.QOoO IN. C LETR14 ) AHES11-o19CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALEDll 1.400 B.ooo -4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT C LETI 11 ) AHESII-019(IABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEV~N HL SEALEDII 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 34 
(B)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPQNENTS, M=1.4 OEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI4) ~- AMESII-019ClA811 LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI4) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLI4) AMESII-019ClA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400~0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
fT'TT ['TIT JnT [lTTT TTTI lTTT ITTl rill JTIl 
r 
, 
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I 
. .1 I , 
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAl. DEGREES 
FIG. 34 
(CJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPQNENTS. M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 : 
'. PAGE 729 I 
_._,~ •. _.L-•.• ~_.l""._,~_. __ ._~,.-........_""'--___ ,_~ .. :.--......_~ __ .~_~ 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRHATION 
(LETCl14 ) ~ AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBiTER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 (LETTH ) AHESI1-019CIAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 (LETLl4 ) AMESII-019CIAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALEO 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 [LETRI4) AMESI1-019(IAB1) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 (LET 114 ) AMESI1-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. LREF 1297.0000 IN. BREF 1297.0000 IN. XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. IT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 34 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE CDMP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SY~B~L C~NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. C LEm14 ) ~ AMESII-019C1ABI) LVAP ~RB!TER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETTI4) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HLSEALEO (LETL14) Af1ESII-019C lA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED ( LETR 14 ) AMES 11-0 19 (! A8 1) L VAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED II 

























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 












































(E) ALPHA,I = 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
1H r ITfl - TTl T HII Illf nil Iftl fill 
"' 
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-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETA!. DEGREES 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
2.00 PAGE 731 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET014) ~ AMESII-019(IABf) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT14) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LET114) AMESII-019[IABll LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR I 4 ) AMES 11-0 19C1 AB 1 l L VAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 



























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETOl4) ~ AHESll-OlSCIABIl LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTl4) AHESll-019( IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL14) AMES11-019( IA81 J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI4) AMESII-019CIA811 LVAP R-5R8 ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
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XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CGNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE !NFORHATIO~ 
C LET014 ) ~ AHES11-019CIAB11 LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETTl4 ) AHES11-019CIAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLl4 ) AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C L:.ETR14 ) AHESll-019CIA811 LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED1! 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET 114 ) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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O~TA SET SYMB~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI4) ~ Al1ESII-019( 1~81) LV~P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALEO' (LETTI4) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL14 ) ~HES11-019(JA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALEO 








































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
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ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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O~TA SET SYHBCL CCNFIGURATICN OESCRIPTICN 
CLETC!4) ~ AMES!1-019CIABl) LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT14) I\HES!1-019(IA8IJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETL14) " AMESII-019UA81J LVAP L-5RB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI4) AHESII-019ClABIJ LVAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEALED!! 
(LETI14) M1ESII-0!9C1A81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALED 1 1 
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YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VHRP .0000 IN. VT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
C LETOI4 ) 
C LETT 14 ) 











































AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEOI! 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CLETOI1) ~ AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI4) AMESll-019CIABIl LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETLl4) AMESlI-019CIABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALEO ( LETR 14 ) AMES 11-0 19 CI AB1) L YAP R-SRB ELEVaN HL SEALED II (LETII4) AMESIl-019(IABl).LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
1.100 8.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
1.400 8.000 -4.000 • 000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETCI4) ~ AMESll-019CIABI) LVAP CRBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED 
C LETTl4 1 AMESlI-OlSC IA81 1 LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLl4) AHESII-0ISCIA81l LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETR14 1 AHESII-0ISCIA811 LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII (LETll41 AMESII-019(IA811 LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C LETCl14 1 
C LETT14 1 
C LETU4 ) (LETRI4 ) 
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REFERENCE INFOR!iA nON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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DA T A SET SYHBOL CONF.l t;URA T I ON OESCR I PT I ON 
CLETCI4) ~ AMESit-019CIASt'l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTt4) AHESII-019CIASll LVA? TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LtTU4) AMESII-D!9(JASl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETR!4) AMESII-019C1A81) LV"P R-SRB ELEVI'N HL SEALED!I 
( LETl14 ) AMES 11-0 19 CI A8!) LV hP TOT VEH ELEVJ3N HL SEALED II 
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SREF' 2690 .0000 sa • FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP. BETAI. DEGREES 
FIG. 34 LATERAL-OIRECTIBNAL CHAR. BF LAUNCH VEHICLE CBMPBNENTS, M=1.4 OEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYHSDL CONFIGURATieN OESCRIPTIDN 


































































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
VHRP .0000 IN. VT 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 















AHESII-OISCIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHES11-019CIABl) LVAP L~SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESI!-0!9(IAB!) LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALED!! 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION C LETOI4 ) 
C LETTl" J CLETLl4J ('LETRI4 ) 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETOI4) ~ AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT1") AHESII-019ClA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETL14 ) AMES 11-"0 19 CI A811 LVAP L -SRB - EL VN-L HL SEALED (LETRI4) AHES11-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDII 






















































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN.YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI4) ~ AMES11-019(IA81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI4) AMES11-019( IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LET1l4) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEIILEO 
(LETRI4) IIMESII-019( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED I I 
































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( LETO 14 ) ~ AMES 11-0 1 9 r I AS 1) LVAP ORB ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT14) AHESII-0!9( lAB!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL14) . AHES!!-0!9CIAB!) LV"? L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR!4) AHESIl-019CI"'BIl LVA? R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALED!! 


















































































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 34 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
(CJALPHAI= -2.00 PAGE 750 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONfiGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETa!4) ~ AMESII-0l9C1AS!) LVAP GRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT!4) AMESll-019(IAB!) LVAP TANK - ELVN-l HL SEALED (LETLI41 AHES!I-0!9C1ABl) LVAP L-SR9 - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI41 AHES1I-019( lABl) LVAP R-SR8 ELEVON HL SEALEDll ( LET 114 ) AHES 11-0 19 CI AB1) L VAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED II 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 34 LATERAL-OIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTSt M=1.4 OEV=8/-4 
(O)ALPHAI= .00 PAGE 751 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IB ELY-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(LErCH) ~ "I1ES11-019.( 11181) LVIIP. ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEIILED 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. ~---,-- ....... -~-.-(LETTl4 ) IIMESII-019(III81) LVIIP TIINK - ELVN-L HL 5EIILED 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLI-4 ) III1E511-019(1"81) LVIIP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEIILED 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR14 ) IIMESII-019(11I81) LVIIP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEIlLEDII 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 Xr-,RP 976.0000 IN. XT CLETII4 ) IIMESII-OISCIABI) LVIIP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALED 1 I . 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
Zt1RP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CLETO!'!) ~ mESII-0!9C1A811 LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETTI4) AMESI!-0!9C1A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CLETLl4) AMES!!-019CIA81J LVIIP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI4) AMESI!-01911A81) LVAP R-SRB ELEveN HL SEALED!! 









































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FORE800Y YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYNF 
FIG. 34 LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LETOI") ~ AMES1I-019ClA811 LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTI4) AMES11-019ClA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETU4) AMESII-019( [ ... BIl LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETRI4) AMESII-019C1ABIl LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEIILED!I 
(LET11~) AMESl!-019( lAB!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL SEALED!! 




















































































SREF 2690.0000 50.~T. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 34 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYH80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-18 ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFeRMATION 
C LET014 ) ~ AHESlt-019CIAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 SREF 2690.8r'Ca !;'LFT. C LETTI 4 ) AHESII-019CIAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETLl4 ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETRI4 ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVeN HL SEALED 1 1 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT (LET 114 ) AHESIl-Ol9(IABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEveN HL SEALEDll 1.400 B.OOO -4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT ZHRP 400.0r:mo IN. ZT "-- -. ~ __ -.t1 --- -.-
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBClL CClNFIGlJRAHClN OESCRIPTlClN MACH ElV-IB ELV-ClB SPDBRK REFERENCE lNFClRHATl~N 
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C LETOl4 ) 
C LETrt4 ) (LETL14) 
C LETR14 ) (LETIl4) ~ 















C~NFIGURATIGN OESCRIPTI~N MACH ELV-IB 
AMESll-019CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.:400 8.000 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 
AMESlI-Ol9(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1 .400 8.000 
AMESII-O!9(IA8!) LVAP R-SRB ELEV~N HL SEALEDl! 1.400 8.000 
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RDllING MDMENT CDEFFICIENT. CBl 
'--' 
ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INF~RNJ\T ION 
-4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
-4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. -~--.. .,--.-
-4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
-4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
-4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 















LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 






































nn HI' un 
REFERENCE INfORHATION 
SREF 2690.0000' SQ.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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FIG. 34 
CE)ALPHAl= 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHAR. OF LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(LET014) ~ AHESIl-019CIA8l) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETTl4) AHESlI-019CIA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETL14) A~lESII-019CIA8J) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(LETRI4) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB ELEVCN HL SEALEOII 
(LETlI4) AHESII-019ClA81) LVAP TDT VEH ELEVCN HL SEALED 1 1 
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SREF 2690.0000 <:'O.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 ;. N • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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R~llING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CBl (B~DY AXIS) 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR~ ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=8/-4 
4.00 PAGE 760 
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DATA SET SYMBDL 
(LETOH ) 
C LETTl4 ) 

















C~:iF I GURA TI DN DESCR I PTI DN MACH ELV-IB 
AMESII-019(IAB1) LVIIP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.OOO 
AHESII-OI9(IA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 8.000 
AHESll-019(IAB1J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 B.ODO 
AMESll-019(IAB1J LVAP R-SRB ELEVDN HL SEALED1! 1.400 B.OOO 
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ELV-DB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATIDN 
-4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
-4.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
-4.000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
-4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XJ 
-4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 34 
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R~lLING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT, CBl (B~DY AXIS) 
LATERAL-DIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS, M=1.4 OEV=8/-4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C LETCl2D ) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C LETT20) AHESII-019(IA8IJ LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. C LETL2D) AMESII-019(IA81J LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.400 .000 .000 .000 8REF 1297.0000 IN. C LETR20 ) AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEDII 1.400 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT ( LETl20 ) AHESII-019(IA8!J LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED! I 1.400 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 







































-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP. BETAI, DEGREES 
FIG. 35 
CAJALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTIQNAL CHAR. QF LAUNCH VEHICLE CQMPQNENTS, M=1.4 DEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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UdALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MPONENTS, M=1.4 DEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CClNFIGURArrON DESCRIPTION 
(LETCJ20) ~ AHES11-019( 1ABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETT20)' ANES11-019ClA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( LETL20 ) MilOS 11-0 Is ( I A81) L YAP L -SRB - EL VN-L HL SEALED 
(LETR20) AMESII-Ol9( IA81) LVAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
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REf'ERE~~CE INF{!RMsH !:;N 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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INTEGRATED VEHICLE ANGLE ~F SIDESLIP, BETAI, DEGREES 
FIG. 35 
CA)ALPHAI= 
LATERAL-DIRECTI~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 DEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( LET020 ) ~ AMES 11-0 19 ( I A8ll LV AP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED (LETT20) AHESII-019(!A81) LYAP TANK - ELYN-L HL SEALED 
CLETL20) AMESII-019CIABI) LYAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED (LETR20) AMESII-019C1A8!) LYAP R-SRB ELEVON HL SEALED!! 







































































- . 12 -.08 -.04 0 .04 .08 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF !297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 35 LATERAL-OIRECTl~NAL CHAR. ~F LAUNCH VEHICLE C~MP~NENTS, M=1.4 OEV=O/O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIGN 
( LET02D ) ~ "MES 11-0 19 CI "81) L YAP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED (LETT20) "MESII-019( 1"81) LV"P T"NK - ELVN-L HL SE"LEO 
CLETL20) "MESII-019CJA8!l LV"P L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SE"LEO 
(LETR20) AHESII-019(JA81l LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALEOII 
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ROLL I NG MOMENT COEFF I C lENT, CBL (800Y AX IS') 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ~IACH ELY-IB 
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REFERENCE p,Hjimll"! leN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN . 
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DATA SET SYMB()L CONFIGURATl()N OESCRIPTI()N 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION oESCRIPTIDN 
CNETH06) 8 AHES1I-019CIABll LVAP DRBlTER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CHETH13) AHESII-019CIAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000" SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
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ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT!ON DESCRIPTION 
(METH07) ~ AMEs11-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
U1ETH1S) AMEslI-019CIABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(METH26) AHEsll-019( IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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DATA SET SYI1B~L CClNFIGURATlON DESCRIPTIOIll 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH 
ELV-IB ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHAfION 
C METH07 ) AMESll-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 9.000 
C METHI5) AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 8.000 
C METH26) AMESll-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CMETH07 l ~ AMESI1-019(IA8Il LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (METHI5 l AMESII-OI9( IA81 l LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (f'lETH26) AMESII-OI9( I"BI J LV"P ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
AHES11-019CIA81) LViiP OR8ITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMES11-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESll-019(IA81) LYAP ~~~ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METH07 ) ~ AMESII-019( IASI) LVA? ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (HETHIS) AMESI1-019(IAS1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
( METH26 ) AMES 11-0 19 ( I AS I) L VAP DRS ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED 
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SP08RK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
• 000 SREF 2690 • 0000 sa . FT • 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 






CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELY-IB 
AMES11-019(1A81) LYAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .900 8.000 
AMESlI-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 B.OOO 
AMESI1-019CIASll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORHATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(ZETH09) ~ AMESII-IJ19rIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( ZETHI6 ) AMESII-019C I A811 LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( ZETHDS ) ~ AMES 11-0 IS C I AB I) L YAP ORB ITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT • 
fZETHI6) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALEO (lETH09) ~ AHESII-019C1A81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(ZETHOS) ~ AHESII-019ClA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
rZETHI6) AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(BETH2S) N1ES11-019(IA81) LVAP ClRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 









AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019([A81} LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR.HION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE I~FORHATION 
C ZETH09 ) ~ AHESII-019CIAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 1.100 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C ZETHlS ) AHESII-019CIASI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 8.000 S.OOO .000 LREF 1297.0eOa IN. C BETH25 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.100 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C ZETHIB ) AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 1.100 10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 97S.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( ZETH09 ) ~ AHESII-019( IABI) LVt,P ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL ( ZETH 16 ) AMES 11-0 19 (! A8ll L VAt> ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED (·BETH25) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (ZETH1B) AMESIl-019( IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONfIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMB~L C~NFIGURAtIGN OESCRIPTIGN 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CDNFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTIDN 
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DATA SET SYHBGL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(METHI2) 8 ''1E511-0190A8lJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (HETHI4) :. ESI1-019ClABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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DATA SET SYMS~L C~NFIGURATIeN OESCRIPTI~N 
(HETHI2) 8 AMESII-019ClA81J LVAP GRaITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CI1ETHI4) AME511-019(IA81) LVAP ~R8ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ~iLV-OB SPOBRK 
( ZETCl06 ) ~ AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL, .SOD B.OOO 4.000 ,000 C ZET026 ) AMESII-019CIABIJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 .000 .DOG .000 C BET025 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.100 .000 .OIJD .000 C BETD24) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.250 .000 .000 .000 ( BET023 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.400 .000 .000 .000 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE lNFOr.l1AT lCN 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIGN 
(ZET006) ~ AMESII-019CIA81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (ZET026) AMESli-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(BEm25) . AMES11-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 






































































SPDBRK REFERENCE J NF13RHII TI ON 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
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(ZETCl06) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE (ZET026) AHESII-019C!A8lJ LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(BET025) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(BET024) DATA NCT AVAILABLE 
( BETCl23) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C ZH006) ~ AMES11-019C IA81) LVAP ORBITER ElVN-L HL UNSEAL 
CZETC26) AMES11-019CIA81) LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CBET025) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
C BET024 ) OAT.&. NOT AVAILABLE 





















































SPDBRK REFERENCE INFDRHATIDN 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
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.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYHB~ 

















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH 
AHESII-019(IABl) LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 
DATA NCT AVAILABLE 1.100 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.250 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
(ZETT26) AHESI1-019CIAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (ZETT06) ~ .AMESll-019ClABll'LIfAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (BETT25) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (BETT24) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (BETT23) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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FIG. 42 EXTERNAL TANK BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT 









SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(ZETTOS) ~ AMESll-019CIASIl LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (ZETT26) ~MES11-019(IAB1) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(BETT25) oAT~ N(H AVAILABLE 
(BETT24) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(BETT23) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 



































































SREF 2690.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 1297 • 0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YJ1RP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE iNFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
(ZETT26) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED (ZETT06) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(BETT25) DATA NOT AVAIl-ABLE 
(BETT24) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
















LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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OA T A SET SYMBOL CCiNF I GURA Tl ON OESCR I PTl ON 
CZETTOS) i AHES11-019CIASD LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (ZETT2S) AHES! !-019ClASlJ LVAP TAN~ - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(BETT25) AHESll-019ClA8\) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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! FIG. 42 EXTERNAL TANK BASE AXIAL F~RCE C~EFFICIENT 
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(ZETT26) AMESII-019( lABI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HI. SEALED 
DATA SET SYMSOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( ZETT06 ) ~ DATA NOT AVldLABLE 
(BETT25) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (BETT2-4 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (BETT23) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 




































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(ZETT06) ~ MIESII-019(JA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (ZETT26) AMESIl-019(JASI) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(BETT2S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (BET'r24) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (BETT23) _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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EXTERNAL TANK ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAT. DEGREES 
FIG. 42 EXTERNAL TANK BASt AXIAL F~RCE C~EFFICIENT 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIeii DESCRIPTION MACH ELV-IB ELV-OS SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ZETTOS) ~ AMESII-019C!A81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (ZETT2SJ A~IESII-019(lA81) LVAP TANK - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(BETT25) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(BETT2-4 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (BETT23) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
.SOO 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
.900 .000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
1.100 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
I .250 .000 .000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
1.-400 .000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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OA TA SET SYMBOL CDNF I GURA TI (y., OESCR I PTI DN 
(ZETL06) ~ AMESll-019ClA8i ~ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (ZETL2S) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(f:lETL25) DATA NDT AVAILABLE 
CBETL24) DATA NDT AVAILABLE 
C BETL23) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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FIG. 43 LEFT SRB BASE AXIAL F~RCE C~EFFICIENT 
























3 4 567 
ALPHAL. DEGREES 
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REFERENCE INFDRHATIQN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 





























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION. 















AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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ANGLE GF ATTACK ~F LEFT SRB. ALPHAL. DEGREES 
FIG. 43 LEFT SRB BASE AXIAL F~RCE C~EFFICIENT 






SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000., IN. 
BREF 1297.9000 IN. 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOl 
(ZETL06 ) ( ZETL26 ) (BETL25 ) 
C BETL24 ) 



















DATA NCT AVAILABLE 
AMESll-019CIAB1) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
DATA NCT AVAILABLE 
DATA NCT' AVAILABLE 
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK ~F LEFT SRB. 
FIG. 43 LEFT SRB BASE AXIAL F~RCE C~EFFICIENT 
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REFERENCE INfORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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AMES11-019(IABl) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESl\-019(IA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 









































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
-----J XMRP 976.0000 IN. xr YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK OF LEFT SRB. 
FIG. 43 LEFT SRB BASE AXIAL F~RCE CQEFFICIENT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 










DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
AHESII-019(fA811 LVAP 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
rl- , 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK OF LEFT SRB. 
FIG. 43 LEFT SRB BASE AXIAL FQRCE CQEFFICIENT 
CEJBETAL = 2.00 
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ALPHAL. DEGREES 
REFERENCE I NFORI1A TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8REF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. VT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYHB~L C~NFIGURATr~N OESCRIPTI~N 








AHESII-019(IA811 LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AHESII-019CIA81) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED 
DATA NCT AVAILABLE 
DATA N~T AVAILABLE 
DATA N~T AVAILABLE 
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK ~F LEFT SRB. 
FIG. 43 LEFT SRB BASE AXIAL F~RCE C~EFFICIENT 
CFJBETAL = 4.00 
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3 4 567 
ALPHAL. DEGREES 
REFERENCE INf~RHATI~N 
SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ZETL06 ) ~ AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .600 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. ( ZETL26 ) AMESII-019(IABIJ LVAP L-SRB - ELVN-L HL SEALED .900 • 000 .000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN • C BETL25 J DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.100 .000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. C BETL24 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.250 .000 .000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT (BETL23 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.400 .000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(ZETR06) ~ AHESII-019ClABI) LVAP R-SRB ( ZETR26 ) AHESII-0!9( I Aa!) LVAP R-SRB (KETR25) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (KETR24) DATA NOT AVAILABLE (KETR23) DATA NDT AVAILABLE 
















ELEVON HL UNSEALll 
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FIG. 44 RIGHT SRB BASE AXIAL FC1RCE CC1EFFICIENT 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. xT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
r ZETR06) ~ r ZETR26 ) 


















AMESII-01SCIA81) LVAP R-SRB 
AMESII-019CIA81) LVAP R-SRB 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AYAILABLE 




ELEVON HL UNSEALI} 
ELEYON HL SEALED}} 
, .. 
i---t 
MACH ELY-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK 
.600 9.000 4.000 .000 
.900 .000 .000 .000 
1.100 .000 .000 .000 
1.250 .000 .000 .000 
1.400 .000 .000 .000 
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FIG. 44 RIGHT SRB BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT 
(S)SETAR = -4.00 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 S,).FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. -~~.,..-<>~ .. --~ 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION OESCRIPTI~N 





DATA N~T AVAILABLE 
AHESII-019CIABI) LVAP R-SRB 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK ~F RIGHT SRB, ALPHAR, DEGREES 
FIG. 44 RIGHT SRB BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT 
(C)BETAR = -2.00 
"-::~.t" 
REFERENCE INF~RHATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(ZETR26) AHES1!-0!9CIA8!) LV"P R-SRB 
(KETR2S J A/'1ESl!-0!9CIABIJ LVAP R-SRB 
(ZETR06) ~ AHES11-019(IAB1) LVAP,R-SRB 
(KETR2-4) /lMESI1-019CIII81l LVIIP R-SRB 
CKETR23J IIMESII-019ClIl81) LVAP R-SRB 






















ELEVON HL UNSEAL11 
ELEVON HL SEALED1! 
ELEVON HL SEALED1I 
ELEVaN HL SEALED11 
ELEVaN HL SEALED!1 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT, • 
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XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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O"TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ElV-IB ElV-OB SPOBRK 
(ZETR06 ) ~ DATA NOT "VAILABlE .600 8.000 -4.000 .000 C ZETR26) AMESlI-019ClA81J LVAP R-SRB ELEVClN HL SEALED 1 1 .900 .000 .000 .000 C KETR25 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.100 .000 .000 • 000 C KETR24 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.250 .000 .000 .000 (KETR23 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1.400 .000 .000 .000 
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'REFERENCE I NFORHA TI ON 
SkEF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
lREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 97G.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATIGN DESCRIPTION 
(ZETROS) ~ AMESII-Ot9( IABI) LVAP R-SRB (ZETR2S) AMESlt-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB 
(KETR25) DATA N(H AVAILABLE 
CKETR24) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK ~F RIGHT SRB. ALPHAR. DEGREES 
FIG. 44 RIGHT SRB BASE AXIAL F~RCE C~EFFICIENT 
CF)BETAR = 4.00 
. ~ .. _-,. ~.- ... ~ 
REFERENCE INFGrtHATICN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
~--~--,.. ... 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 1 N. YT 
ZMRP 4CO ,0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
'TnT 
8 9 10 11 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CClNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
















AHESII-019(IASI) LVAP R-SRB 
AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP R-SRB 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DKTA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
H: 
~ ... -, 
ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 


































I I , • • . . 
-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ANGLE DF ATTACK DF RIGHT SRB. ALPHAR. DEGREES 
FIG. 44 RIGHT SRB BASE AXIAL FeRCE COEFFICIENT 
CGJBETAR = 6.00 
f' I .. _ ....... --, 
<---~-... .... ---
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(UETlOS) ~ At1ESII-019CIA81J LVAP TC!T VEH ELEVON HL UNSEALII 
C UETlI5) AME511-019C lABU LVAP TOT YEH ELEVON HL 5EIILEOII (UETlI3) AMESII-019CIABIl LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOII 
CUETl17) AHES1!-OI9CIA8ll LVAP TOT VEH ELEVGN HL SEALEDl! 
CUETIl4 1 AMESll-Ol9(IA8l) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!! 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
.000 ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 









1.2 1.3 1.4 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(WETI06 ) (WETI 15 ) 












AHESII-019(IABI) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEAL I I 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP ~OT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
AHESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
AHESII-019CIASIJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
AHESII-019CIASl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDII 
AMES!!-019(IASl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!I 
<h 























" .. " ... ~'"-.. ""--"--"~ 
~ .. .,;-~-
ELV-IB ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFCRHftilON 
8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0L'~J sa.FT. 
8.000 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
S.OOO -4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. VT 
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D~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(VETIQ6) ~ AMESll-019(I1I81l LVIIP TelT VEH ELEVON HL UNSEIIL11 (VET/IS) IIMESII-019C11181J LVIIP TOT VEH ELEVelN HL SEALEOll (VETI13) MIESII-019(11I81) LVIIP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEIILEO!! (VETII7) ~HESII-019(I~81) LVIIP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEIILED1! 
CVETII-4) AHESI!-0!9CJA8!) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!l 
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SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. ~-... "--
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 47 SUMMARY, N~RMAL F~RCE C~EFFICIENT SL~PE AT BETA=O.O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA I ELV-IS ELY-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(4ETIOG) ~ AMESII-Olse]ABl) LVAP TOT VEH ELEyeN HL UNSEALll (4ETIIS) AMESll-019(IABI) LYAP TOT YEH ELEyeN HL SEALEDll (4ETlI3) AMESII-019(IABI) LVAP TClT YEH ELEVDN HL SEALEDl! (4ETI!7) AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVeN HL SEALEDII ( 4ETII4 ) AMESI1-0 19( IA81) LYAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!I 
C4ETI2G) D AMESll-019C1A8l) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEDll 
.000 8.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
.000 B.OOD 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 10.000 4.000 .000 XI1RP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 B.OOO -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
.000 .000 .000 .000 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT " SCALE .0300 
:> 
-.l .12 "" _ ..... 
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DATA SET SYMBeL 
(4ETI06) ~ (-tEntS) 
C4ET!13) ( 4ET! 17 ) ( 4ET! 14 ) 
t!:1 ( -tETI 26 ) D 




































































CeNFIGURATICN OESCRIPTleN ALPHA I 
hMESI1-019(IABt) LVAP TOT VEH ELEyeN HL UNSEAL1! .000 
AMES11-019(IAB1) LVAP TOT VEH ELEveN HL SEALEOll .000 
AHESlI-019CIABll LVAP TelT VEH ELEYON HL SEALEOll .000 
AMESII-019CIA8!) LYAP TeT YEH ELEveN HL SEALED1! .000 
AMESI1-019C[A81) LYAP TeT VEH ELEveN HL SEALEDI! .000 





1\ I I 
\ ! 
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~ i V 
'\. I V Y 
r-.., V V v 















.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .0 
MACH NUMBER 
ELV-IB ELY-cB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFGRHATION 
13.000 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.PT. 
B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 iN. 
10 .000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
8.000 -<t.OOO .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
.000 .000 .000 ZHRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
I.,..J ~- "'-
/ G!;) I\. 
/ ~ 
I~ v \ I 
14 V \ ~ 
V V /. \ 
/' J i\ i/ 
/. V :JL 1 
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pl.rA SET SYMBI;L CONFIGURATIGN DESCRIPTIDN 
I, NETHOS ) ~ AMES 11-019 (1 A81) L YAP ORB ITER EL YN-L HL UNSEAL (NETH1Sl AHESll-019CIABll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (NETH13) AMES11-019C 1/\B1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
tNF.TH1'Jj AMESI1-OL9(IIIBll LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (NETHI4) AHESI1-0ISClAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CNETH2S) D AMES11-01SCIAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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..---..,- ... .,~--~........: 
ELY-IB ELY-OB SPDBRK RE~ERENCE iNFORMATION 
B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
8.000 .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
B.OOO -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET~'!MBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA [ ELV-IS ELV-OB SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( NETH06 ) i AMES II -0 I 9 (I A8 I) L YAP ORB HER EL YN-L HL UNSEAL 
CNETHIS) ANESII-019(IABI) LYAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CNETH13) AMESlI-019CIAB1) LVAP CRBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CNETHI7) I\HES11-019(1A81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(NETH14) AMESII-019<IA81) LVAP OR81TER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
.000 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 8.000 S.OOO .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
• 000 B.OOO .000 .000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.000 10.000 4.000 .000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 8.000 -4.000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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FIG. 50 SUMMARY, ELEV~N HINGE M~MENT COEFFICIENTS 
. CB),A.LPH,A.D= -4.00 
LCC-'!C=TCZ::=:::=" .... :::=~=.... ..• -." .•... ~.::.:::: ... 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(NETH06) ~ AHES1l-0l9CIA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (NETHIS) AHES11-019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (NETH13) AMES1\-019(IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CNETHI7) AHESII-019CIASl) LVAP ORBITER ELYN-L HL SEALED 
CNETH14) AMESII-019CIABl) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
CNETH26) D AMESll-019CIABIl LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
.25 pili IIII 1111 1111 III1 Ilil 1111 1111 1111 1111 un III I "" 1111











































































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
ITtl Uir fin rm ITTl TrH [lTTl 
.l 
.dull. .LU.l 1.11 .UJ.l. 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONF I GURA TI ON OESCRI PTI CJt~ ALPHA I ELV-IB ELV-OB 
(NETH06 ) ~ AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP (NETH15 ) AMESll-019(IA81) LVAP (NETHI3 ) AMESll-019(IAB1) LVAP (NETH17 ) AMES11-019(IABI) LVAP (NETHI4 ) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP 

























ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL .000 8.000 4.000 
ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .000 B.OOO 6.000 
ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .000 8.000 .000 
ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .000 10.000 ".000 
ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .000 B.OOO -·4,000 


























FIG. 50 SUMMARY, .ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
CO)ALPHAD= .00 
--.~ --., 
SPOBRI{ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. .--"-- ....... --,-~-
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CGNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(OETH06) ~ AHESII-019C1A91) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL (OETHI5) AHESII-019C1,\81) L'IAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(OETHI3) AMES11-019C11\81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED (DETHI7) AMESIl-019CI/,81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(DElH!4 ) AMESII-019( lii81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
(OETH26) D AMESII-019(]A81J LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
.25 nn JTITI [11 " "" un 'Tn In' ITI' 
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FIG. 50 SUMMARY, ELEV~N HINGE H~HEKr C~EFFICIENTS 
CAJALPHACI= .00 
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REFERENCE INFORHATIDN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.rT. 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(OETH06) ~ (OETH15) (OEIHI3 ) 










A~ES11-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
AMESII-019(IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMESII-019(IABI) L1iAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AMES 11-0 19 (I AB 1) L YAP ORB ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
AHESII~019(IA81) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
"~IES 11-0 19(1 A81l LVAP ORB ITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
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FIG. 50 SUMMARY, ELEV~N HINGE M~MENT C~EFFICIENTS 
CBJALPHACJ= 2.00 
1;,) 
MI.4. J:.do. iHd ...... yj- iZ!5ii1l1:h±.=~~ .... ~~~~:-~!....,....,..~< .......... ...---..... '..-"".-.~<.-~ 
... -"-.--.-~ 
SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORliA Tl ON 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. .... ~-:--~ .. -~-
.000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 YMRP .00(10 IN. YT 
.000 ZMRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA I ELV-IB ELV-OB SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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FIG. 50 SUMMARY, ELEVeN HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO~ ALPHA I ELV-IS ELV-Cl8 SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(OETH06) ~ ANESII-019(IA81) LVAP GRElITER ELVN-L HL UNSEAL 
COETH15) AHESII-OI9CIABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
COETHI3) AMESII-019C1ABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED ( OETH 17 ) AMES 11-019 CI ABIl L YAP ORB ITER EL VN-L HL SEALED (OETHI4) AMESI 1-019C IABI) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED 
.000 B.OOO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
.000 B.OOO 6.000 .000 LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
.000 8.000 .000 • 000 BREF 1297.0000 IN • 
.000 10.000 4.000 .000 XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
.000 8.000 -4.000 .000 YMF?? .0000 IN. VT (OETH26) D AMESII-019C IAB1) LVAP ORBITER ELVN-L HL SEALED .000 .000 .000 .000 ZMftP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
.25 'rTllll~]~~~:~J:Lr~rn[~J::1T~I-nlnl 
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FIG. 50 SUMMARY, ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
(D)"LPH"~= 6.00 
1.2 
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AHESII-019(IA8l) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVeN HL UNSEALll 
AHESll-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVGN HL SEALEDll 
Ar1ES11-019( IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOll 
AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALED I I 


















































~REF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8REF 1297.0000 IN • 
XHRP 976.0000 IN. XT 
YHRP .0000 IN. YT 
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M"CH NUMBER 
FIG. 51 SUMMARY, ELEV~N EFFECTIVENESS, ALPHA=O.O, BETA=O.O 
(")"LPHAI= .00 P"GE 841 











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(NETl07) ~ mESII-OIS( IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVClN HL UNSEALlI (NETIIS) AMESII-0ISClA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOl1 (NETII2) AMESII-019(IA81) LVAP TOT VEH ELEVON HL SEALEOII 
(NHI17) AHESlt-019(IABI) LVAP TlH VEH ELEVDN HL SEALEDII 
(NETll4J AHESll-0l9CJA8lJ LVAP TOT VEH ELEVeN HL SEALEDll 
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SREF 26S0.0000 sa.Fl • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN • 
8REF 1297.0000 IN • 
XMRP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 







1.4 1.5 1.6 
FIG. 51 SUMMARY. ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS, ALPHA=O.O, BETA=O.O 
(A)ALPHAI= .00 PAGE 842 
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DA T A SET SYMBOl. CClNF I GURA TJ ON OEseR I PT ION ALPHA I 
( NET! 07 ) ~ AHES 11-0 19 Cl A81) LVAP TelT VEH ELEVCJN HL UNSEAL II (NETIIS) A~1ESII-019CiABl) LVAP HH VEH ELEVON HL SEALED!I 
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5REF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 1297.0000 IN. 
BREF 1297.0000 IN. 
Xt1RP 976.0000 IN. Xl 
YMRP .0000 IN. YT 
Z~IRP 400.0000 IN. ZT 
SCALE .0300 
~ 
1.4 1.5 1.6 
FIG. 51 SUMMARY, ELEV~N EFFECTIVENESS, ALPHA=O.O, BETA.=O.O 
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